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Abstract
Groove and Flow:
Six Analytical Essays on the Music of Stevie Wonder
Timothy S. Hughes
Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Professor Jonathan Bernard
Music Theory

This dissertation is a collection of analytical essays on songs made by Stevie
Wonder between 1972 and 1974. The essays focus on two interwoven aspects of soul
and funk music, as they are employed by Wonder: the use of repeated musical figures,
particularly grooves, to generate a sense of forward motion, or flow; and the use of flow
in a variety of ways and on many levels to give songs both shape and life.
I begin by introducing the primarily African-American musical paradox of
collective individuality and the musical concepts of groove and flow that are central to
soul and funk. Chapter 1 is a general analysis of “Living for the City” that is primarily
concerned with form—the shape of the song over time—and the way in which that form
interacts with the text and generates meaning(s). It also demonstrates for the first time
how Wonder uses repetition of musical elements to create a sense of
flow—simultaneously on several different structural levels and in many different
ways—and then manipulates that flow throughout the course of the song. Chapter 2 is an

analysis of “Golden Lady” that demonstrates groove and flow operating in areas other
than rhythm and meter, in scales beyond the merely local, and in a compound, multidimensional manner.
Chapters 3 through 6 constitute a single, in-depth discussion of Wonder’s
distinctive brand of clavinet-based funk music, divided into four parts. Chapter 3
outlines the primary musical characteristics of funk and how Wonder’s style grew out the
specific approach to funk developed by the house band and producers at Motown
Records. I then analyze “Superstition,” “Higher Ground,” and “You Haven’t Done
Nothin’,” focusing on the interactions of rhythm and meter. Each song is analyzed
separately but in a similar fashion, allowing for depth of analysis without sacrificing
detail. Based on the concepts of groove and flow established earlier, this four-chapter
discussion explores Wonder’s particular version of the “robustly collective” grooves that
are essential to funk, demonstrating vital musical processes and accounting for some of
the unusual power and life of this music.
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1
INTRODUCTION
Effusive praise has become something of a tradition when describing the music
made by Stevie Wonder in the 1970s:

Can anyone imagine what the last twenty-five years of American popular
music would be without Stevie Wonder? He is the composer of his
generation.1
It was one man, actually, who brought together the entire black American
tradition for the world to witness in the 1970s… Stevie brought together
the entire black music legacy and served up plate after plate of exquisite
soul-food gumbo, and made diverse, digestible music that funk bands far
and wide aspired to.2

Yet acclaim like this is justified because the commercial and artistic success, influence,
and social impact of Wonder’s music from 1972 to 1976 are, arguably, unmatched by any
single American musician since Louis Armstrong:

[In 1972] Stevie Wonder had just launched one of the most extraordinary
outbursts of creativity in popular music history—a four-year, four-album
run that would be unprecedented and, as yet, [is] unsurpassed both in
terms of the level of artistic achievement and the widespread popular
acclaim…. Before long, his music would be heard in every corner of the
globe, forever changing the way pop music was made and played.3
1

Paul Simon, from Wonder’s 1989 Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Fame induction ceremony, as quoted in
Martin E. Horn, Innervisions: The Music of Stevie Wonder (Bloomington, IN: 1st Books Library, 2000),
341.
2

Ricky Vincent, Funk: The Music, the People, and the Rhythm of the One (New York: St.
Martin’s Griffin, 1996), 131-33.
3

Joel Selvin, “Power in the Darkness,” Mojo 113 (April, 2003), 40. The Stevie Wonder albums to
which Selvin refers are Music of My Mind, Motown Records 37463-0314-2 (1972), Talking Book, Motown
37463-0319-2 (1972), Innervisions, Motown 37463-0326-2 (1973), and Fulfillingness’ First Finale, 374630332-2 (1974). However, despite the fact that it was recorded in 1976 under different circumstances and in
a different style, Wonder’s Songs in the Key of Life, Motown 37463-0340-2 (1976), is generally grouped
with these four albums because of its comparable levels of impact and success.
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During this period, Wonder achieved a level of commercial and artistic success
comparable to that of the Beatles, although sustained over a shorter period of time. Also
like the Beatles, Wonder is hugely important because of sheer innovation. Wonder
introduced white audiences to funk that rocked, introduced black audiences to rock that
moved, introduced a warm, human touch to the synthesizer, introduced the synthesizer to
the dance floor, and helped introduce the dance floor to the cold reality of politics. He
not only demonstrated that one man could use the recording studio to generate the sound
of a great band, he did so in a way that encompassed the styles of rhythm and blues, soul,
funk, and rock, anticipated most of the major stylistic developments of the subsequent
decade, and yet remained deeply personal and utterly inimitable.
There is a clear need for detailed analysis of Wonder’s music because, to date,
there is no scholarly study of his life or his works—an enormous omission, given the high
levels of popular, critical, and artistic success of his music. Yet there is another, more
compelling reason for analyzing Wonder’s songs, one which directly parallels one of the
main reasons for studying popular music in the first place: Doing so raises intriguing
questions that open up new paths for musicological investigation, alter preconceived
ideas of simplicity, complexity, and sophistication, and challenge our assumptions about
how music works.
In his introduction to Cut ‘n’ Mix, Dick Hebdidge voices a common
misconception about African-American music when he states: “African, Afro-American
and Caribbean music is based on quite different principles from the European classical
tradition. The collective voice is given precedence over the individual voice of the artist

3
or the composer….”4 While accurate in some significant ways, this statement devalues
perhaps the single most salient element of African-American music: spontaneous
individual expression, manifested through improvisation. Such individualism is widely
celebrated, whether in the solos of Charlie Parker, the melodies of Ella Fitzgerald, the
songwriting of Robert Johnson, the interpretations of Aretha Franklin, or the spontaneous
appropriations of music by the DJs that Hebdidge himself discusses.
While the collective voice is certainly also emphasized in African-American
music, it is not emphasized “over the individual voice” because, in most AfricanAmerican musical traditions, the collective voice is made of individual voices. The
group is not a single entity of multiple parts, but a number of distinct individuals working
in concert. The intersections of the individuals constitute the collective, while the
collective provides the background that allows individuality to be perceived. I contend
that the working out of this paradoxical combination of the group and the individual—the
musical expression of the basic human desire to belong and yet be different—is one of
the most powerful forces shaping American popular music and is the source of the key,
twin mechanisms of groove and flow. As the first individual to succeed in generating the
“robustly collective” sound of a large funk band entirely by himself, Stevie Wonder had
to unravel the paradox of collective individuality.5 As a result, analysis of his music can
4

Dick Hebdidge, Cut ‘n’ Mix: Culture, Identity and Caribbean Music (New York: Routledge,

1987), 11.
5

For the origin of the term “robustly collective,” see Samuel Floyd, Jr., The Power of Black
Music: Interpreting Its History from Africa to the United States (New York, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1995), 34. He takes this term from Basil Davidson, The African Genius: An Introduction to African
Cultural and Social History (Boston: Little, Brown, 1969). See the discussions of the concepts of the
collective and the individual on pages 33-34 of Chapter 1 and 127-29 of Chapter 3.
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provide a clear window into the often murky world of the groove and allow the analyst to
map the swirling paths of musical flow.
This dissertation is a collection of analytical essays on five of Stevie Wonder’s
songs from the early 1970s. In order of presentation, the songs are: “Living for the City”
and “Golden Lady,” both from Innervisions; “Superstition,” from Talking Book; “Higher
Ground,” also from Innervisions; and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’,” from Fulfillingness’
First Finale.6 The essays are primarily focused on two issues: first, the ways in which
Wonder uses repeated grooves to generate a sense of flow that is complex, subtle, and
unusually powerful; second, how he uses that flow in a variety of ways to breathe life
into his songs, to imbue them with color, impulse, depth, drama, and meaning.
In each case, I analyze the commercially released studio recording, as found on
the album. This is not to ignore the importance of live music, or to assert the primacy of
studio recordings or of the album as the text in popular music. Instead, it is because of
the success and importance of these specific iterations of the songs—of these particular
editions of the text. I have tried to write generally enough to provide a clear picture of
the entire song and its context, yet incisively enough to provide a sense of the subtlety,
depth, and level of detail in each song. I treat traditional musical elements such as form,
harmonic progression, voice-leading, and instrumentation wherever useful or appropriate,
sometimes in a traditional fashion and sometimes in a new way. At the same time, I also
explore less traditional domains of musical analysis such as repetition, groove, flow,

6

See the full citations in note three above. All five songs are also available in the boxed set At the
Close of a Century, Motown 012 153992-2 (1999).
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compound recurrence, collectivity and individuality, timbre, the use of space in the stereo
mix, synthesis, sound effects, improvisation, and modular song construction wherever
useful or appropriate.
I chose each of the songs because I found some very interesting results in my
initial investigation of it. Chapter 1 is an analysis of “Living for the City,” Wonder’s
moving, epic marriage of soul, American history, the twelve-bar blues, and Wellesian
radio theater. The discussion in this chapter is very general and includes significant
engagement with virtually every aspect of the music. However, it is primarily concerned
with form—the shape of the song over time—and the way in which that form interacts
with the text and generates meaning(s). It also provides the first detailed look at the ways
in which Wonder uses repetition to create a sense of flow—simultaneously on several
different structural levels and in many different ways—and then manipulates that flow to
create drama.
The analysis of “Golden Lady” in Chapter 2, while also somewhat generalized, is
more specifically focused on Wonder’s sophisticated use of repeated harmonic
progressions and voice-leading to create flow. Existing discussions of repetition and
flow, by authors such as James Snead, John Miller Chernoff, Christopher Small, Dick
Hebdidge, Tricia Rose, and Adam Krims, have generally been focused on rhythm and
meter in African, African-American, and Afro-Diasporic traditions, at or near the surface
of the music.7 But the grooves of “Golden Lady” are built to a large degree around
7

James A. Snead, “On Repetition in Black Culture,” Black American Literature Forum 15/4
(Winter, 1981), 146-54; John Miller Chernoff, African Rhythm and African Sensibility: Aesthetics and
Social Action in African Musical Idioms (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979); Dick Hebdidge, Cut
‘n’ Mix; Christopher Small, Music of the Common Tongue (New York: Riverrun Press, 1987); Tricia Rose,
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mechanisms that are based at least partly on European traditions and that are not confined
to surface levels. In my analysis of this song, I demonstrate that groove and flow are not
exclusively local phenomena, are not restricted to the interaction of rhythm and meter,
and may be indicative of fundamental principles that underlie all music.
After these two chapters have set the stage somewhat, I delve into a four-chapter
discussion of Wonder’s three great clavinet-funk singles, “Superstition,” “Higher
Ground,” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’,” within the larger context of funk. Chapter 3
is an overview of the primary musical characteristics of the style, along with a discussion
of the way in which Wonder’s distinctive brand of funk developed out of Motown’s
specific approach to music. In the three succeeding chapters I analyze each song in
detail, focusing in particular on the sophisticated interactions of rhythm, meter, and
arrangement, and how these interactions generate the “robustly collective” grooves that I
contend are essential to funk.

Terminology and Concepts
Since much of this dissertation covers new musicological territory, it is necessary
for me to define terms as I will use them, to explain some of the ideas underlying my
analyses, and to provide a brief introduction to the central concepts of groove and flow.
In general, my use of terms is derived as much as possible from the general discourse of
Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America (Hanover, NH: Wesleyan University
Press, 1994); and Adam Krims, Rap Music and the Poetics of Identity (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2000).
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popular music, as found in discussions of music and interviews with musicians in
mainstream, fan, and trade publications. The language that the musicians and fans speak
is inseparable from an understanding of their music.
Walter Everett has done an excellent job of listing most of the important basic
terms. In general, I use terms as he has outlined them in the glossary of The Beatles as
Musicians, but with some modifications of those related to song form. Here are Everett’s
definitions:

Verse: a song’s section equivalent to the stanza, usually placed directly
after any introduction, that nearly always appears with two or three (or,
rarely, more) different sets of lyrics, but in rare early cases (“Love Me
Do,” “Not a Second Time”) has one set only.
Chorus: a song’s section, nearly always affirming the tonic, usually
appearing in the song’s interior, with lyrics that remain constant with each
hearing. If there is no refrain, the chorus is the container of the song’s
title.
Refrain: an optional final line of a song’s verse, consisting of a lyric,
usually containing the title, that does not vary from verse to verse.
Bridge: a song’s contrasting middle section [sometimes called the
“middle-eight,” regardless of the number of actual measures], often
beginning in an area other than tonic and usually leading to a dominant
retransition.8

Wonder’s extensive use of compound cyclical form requires, first of all, sectional
labeling based purely on the lyrics, form, and use of repetition; tonal function is not a

8

Walter Everett, The Beatles as Musicians: Revolver through the Anthology (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1999), 315-19.
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primary consideration. Second, I use the two pairs of verse/stanza and refrain/chorus in
a parallel fashion on different structural levels. Stanza refers to the main body of the
song, the most basic repeated section. It generally includes one or two verses and a
chorus. Verse refers to the main body of the stanza, its most basic repeated section. A
verse typically has lyrics that change from instance to instance and is accompanied by the
primary groove of the song. I use chorus to refer to recursive material with repeated
lyrics that concludes each stanza. Similarly, refrain refers to recursive material with
repeated lyrics that may or may not conclude each verse.
Regarding the bridge, I merely wish to emphasize the importance of contrast and
how it affects flow. In Wonder’s music, the primary point of a bridge is twofold. First, it
disrupts or, as in the case of “Living for the City,” even completely interrupts the sense of
flow in the song. Then, second, it re-establishes that flow through some sort of
mechanism that directly leads the listener to expect a resumption of the song, either with
the verse or the chorus. Everett’s definition emphasizes harmonic/melodic mechanisms
that lead to this resumption. But in Wonder’s music, the recursive mechanism may be
based on some other musical element. A particular favorite seems to be the use of
textural/timbral devices such as a stop-time effect followed by a crescendo.
In my discussions of the lyrics and form of Wonder’s songs, I use an alphabetic
system for outlining relationships. At a single structural level, sections that share the
same music are labeled with the same letter of the alphabet. The first type of section that
occurs always begins with “a,” the second with “b,” and so on. When the lyrics change
each time the music of a section is repeated, as in a typical verse, I use a lower-case

9
letter. When the lyrics stay the same, as in a typical chorus, or when there is only one
instance, I use an upper-case letter. If a section is a variation of one that is already
established, I will use an uncurled apostrophe (e.g., a', usually called “a prime”) as a
diacritical mark. If there is a second variation I will use two (a'', usually called “a double
prime”), and so on. (See Figure 1 for an illustration of these terms and labels. In this
example, the bridge and the ending are variations of the music from the verse but only
appear once, hence they are labeled A' and A'', respectively.)

Song

Stanza
a

Term
Label

Term
Label

Verse
a

Verse
a

Chorus
B

Verse
a

Stanza
a

Bridge
B

Verse
a

Chorus Bridge
B
A'

Stanza
a'

Verse
a

Verse
a

Chorus End
B
A''

Term Couplet Couplet Refrain
Label
a
a
B

Figure 1: Examples of Terms and Labels Used in Form Diagrams

For harmonic labels I generally use the name of the pitch that is the root of a triad,
with upper-case letters indicating major and lower-case indicating minor. When there is
some sort of tonal function that is significant (as for example in a cadential figure) I use
roman numerals to refer to chord function, again using upper-case letters for major and
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lower-case for minor. As a musician well versed in jazz harmony, Wonder frequently
uses additional chord tones beyond the root, third, and fifth (particularly in “Golden
Lady”). For such chords, I add figured-bass numbers as necessary (with only a few
exceptions, extended chords are played in root position). Accidentals referring to the
chord root are placed before a roman numeral; those referring to upper chord voices are
placed before the appropriate figure (see Table 1, below).

Table 1: Examples of Chord Symbols Used in Harmonic Analyses

Pitches

Text Label

RN Label
(in G)

f≥, a, c

f≥ —

vii—

Diminished Seventh

f≥, a, c, e≤

f≥ — ≤‡

vii— ≤‡

Half-Diminished Seventh
(Minor Seventh/Flat Fifth)

f≥, a, c, e(Ω)

f≥ Ÿ ‡

viiŸ‡

e, g, b

e

vi

e, g, b, d

e min ‡

vi ‡

g, b, d

G

Type of Chord
Diminished Triad

Minor Triad
Minor Seventh
Major Triad

I

g, b, d, f≥

G maj ‡ or (G ‡)

I …‡

Dominant Seventh

d, f≥, a, c(Ω)

D dom ‡ or (D ‡)

V‡

Dominant Seventh/Sharp Ninth

d, f≥, a, c, e≥

D dom ‡/≥9 or (D ‡/≥9)

V ‡/≥9

d, f≥, a≥

D±

V±

d, f≥, a≥, c(Ω)

D±‡

V±‡

Major Seventh

Augmented Triad
Augmented Dominant Seventh

…

The only other special chord symbols I use are to indicate diminished chords (—),
half-diminished seventh or minor seventh/flat-fifth chords (Ÿ), augmented chords (±), and
major seventh chords (…). These symbols are placed directly before the figures (e.g.,
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f≥ Ÿ ‡). An upper-case chord root or roman numeral followed by an unadorned figure of a
seventh or higher refers to a dominant (i.e., a major triad with a minor seventh)—whether
functioning as a dominant or not.
I make frequent use of transcribed musical examples throughout this dissertation
in order to illustrate particular, concrete details of rhythm, melody, harmony, and/or
voice-leading. This is not done lightly, because the issue of whether or not to use notated
examples is hotly debated in popular music scholarship. While there are legitimate
concerns about the political implications of using such examples, the chief fear is of “a
culture-centric fixation on certain ‘notatable’ parameters of musical expression… which
are particularly important to the Western art music tradition.”9
It is clearly important not to limit one’s understanding of popular music to
“notatable parameters.” At the same time, it is equally important not to deafen oneself to
parameters that are notatable and are most effectively represented through the use of
Western notation. The solution, then, is to use notated examples when they are
particularly useful or pertinent, without hesitation, but still keep in mind their limitations
as well as what they include, omit, diminish, or reinforce, simply as a result of their use:

Using transcriptions to study vocal styles is problematic. The microtonal
inflections and rhythmic subtleties of blues singing were never meant to
be captured in traditional musical notation. The most a conscientious
9

Phillip Tagg, “Analysing Popular Music,” Popular Music 2 (1982), reprinted in Reading Pop:
Approaches to Textual Analysis in Popular Music, ed. Richard Middleton (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2000), 76. The political implications of transcription are well summarized by Dave Headlam: “As in
Ethnomusicology, transcription itself is seen as not only problematic but at times even a political act,
serving as part of a broader co-option for the purposes of legitimation and control.” Dave Headlam, “Blues
Transformations in the Music of Cream,” Understanding Rock: Essays in Musical Analysis, ed. John
Covach and Graeme M. Boone (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 86.
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transcriber can hope for is a plausible correspondence between his
notation and what is actually heard on a recording: there is no such thing
as a completely accurate transcription. But this caveat notwithstanding, a
transcription can make a performance “hold still” so that we can observe
it—or some traces of it—in detail.10

The question of whether notation should be used, then, simply comes down to the
analyst’s decision about the best method for presenting an idea. As with all analytical
decisions, it should be based on what is appropriate for the music in question.
It is important to emphasize here that the use of Western notation in no way
represents the intrusion of a foreign system upon the music of Stevie Wonder. Wonder
received extensive formal musical training in both the European common-practice and
American jazz traditions, including music theory and composition. He also worked
closely throughout his adolescence and early adulthood with studio musicians,
professional arrangers, and producers who not only worked from notated arrangements,
but were widely known for their expertise in doing so.11 Further, Wonder himself

10

Peter Winkler, “Randy Newman’s Americana,” Reading Pop, 39. Note that Winkler is referring
to the study of vocal styles, for which this is a particularly acute problem. Indeed, in my preliminary work
for this dissertation, I recognized very quickly the inadequacy of Western notation for capturing details of
Wonder’s vocal and instrumental style, particularly for the moments when he sings or plays “in between
the notes.” As a result, I developed a new method of transcription specifically to account for the
“microtonal inflections and rhythmic subtleties” of vocalists and instrumentalists in popular music styles:
Tim Hughes, “Bottled Lightning: An Attempt to Develop an Analytical Notation for Slide Guitar,”
presented at the 1997 Annual Meeting of the Society for Ethnomusicology and IASPM-US, held jointly in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, October 23, 1997. This system has not been used in this dissertation simply
because my analysis led my writing in a very different direction, one in which such subtleties of pitch were
not enough of an issue to merit the introduction of a complex, new system of representation.
11

For a demonstration of this, see Standing in the Shadows of Motown, produced by Paul Justman,
Sandy Passman, and Allen Slutsky, directed by Paul Justman, 108 min., Artisan Entertainment (2002). In
their recreations of classic Motown songs for the film, the surviving Funk Brothers (as Motown’s studio
musicians were known) sight-read when they recreated their original parts.
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regularly employs musicians who read from notated arrangements in his live
performances of the specific songs that I address.12
This is not to suggest that, just because Wonder employs Western notation, it is
acceptable to limit my interest to those parameters of music that are well represented by
it. On the contrary, I am in fact using transcribed examples to illustrate particular
manifestations, within notatable parameters such as rhythm and meter, harmony, melody,
and voice-leading, of the effects of more fundamental musical processes that are
impossible to notate. In other words, since this text is primarily oriented toward
Wonder’s use of groove and flow, and includes extended discussions of such topics as
timbre, dynamics, sound synthesis, and swing rhythms, I am confident that it has not been
tainted by a “culture-centric fixation on certain ‘notatable’ parameters of musical
expression… which are particularly important to the Western art music tradition.”
In each notated example I use my own transcription of Wonder’s music, for two
reasons. First, while published transcriptions of these songs are widely available, such
songbooks are not designed for descriptive or analytical purposes.13 Instead, they are sets
of instructions for how to play simplified versions of the songs on guitar or piano with
vocals.

Second, I have found that published songbooks are often inaccurate or

misleading. For example, the transcription of “Higher Ground” found in Anthology:
Stevie Wonder renders the song’s meter as ®√ with quarter notes evenly divided into two

12

For instance, see the liner notes written by Ruth Adkins Robinson and Brian O’Neal to Stevie
Wonder, Natural Wonder, Motown 530546-2 (1995).
13

Examples are numerous. Two that I have found to be relatively useful are Stevie Wonder,
Anthology: Stevie Wonder (Miami, Fla.: Screen Gems-Columbia Publications, 1975) and Stevie Wonder
Complete, Vols 1-2 (Miami: CPP/Belwin, Inc., 1985).
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eighth notes, when it clearly should be notated either in

œ≤∑

, or in

®√

with quarter notes

divided into triplet eighth notes.14
Finally, it is necessary to introduce the concepts of groove and flow that I use
throughout this text. A good definition of the term groove has been provided by Mark
Spicer:

Groove: the complex tapestry of riffs—usually played by the drums, bass,
rhythm guitar and/or keyboard in some combination—that work together
to create the distinctive harmonic/rhythmic backdrop which identifies a
song.15

My own conception of the term is less precise, simply because its vernacular use has
always been so. It is commonly used in a general sense, as Spicer has done, as a single
term inclusive of the multiple “distinctive harmonic/rhythmic backdrops” that can make
up a song. But it is also frequently used in a more specific sense, referring separately to
the various different backdrops that support different parts of a song (e.g., the verses of
“Living for the City” have one groove, while the choruses have a different one).
Sometimes “groove” is even used to refer to the song as a whole, or to a part as small as a
simple riff.16 However, the primary difference between Spicer’s stated definition of a
groove and my conception of it is that, in my use of the term, a figure is not a groove
unless it is designed to be repeated.

14

Anthology, 84-7.

15

Mark Spicer, “British Pop-Rock Music in the Post-Beatles Era: Three Analytical Studies”
(Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 2001), 10.
16

Ibid. Spicer’s definition of “riff” immediately precedes his definition of “groove.”
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The idea of the groove directly addresses one of the fundamental musical
differences between the European art-music tradition and recent American popular
music. A key characteristic of virtually every style of American popular music is that
songs are built around the extensive repetition of relatively short musical segments. This
kind of use requires a very particular construction. Whether the term refers to a short riff,
a phrase, or even an entire verse, a groove must be designed to function when played a
single time, when following itself, when preceding itself, or all of the above.
In some cases a groove will be designed to lead the listener to expect its
beginning to follow its ending. The recursive mechanism that leads our ears in this way
can be rhythmic, harmonic, melodic, timbral, or any other sort of mechanism—as long as
it leads us to anticipate the beginning of the groove. I refer to this kind of groove as
“autotelic,” or self-generating. Repeated autotelic grooves tend to follow themselves
very smoothly. Other types of grooves are designed to create a sense of completeness at
their end and then simply use repetition to generate a wave-like pulsation from
completeness to incompleteness and back, another very smooth type of motion. Still
others are designed to progress away from the beginning and then abruptly snap back
when repeated. This tends to cause an undulating sensation much like following a
sawtooth waveform or listening to Shepard Tones.17
17

This term refers to an illusion first described by Roger Shepard. It is essentially the auditory
equivalent of the rotating stripes on a barber’s pole: a sound that seems to rise (or fall) indefinitely, without
actually going anywhere. The trick is achieved by selectively emphasizing different octaves in a complex
sound wave. We follow a component of the sound as it rises in pitch until at some point our perception
shifts and we begin to follow a component that is an octave below the original one. The effect on the
listener is one of a periodic undulation that implies infinite motion. See Roger N. Shepard, “Circularity in
Judgments of Relative Pitch,” Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 36/12 (December, 1964), 23462353.
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The product of a repeated groove is flow, a sense of forward motion. I am
consciously appropriating this term from the vernacular language of hip-hop, where it is
used to refer to the style of a rap vocalist. Rap vocals are almost entirely based on the
sophisticated use of groove and flow and their interaction with the content of the text:

The rhythmic styles of MCing, or “flows,” are among the central aspects
of rap production and reception, and any discussion of rap genres that
takes musical poetics seriously demands a vocabulary of flow. Rhythmic
style marks several dimensions of rap music at once for artists and
fans—history, geography, and genre all at once, not to mention the
constant personal and commercial quest for uniqueness. It thus cannot be
separated from an exposition of rap genres and styles…. It is thus
important, given the project of delineating a genre system, to provide at
least some rudimentary way to speak of rhythmic styles.18

While hip-hop is very different from the interwoven styles of rhythm and blues, soul, and
funk in general, and from Wonder’s music in particular, there is a strong and conspicuous
relationship between them, both in terms of cultural history and musical process.
Flow is the natural result of multiple successive repetitions of a musical figure.
Repetition causes flow in the following manner. First, a musical figure is stated. When
this happens the listener knows, or cognizes it. Then the musical figure is stated again.
At this point, the listener cognizes the second figure and also re-cognizes it. We
recognize at once that it is the same as the first figure and yet also know that it is
different: it is the second of two identical statements.19 When the second figure is
18

Krims, Rap Music and the Poetics of Identity, 48. The “flow” of rap vocal style is, of course, an
important topic throughout this book, but so is “flow” in the larger sense as I use it, although Krims does
not identify it with this term.
19

Much of this discussion is derived from John Rahn, “Repetition,” Contemporary Music Review
7 (1993): 49-57.
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recognized as a repetition of the first, the listener also recognizes that they are both part
of a series of statements that has not yet ended—suggesting that further statements of the
figure may follow.
From the time the listener becomes aware of the first repetition up until the point
at which the series of repeated figures clearly ends, an alternating sequence of
expectation and fulfillment extends forward through time. It is this sequence that
generates flow. The listener expects a repetition to come. When it does, the expectation
is fulfilled and at the same time a new sense of expectation is created. Flow is the
continual listening ahead generated by this alternating chain of expectation and
fulfillment. The reason the sensation is so remarkably akin to motion is that similar
processes are going on in our minds: When we move, our minds simultaneously pay
attention to where we were and where we are, and use this information to project where
we will be.20
After each repetition, there are two possibilities. First, the statement may be
repeated again. If so, it is cognized and re-cognized by the listener and the chain of
fulfillment and expectation is extended. The sense of expectation is stronger from the
third statement of a figure on, because the sense of expectation has already been fulfilled

20

This discussion also draws heavily upon Leonard Meyer’s ideas of expectation and fulfillment.
Meyer attributes musical meaning to the creation and either fulfillment or failure to fulfill expectations:
“Music may be meaningful in the sense that within the context of a particular musical style one tone or
group of tones indicates—leads the practiced listener to expect—that another tone or group of tones will be
forthcoming at some more or less specified point in the musical continuum.” Leonard B. Meyer, Music, the
Arts, and Ideas (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1967), 6-8. See also Emotion and Meaning in
Music (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1956) and Explaining Music: Essays and Explorations
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973).
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at least once; it is more credible. The other possibility is that the statement may not be
repeated. If it is not, at some point the listener becomes aware of the end of the series.
It does not matter what element is repeated. All that matters is that the listener
cognizes and re-cognizes the repeated figure and anticipates further repetitions to come.
The repeated element can be a small rhythmic figure, of course, but it can also be a
melody or melodic fragment, a harmonic progression, a text, a rhyme scheme, a timbral,
metric, dynamic, or textural pattern, a noise, a pause, or some combination of these or
other elements. For example, partway through the introduction to “Let’s Pretend We’re
Married,” Prince generates one type of flow by periodically adding heavy reverb to the
bass drum only on the second beat of a bar.21 There are qualitative differences between
the flow generated by different musical elements. For instance, repeated rhythms
produce a different type of flow than do repeated harmonic progressions. But both still
cause us to anticipate where the music will go, so both generate a flow of some sort.
Simple repetition generates simple flow. Flow, however, is not necessarily
simple. It can be compound, a flow of flows, a repeated pattern of repetition. This may
seem like an exotic concept, but it is actually quite familiar. A good example is the
strophic pattern of verse and chorus: The verse and chorus can each have their own types
of flow. For instance, a verse might be based upon a particular repeated drum pattern,
while the chorus follows with a different drum pattern. But the repeated, alternating
pattern of verse and chorus also creates a type of flow that occurs on a larger scale.

21

Prince, “Let’s Pretend We’re Married,” 1999, Warner Brothers 2-23720 (1983).
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A series of repetitions can also resume after some delay. If so, it is cognized and
re-cognized by the listener, but this time the recognition is different: it is a recognition of
the recurrence of the repeated figure, the resumption of flow, and of the delay before the
flow resumes. The sense of expectation has a different quality, too. While the possibility
of further repetitions is raised, so are the possibilities of cessation and resumption.
There can also be multiple flows operating independently, together, or against
each other. For example, a drum part, guitar part, and bass part—each with a very
different, recurring rhythm—can be repeated in combination to create multiple flows that
occasionally clash and occasionally work together in a repeated pattern as a compound
flow. Listeners can also recognize patterns of repetition, flow, and cessation, the
simultaneous occurrence of multiple flows, and the occurrence of flows on different time
scales.
Establishing flow is only the beginning. In addition to being stopped
unexpectedly, flow can be altered, disrupted by some intrusion, or varied. Variation is a
partial change in flow: some of the elements that generate the flow are repeated
identically, some may be changed completely, and some may be slightly modified. Flow
can also be disrupted by an event that interferes with the chain of expectation and
fulfillment without stopping the series of repetitions. For example, a new sound event
may be intruded that superimposes a different metric pattern on the same pulse. As we
shall see in all five songs, Stevie Wonder uses extensive repetition of grooves to create
flow and then uses flow as a basic raw material to shape, ignite, and propel his songs.
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CHAPTER 1
“Living for the City”
The 1973 single “Living for the City” is noteworthy as a political anthem, as one
of the most respected songs Stevie Wonder ever created, and as one of the most unusual
songs ever to reach the top ten of the Billboard Pop chart. But it is also an interesting
example of Wonder’s use of repetition, including both grooves and variation, to create a
song that is both simple and complex, natural and mannered, general and specific, in a
way that effectively mimics reality.
An abridged version of “Living for the City,” without the long improvisational
and dramatic sections in the middle, was the second single released from the album
Innervisions, in October of 1973. It was a hit, reaching as high as #1 and #8 on
Billboard’s R&B and Pop singles charts, respectively. 1 The full version on the album
was also quite popular, achieving significant but less documented success as an FM radio
hit and crossing over to rock audiences just as “Superstition” and “Higher Ground” had
previously done.2 Since its release, “Living for the City” has maintained a consistent
level of airplay, remained a centerpiece of Wonder’s live performances, and been

1

Stevie Wonder, “Living for the City,” Innervisions. Chart information from Joel Whitburn, The
Billboard Book of Top 40 Hits, 7th rev. ed. (New York: Billboard Books, 2000).
2

In this chapter I will focus my analysis on the album version. One of the more difficult problems
with the analysis of popular music is the question of the nature of the work itself. My decision is in no way
meant as an assertion of the primacy of album versions. However, in the case of “Living for the City” the
single is clearly taken from that version and edited for length. There is also no officially released live
recording of the song from the era in which it was written. Further, it is clearly the album version that has
had the greatest impact and that poses the most interesting analytical problems.
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repeatedly mentioned by critics, fans, and musicians alike as one of the most important
songs of the 1970s.3
“Living for the City” tells the story of an anonymous, representative black man,
from “hard-time Mississippi,” who travels to New York City, eyes wide with wonder.
He is unjustly convicted of an unspecified offense, sentenced to ten years in prison, and
eventually left to walk the streets. The story is told in a generalized fashion: all names are
omitted, it is unclear what unintentional crime is committed—although drug possession is
implied—and the offense is the sort of which anyone could be accused. Yet this story
directly addresses several of the thorniest and most emotional problems of its time:
poverty, systematic racial discrimination, urban decay, the mass migration of black
Americans from the agrarian, rural South to the industrial, urban North, and the crushing
injustice of the American justice system and the power structure that it supports.
Emerging from the twin impulses of the civil rights movement and the political
activism of 1960s musicians, popular political anthems by soul and funk musicians such
as Marvin Gaye,4 Curtis Mayfield,5 The Temptations,6 and The Staples Singers7

3

For examples of the critical acclaim afforded “Living for the City,” see Lenny Kaye, “Wonder’s
Own Third: Luminous Talent,” Rolling Stone 144, September 27, 1973, or “The Top 100 Rock Albums of
the Last 20 Years,” from the editors of Rolling Stone, 507, August 27, 1987, 101.
4

See Marvin Gaye, What’s Going On, Motown Records 37463-5339-2 (1971), particularly the
songs “What’s Going On,” “Mercy Mercy Me (The Ecology),” and “Inner City blues (Make Me Wanna
Holler).”
5

See Curtis Mayfield, Superfly, Curtom CUR-2002 (1972)—especially “Pusherman” and
“Freddie’s Dead”—as well as his first solo album Curtis, Curtom 8005 (1969). Much of the groundwork
for the political soul and funk anthems of this era was laid by Mayfield during his years as the leader of The
Impressions, a group that had great success during the 1960s, including highly political songs such as
“Keep On Pushin’,” “This is My Country,” and “Choice of Colors.” See Curtis Mayfield & The
Impressions, The Anthology: 1961-1977, MCA Records MCAD2-10664 (1992).
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flourished in the early 1970s. But “Living for the City” stands alone for Wonder’s use of
dramatic narrative to illustrate and amplify his political message and for the combination
of a broadly generalized subject with sharply pointed language. In terms of musical style,
it is more conservative than the songs of Gaye or Mayfield—uncharacteristically so, for
Wonder’s music of this period. Wonder draws heavily on gospel, John Lee Hooker’s
blues-boogie style, and mid-tempo soul songs like Gaye’s “I Heard It Through The
Grapevine”8 and The Staples Singers’ “Respect Yourself,” all of which are built around a
single, extensively repeated groove. Yet despite its status as a more old-fashioned soul
song in an era of funk experimentalism, “Living for the City” had as much of an impact
as any of the political anthems of this era. This is at least partly due to Wonder’s
effective pairing of lyric content and musical form.
The rhymed couplet is the most fundamental level of organization in the lyrics of
“Living for the City.” The bulk of the text is arranged in lines corresponding to two
measures in duration. Pairs of these lines share loosely rhymed endings, with the second
line usually completing or paralleling the first (e.g., “A boy is born in hard-time
Mississippi / Surrounded by four walls that ain’t so pretty”). Each pair of couplets is

6

This is particularly true of their work with producer Norman Whitfield between 1968 and 1973.
During this period their music frequently had political subject matter, as exemplified by “Cloud Nine,”
“Run Away Child, Running Wild,” “Ball of Confusion (That's What the World Is Today),” and “Papa Was
a Rolling Stone.” The first two can be found on Cloud Nine, Motown Records 37463-5159-2 (1969), the
last one on All Directions, Motown Records 37463-5417-2 (1972). All four can be found on My Girl: The
Very Best of the Temptations, Motown Records 440-017-298-2 (2002).
7

8

The Staples Singers, “Respect Yourself,” Be Altitude: Respect Yourself, Stax 3002 (1972).

Marvin Gaye, “I Heard It Through the Grapevine,” I Heard It Through the Grapevine, Motown
37463-5395-2 (1968).
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followed by a four-measure refrain, “Living just enough, just enough for the city,”
creating a twelve-bar verse with an a-a-B scheme.9
This scheme is clearly related to the form of the twelve-bar blues—although in
that case the text of the first four-bar phrase is typically repeated, then followed by a
four-bar concluding phrase with a different text (an A-A-B form, rather than a-a-B).10 At
this most fundamental level, the lyric structure can be summarized as shown in Figure 2.

a

Couplet 1

A boy is born in hard-time Mississippi,
Surrounded by four walls that ain’t so pretty.

a

Couplet 2

His parents give him love and affection,
To keep him strong, moving in the right direction.

B

Refrain

Living just enough,
just enough,
For the city

Figure 2: The Verse Structure of “Living for the City”

These twelve-bar verses occur in pairs. Each pair is followed by a chorus
equivalent to seven measures in length, which contains no text. Instead, Wonder

9

It is also possible to conceive of this as an a-a-B-a' scheme:

Section
a a B a'
Bars
4 4 2 2
However, the section lengths, rhyme scheme and blues reference all argue more strongly for an a-a-B form.
10

As described in the Introduction, I am using lower-case letters to indicate sections with the same
music or the same structural function but a different text, and upper-case letters to indicate those with
identical texts or which are not repeated. As a result, the refrains and choruses (the B-sections at the
middle levels) have upper-case letters, where the verses have lower-case letters.
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vocalizes using what seems to be the syllable “da.”11 The result is that the verses and
choruses are grouped into stanzas using an a-a-B scheme that is parallel to the one within
each verse (see Figure 3).

Verse 1

a - Couplet 1: A boy is born… ain’t so pretty.
a - Couplet 2: His parents give… the right direction.
B - Refrain:
Living just enough… for the city.

a

Verse 2

a - Couplet 3: His father works… makes a dollar.
a - Couplet 4: His mother goes… gets a penny.
B - Refrain:
Living just enough… for the city.

B

Chorus

a

Dadada, Da dada da da, Dada dada da dada, Da da da da,
Dada da dada

Figure 3: The Stanza Structure of “Living for the City”

Finally, at the largest level of structure, there are three stanzas. The third of these
stanzas is lengthened by two repeats of the chorus and an extended, vocalized cadence.
There is also a long section of new material that follows the second stanza, resulting in an
a-a-B-a' form for the song as a whole (Figure 4):

11

It’s quite possible that “da” could also be some other similar vocalized syllable. The lyrics
printed on the original album had a combination of “la,” “da,” and “ba.” However, these combinations are
not accurately transcribed and are only indicated at the end of the song. To my ear it sounds as if “da” is
the syllable being used, and I have indicated the vocalized syllables in my examples in all the places where
they occur in the recording.
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a

a

B

Stanza 1: a - Verse 1: A boy is born…
V1 / V2 / Ch a - Verse 2: His father works…
B - Chorus: Dadada… Dada da dada

a - Couplet 1: A boy is born…
a - Couplet 2: His parents…
B - Refrain: Living just
enough…

Stanza 2: a - Verse 3: His sister’s black… for the city.
V3 / V4 / Ch a - Verse 4: Her brother’s smart… for the city.
B - Chorus: Dadada… Dada da dada
Bridge/
Bridge: Living just enough…(improvisational)
Interlude Dramatic Interlude

a - Verse 5: His hair is long… for the city.
Stanza 3: a - Verse 6: I hope you hear… for the city.
B - Chorus: Dadada… Dada da dada
a'
V5 / V 6 /
Ch/ Ch/ Ch' B - Chorus: Dadada… Dada da dada
b - Chorus: Dadada…(extended) Oh no, oh no…

Figure 4: The Large-scale form of “Living for the City”

The middle, bridge-section of the song is divided into two parts: The first is a long
vocal improvisation on the words “Living… just enough, living for the city” for 28
measures, followed by a chorus. It is the second part of the bridge, however, that is the
most unusual aspect of “Living for the City,” a roughly one minute-long mini-drama:

“‘Living For the City’ has that beautiful little vignette in it of the drug bust,
the innocent kid who comes to New York and walks across the street and
finds himself arrested. That is very much like a talking book, it's a sound
picture. It's like old time radio in a way, where we used to listen to like
Captain Midnight or some of the early, uh, Dragnet, or some of the early
radio dramas, where uh, they would create these sound vignettes. And it
really helps sort of illustrate the story and the social consciousness that
Stevie brought to his music, which I think was very, very important.12
12

From an interview with Robert Margouleff. Malcolm Cecil and Robert Margouleff, interview,
1995, Accession No. 1996.507.1.64, WGBH Educational Foundation and BBC TV, provided by
Experience Music Project, Seattle, WA, pages 6-7.
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In this drama the unnamed protagonist takes a bus to New York City, which is
illustrated by a voice announcing “Bus for New York City,” the sound of a diesel engine
revving, and a different voice saying “Hey, bus driver, I’m gettin’ on that. Hold it.”
Using similar combinations of sound effects and voices, a plot is loosely sketched in
which the protagonist arrives in New York (“Just like I pictured it: skyscrapers and
everythang…”), is handed contraband of some sort by a stranger just as a police car
arrives, and is then arrested, despite his protests of innocence. He is subsequently
sentenced to ten years in prison and a cell door slams, accompanied by a gruff voice
ordering “C’mon. C’mon! Get in that cell, nigger!”13
The drama serves to grab the attention of the casual listener, provides the pivot
around which the perspective of the lyric turns, and vividly illustrates the point at which
the hammer of injustice falls upon the protagonist. It also allows Wonder to have his
political cake and eat it too: By using this drama, by making the listener an auditory
observer of the events—a witness—Wonder is able to personalize the effect of his highly
generalized lyrics.
The language of the song’s text is generally colloquial, including a relaxed,
familiar use of slang in phrases such as “His sister’s black but she is sho ‘nuff pretty.”
This lends the song the informal character of everyday speech, in contrast to the more
formal, poetic character of the songs that immediately precede and follow it on
Innervisions (“Visions” and “Golden Lady”). Wonder uses a third-person, descriptive

13

The innocent victim was played by Wonder’s brother Calvin Hardaway, the judge by his lawyer
Johanan Vigoda, the criminal by his road manager Ira Tucker, Jr., and the jailor who says “Get in that cell,
nigger!” by a white janitor who worked at the recording studio. See Horn, Innervisions, 139-40.
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voice throughout the song until the final verse, when he shifts into first person and even
ends with a direct plea to “stop giving just enough for the city.” By stepping outside the
narrative while still directly addressing the listener, Wonder makes it clear that his point
of view is external, like the listener’s, even as he pleads for our help in changing the
situation he depicts. The end of the song also features an additional pair of choruses, the
second of which ends with an extended repetition of the words “Oh no, oh no….”
“Living for the City” is thematically and musically linked to the preceding song,
“Visions.” The social realities depicted in the lyrics of “Living for the City” are a
realization of implications of the lyrics of “Visions.” Similarly, the opening of “Living
for the City” is a realization of the harmonic implications of “Visions.” “Visions” ends
with its characteristic groove, a slow oscillation between b min · and c≥ min · chords.
“Living for the City” begins with an F≥ major chord (after a brief, pentatonic, right-hand
pickup figure: C≥ - D≥ - F≥ - D≥). The motion of the bass (and the chord-roots) is thus B
to C≥ to F≥ or ^
4 to ^
5 to ^
1, a familiar cadential progression that is similar to the one used
throughout “Visions” (Figure 5).
On further hearings, this expectation is strengthened because the verses of “Living
for the City” end with a cadential figure that moves from B to C≥ to F≥, although this time
with major triads.14 Additionally, as the guitar is still gradually fading out at the end of

14

Cadential patterns in popular music are not necessarily bound by the restrictions of commonpractice tonality, but still follow many of the same conventions. In Figure 4 although the dominant chords
in the two progressions are minor (iv – v – i and iv – v – I, respectively, rather than the more characteristic
iv – V – i or IV – V – I), the ^
4–^
5–^
1 chord-root and bass motion are nonetheless strongly cadential.
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Within “Visions”:
Harmony : b — 9
Bass : b
^
4
Between “Visions” and
“Living for the City”:
Harmony : b — 9
Bass : b
^
4

c≥ — 9 : f≥ —
c≥ : f≥
^
5

d≥ — 7/≤5
D≥

g≥ — 7
f≥

f≥ — 7
f≥

^
1

c≥ — 9: F≥
c≥ : f≥
^
5

f≥ — 7
e

^
1

Figure 5: Harmony and Bass-Line Transitions in “Visions” and “Living for the City.”

“Visions,” the timbrally similar electric piano begins “Living for the City.” This
supplements the harmonic and lyric dovetailing of the two songs, making a seamless
transition.
The first four measures of “Living for the City” quickly establish the relatively
simple groove that will play continually through nearly three-fourths of its length, as
transcribed in Example 1. This is a simplified transcription that merely stands for the
most basic way to play the groove, which varies very slightly throughout the song, on
electric piano (the primary rhythm instrument of the song). The groove is in a ®√ meter at
a tempo of about 90 beats per minute.
The left hand plays an unbroken pulse of quarter notes on F≥, doubled by a
synthesized bass, which creates the simplest possible rhythmic flow. Meanwhile, the
right hand repeatedly moves in and out of phase with this pulse: it plays directly on the
first three beats, then switches to the eighth-note offbeats. The last upbeat of the first
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Right Hand:

Resulting
Harmony:

F≥ maj

g≥ min

A maj

g≥ min

F≥

g≥ — 4/2

f≥ — 7

g≥ — 4/2

Example 1: The Primary Groove of “Living for the City”

measure is sustained across the bar before the right hand re-synchronizes with the left,
reaffirming the last three beats. The result is a cyclical pattern of two beats of reinforced
pulse, three beats in which the pulse is opposed, and three more beats in which it is
reinforced.
This motion in and out of phase by the right-hand part occurs simultaneously in
two other areas: harmony and register. When the two parts are metrically in phase, the
right hand plays F≥ major triads. As the two parts move into metric opposition, the right
hand moves up through a g≥ minor triad to an A major triad, higher and further away.
The A major triad above the F≥ bass creates an f≥ min ‡ chord, blurring the harmony
somewhat.15 As the two parts move back into metrical phase, the right hand moves back
down through g≥ minor toward an F≥ major triad.

15

It should be noted that simultaneous use of major and minor thirds is conventional in soul, along
with most related styles. This type of modal mixture is more typically found in the vocals or lead
instruments than in rhythm parts. However, such use is not unusual and is also common in blues, gospel,
rock, and jazz. One well-known example of this is the “Purple Haze” chord in the rhythm guitar part of
The Jimi Hendrix Experience’s, “Purple Haze,” Are You Experienced?, MCA 11602 (1967). This is an E≤
dom 7 /≥9, which essentially includes both major and minor thirds. At a more basic level, vocalists and
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The result is three precisely synchronized cycles: As the right hand moves up and
away from the register of the left hand, it moves metrically out of phase with the left
hand’s quarter-note pulse and major harmony mixes with minor. As the two hands come
back together, they move back in phase metrically, and major harmony is also reestablished. Even as the right hand cycles in and out of focus in these three areas,
however, the left hand continues to provide a sense of forward motion by continuing the
simple series of F≥ quarter notes, maintaining a steady metric, harmonic, and registral
baseline against which the oscillations are perceptible (see Figure 6).16
Another, faster cycle occurs in the keyboard part, which moves back and forth in
the mix between the left and right channels at the rate of an eighth note. This creates a
sound of surprising depth, as if two keyboards were employed in opposite channels (a
technique Wonder does use elsewhere on the same album in “Higher Ground”). Yet the
steadiness of the spatial variation creates an expectation that it will continue in the same
fashion, generating a very simple type of flow purely by manipulation of the stereo mix.
The melody works to supplement the major/minor ambiguity by drifting between
major and minor thirds at the ends of the couplets. Example 2 (on page 33, below) shows
a transcription of the melody and lyrics of the first verse. In this excerpt, Wonder sings
an arpeggiated F≥ major triad in measure 4 (which contains an A≥) while an A major

soloists in these styles—particularly the blues—frequently use forms of the pentatonic scale that include
minor thirds in passages that are harmonized by major triads, setting up a clash of thirds.
16

While the left hand part is literally a bass line, in this case I am using the possibly confusing
term “baseline” to refer to something that is held stable and against which variation is perceived. So the F≥
bass line is also a steady baseline from which the right hand’s registral and metric changes can be
measured.
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Figure 6: Multi-dimensional Oscillations in the Fundamental Groove of “Living for the City”
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triad is played in the keyboard part, creating a clash between simultaneous major and
minor thirds above the F≥ bass. At the same position in the next couplet, however, he
slides down from A≥ to AΩ in the melody. Since the melody of the first couplet reaches
higher (moving up to C≥) and has a bright major third in the melody, while that of the
second couplet remains lower and has a darker minor third, the music of the phrase works
in the manner of a question and answer or call and response that complements the text.
One of the most interesting aspects of this song is the fact that the primary groove
does not reach its conclusion within its own boundaries. At the end of the second
measure of the groove, the right hand is still moving downward through a G≥ minor chord
and has not played on an accented downbeat since the very beginning of the figure. The
resolution of the metric, harmonic, and registral dissonance created by the right-hand part
does not actually arrive until the beginning of a subsequent statement of the groove. In
other words, unlike a Classical phrase, which generally is designed to progress strongly
toward its ending, this groove progresses strongly toward its own beginning. As a result,
it is well suited for extensive repetition and even implies infinite repetition, like the
Midgard Serpent swallowing its own tail. I refer to this type of groove as autotelic (from
auto, meaning “self,” and telos, meaning “goal”) because it serves as its own goal.
This autotelic groove simultaneously creates a sense of flow and serves as a
steady background against which any variation will be audible, generating the
paradoxical combination of individuality and collectivity described by Samuel Floyd:

Musical innovation did take place in these nonindividualistic
communities, and these innovations were easily assimilated into the
prevailing system. The reason for this easy absorption was that
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innovations were not subversive; they were made on the verges of existing
performance practices. It was in this context that a critical system
evolved…17

Yet it has enough harmonic, melodic, metric, and timbral variety that it retains its vitality
throughout the length of the song. As will be demonstrated in subsequent chapters,
Wonder’s use of autotelic grooves is not unique to “Living for the City.”

Chromatic
Clash

Example 2: The Melody and Lyrics of the First Verse of “Living for the City”
17

Floyd, The Power of Black Music, 34.
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Each cycle of the groove coincides with one line of text. As seen above in Figure
3, these lines occur in pairs of couplets before each refrain. Therefore, the pattern of
grooves does not change until eight bars have passed, corresponding to four statements of
the groove and four lines of text (two couplets). At this point, as the lyric shifts to the
refrain, the accompaniment plays a cadential figure consisting of one measure each of B
major and C≥ major (with the words “Living just enough, just enough”) before returning
to the groove (with the words “for the city”):

Example 3: The Refrain of “Living for the City”
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These periodic cadential figures are not intrusive—similar figures are used in a
number of related styles, particularly the aforementioned blues-boogie songs of John Lee
Hooker.18 They also form a second repeated pattern that creates flow at a larger-scale.
The cadences cause a periodic variation in the harmony, register, timbre, and lyrics of
one cycle per verse. The result is something that might be called compound flow. The
periodic form of the verses creates one level of flow, which contains within it the more
local flow of the grooves (which contain within themselves the even more localized flows
created by the basic drum patterns and the spatial shifts of the keyboard). See Figure 7,
which also shows the shape of the even larger periodic form of the stanzas.
The simplicity of the two-bar groove, its use in a verse structure based on the
familiar twelve-bar blues form, the regular periodicity and synchronization of the metric,
harmonic, and registral changes, and the steadiness of the quarter-note pulse in the bass
register all combine to give these portions of “Living for the City” a very natural or
familiar feeling and to disguise the song’s complex form. This natural feeling is
furthered by the generalized, folksy style of the lyrics and Wonder’s vocal style during

18

Examples include “Boogie Chillen” (1948), “Dimples” (1956), and “Boom Boom” (1960), from
John Lee Hooker, The Ultimate Collection (1948-1990), Rhino R2-70572 (1991). Hooker was based in
Detroit, where he sometimes worked with Motown musicians such as bassist James Jamerson, who played
on “Boom Boom.” All three of these songs, and the blues-boogie style in general, were particularly
popular with blues-based soul and rock bands of the 1960s and early-70s. Examples of this style range from
Booker T & The MGs’ “Green Onions,” Green Onions, Atlantic Records 82255-2 (1962) and The
Animals’ version of “Boom Boom,” The Animals, MGM 4264 (1964) to Canned Heat’s “On the Road
Again,” Boogie with Canned Heat, Liberty 7541 (1968) and ZZ-Top’s “La Grange,” Tres Hombres,
Warner Brothers BSK-3270 (1973).
Perhaps even more similar to “Living for the City” is Led Zeppelin’s “When The Levee Breaks,”
Led Zeppelin IV, Atlantic 82638-2 (1971), which similarly adapts the blue-boogie style in a manner that
recalls the origin and yet fits more fully within an altered context. “Higher Ground,” also from
Innervisions, is even more closely related to this style. (See Chapter 5, below.)
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the verses, which are delivered in a varied, speech-like fashion, derived primarily from
gospel practice.19

Stanza 1 (first of three)
Verse 1
Couplet 1

Couplet 2

Verse 2
Refrain

Couplet 3

Couplet 4

Chorus
Refrain

3/4

2/4

4/4

E
C≥
B
F≥

Cycle 1
Cycle 2
Cycle 3

Figure 7: Larger-Scale Periodicity in “Living for the City”

The choruses, however, are strikingly unusual—almost jarring by contrast. A
transcription of the music is provided in Example 4. The most significant change is
metric: The chorus changes from the

®ƒ meter of the verse to ´ƒ for six measures, shifts to

∑ƒ for a single measure, and then returns to ®ƒ for two final measures.

The total number of

beats, 28, is evenly divisible by four, the tempo does not vary, and the quarter-note pulse
does not cease. Therefore, the verse resumes precisely where a downbeat would occur if

19

The use of a gospel-derived vocal style in soul music is a key and possibly defining
characteristic of the genre. Virtually every noteworthy soul singer of the 1960s and 70s had an extensive
background in gospel. Particularly prominent examples include Ray Charles, Sam Cooke, Aretha Franklin,
Curtis Mayfield, Otis Redding, Sam & Dave, Marvin Gaye, and Isaac Hayes—all of whom started out
singing gospel.
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the meter had not shifted, and each nine-measure chorus is equivalent in length to seven
measures in the primary

®ƒ meter.

Example 4: The Chorus of “Living for the City”

The result seems more like a brief suspension of the meter than a real change in it.
Because the length of the basic metric unit (the quarter note) does not change and the
chorus ends in synchronization with the metric pulse established in the primary groove,
the flow is neither stopped nor disrupted. Instead, it serves as an example of a figure that
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“cuts against” the groove.20

Despite this relative smoothness, such metric

variability—three changes in less than thirty seconds—is unusual in the extreme in
popular music, particularly in a hit single.21
During the chorus, the character of the vocals changes dramatically from the
speech-like style found in the verse to an untexted, vocalized lament. These vocals are
highly melodic, sung in a legato style, and have a very different texture and spatial
character. In the verses, there is only a single vocal track, located in the center of the
stereo mix. But the vocals of the first two choruses are doubled, with the two tracks
mixed all the way to the left and right. The spatial effect is thus a change from a single
voice located directly in front of the listener to a pair of voices on either side. In other
words, Wonder’s vocals during the verse are directed at the listener, making us outside
observers. But in the chorus they surround the listener, placing us directly between a pair
of lamenting voices. The vocals are also doubled here by a synthesizer, further
expanding the texture and the depth of the soundscape.
The harmonic strategy also changes dramatically: The verse is built upon repeated
F≥s, which anchor the harmony during the periodic oscillations in the upper registers (this
only varies during the two-bar cadential figure—which serves to reinforce the prevailing
F≥ harmony). By contrast, the harmony of the chorus is built on a steadily descending

20

See Chernoff, African Rhythm and African Sensibility, Hebdidge, Cut ‘n’ Mix, Small, Music of
the Common Tongue, and Rose, Black Noise, all of whom describe the practice of cutting against flow
generated by repeated figures.
21

It is not unknown, however. Of particular interest is Led Zeppelin’s extensive use of similar
techniques (i.e., maintaining a pulse while altering metric or accenting patterns) to create drama by cutting
against the flow without ultimately disrupting it, in a similarly blues-derived context. For instance, see
“Black Dog” and “Four Sticks” on Led Zeppelin IV.
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Figure 8: Harmonies in the Chorus of “Living for the City”

bass line, analyzed in Figure 8. Such bass lines are often associated with laments or
funeral music in numerous traditions, including both European-American and AfricanAmerican styles.
The passage begins with an F≥ major chord in the right hand while the bass moves
down to an E, creating a dominant chord with the 7th in the bass (i.e., an F≥ dom 4/2)—a
highly unstable chord with a strong tendency for further downward bass motion (see
Example 4 above for a transcription). In the next bar, the bass moves down to D≥ as the
harmony shifts to B major. This motion is expected, strongly suggesting a V 4/2 to I6
progression in B major. However, the melody in this measure only consists of an A,
which makes this also an unstable chord with a tendency to move: a B dom 6/5. The A
and F≥ from this chord continue in the next bar as the bass moves down to create a rootposition D major chord, followed by a root-position C major triad in the fourth bar. The
C major chord is sustained as the bass moves down to B≤, again creating a dominant
chord with the 7th in the bass. The bass moves down by step in measure six, but to the
root of an A major triad (rather than an F dom ﬂ/5, which would have paralleled the first
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pair of chords). The next two bars feature continued downward stepwise motion in the
bass to G and F≥, supporting root position major triads as the other voices move up in
contrary motion. The passage is tonally ambiguous and highly chromatic—a minimum
of five different key signatures, which include every pitch class except F and G≥/A≤, are
briefly implied. But because the progression moves steadily down through an octave, it
prolongs the overall sense of F≥ as a harmonic anchor.
The combined effect of the absence of lyrics (other than “Oh no, oh no” at the end
of the song), the change in vocal style and texture, the suspended meter, the descending
bass line, and the progression of harmonies is to create a strongly contrasting, lamenting
chorus that cuts against the steady flow of the verses. Yet because the pulse never
changes, the primary groove returns after a span that is a multiple of four beats, and the
bass and harmony both return to F≥ at the conclusion of the passage, the continuity of the
song—the underlying sense of flow—is never completely broken.

The first part of the long bridge is derived directly from the stanzas. The regular
twelve-bar pattern of the verse is halted, replaced by a long stream of repeated statements
of the groove. Over this, Wonder sings an improvised vocal line with ad-libbed lyrics.
Accompanied by hand-claps and singing the words “Living… just enough,” the lead
vocal interacts with a pair of voices, which answer back with “Living for the city.” The
informal use of a wide variety of vocal effects (including squeals, growls, and contorted
syllables), the playful give-and-take between the lead and backup parts, and the loose,
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improvisational style combine to create an effect very similar to the extended,
improvised, ecstatic vamps often found in live versions of soul and R&B songs.
The chorus returns after twenty-six measures, followed by a brief fade-out into
the subsequent mini-drama. On the record, this improvised section is nearly equivalent in
length to the preceding two sections. But it is clear that it is designed to be of variable
length in live performances, allowing for a great deal of freedom to improvise or to adjust
to a particular audience. Far from undercutting the elaborate architecture of “Living for
the City,” this section makes it function even more like a well-built bridge or skyscraper
that is designed to sway, stretch, or shrink as its environment dictates.

At the end of “Living for the City,” several significant changes occur. The vocal
timbre in the concluding stanzas is much thicker and rougher, to signify the years of
hardship endured by the character. Extra, improvised vocal parts appear during the final
verse (recalling the ecstatic bridge) and two additional parts harmonize the melody on the
last refrain (“Living just enough, stop giving just enough for the city”). After this there
is a four-measure break in which the drums keep time and the rest of the music stops,
except for a few stray synthesizer riffs. Wonder plays a drum fill at the end of this break
that rebuilds momentum heading into the substantially altered final chorus. The break
functions like a slower, larger-scale stop cadence. (See the analysis of “Superstition” in
Chapter 4 for an example of Wonder’s use of stop-time. A similar break occurs after the
second stanza—building momentum into the B-section—but not after the first.)
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The concluding chorus is stated three times, instead of once, and the character of
the vocals is again changed. Here the pair of doubled, left-right voices is retained from
the previous choruses, but harmonized with a third part (see Example 5). The additional
part is louder and placed in the middle of the stereo mix. The result is a much larger
sound, which unifies the single front vocal of the verses with the outer vocals of the
earlier choruses. The vocals come at the listener from all directions, surrounding us with
a community of lamenting voices.
The third and last statement of the chorus ends without leaving the

´√

meter or

reaching the expected F≥ triad. Instead, the G major triad is extended as the explicitly
gospel-style vocals alternate between two voicings of the chord, the lowest part moving
back and forth from D to G and the upper part from B to G, while singing the words “Oh
no, oh no…”. The final chord is drawn out, as if with a fermata, as all the instruments
drop out. The lowest voice ends on a D rather than the conventional G, creating an
ending that is metrically stable yet harmonically unstable.
This altered ending, with its failure to return to the expected F≥ harmony, greatly
amplifies the suspended feeling already established in the choruses by the shifting meter.
The result is an ending that is at once both clear and ambiguous: It is clear because there
are numerous stylistic clues to remove any doubt—and because the song’s form creates a
strong sense of balance at this point. But it is ambiguous because so many of the
expectations created by Wonder’s use of repetition remain unfulfilled: Neither the F≥
harmony, the ®√ meter, the fundamental groove, nor even the root position voicing of the
final chord return as expected. The flow of the song is not altered, disrupted, or cut
against. It simply ends, in a complete but very unsettling fashion.
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Example 5: The Ending of “Living for the City”
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The sense of ambiguous conclusion is heightened in the album version of “Living
for the City” by its link with the subsequent song, “Golden Lady.” Where the beginning
of “Living for the City” was dovetailed with the end of “Visions,” its ending is instead
joined to the beginning of “Golden Lady” by means of a short, separate piano part,
transcribed in Example 6. As the last chord of “Living for the City” is held, a piano
quietly plays an arpeggiated A major chord. Because it is recorded on an acoustic piano
with very little use of delay, the timbre is very different from the spatially shifting electric
piano of the previous song. Its volume soon increases and it progresses through a series
of chords, ending with a pause on the first half (D ⁄⁄) of a deceptive cadence that
concludes with the opening chord of “Golden Lady” (E≤ maj ·).
This piano figure doesn’t seem to belong to either song. Its character is as
different from “Golden Lady” as it is from “Living for the City,” even though “Golden
Lady” is built around a timbrally similar piano part. Its division from “Living for the

Example 6: The Transitional Figure between “Living for the City” and “Golden Lady”
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City” is diffused because it seems to begin before that song is over. Its division from
“Golden Lady” is diffused because it progresses directly to that song’s opening chord.
On the CD the passage is not divided into a separate track, but is grouped with “Golden
Lady.” However, no such division occurs (or is even possible other than through silence)
on the original LP or cassette, since the entire first side is recorded in a single record
groove or on a single spool of tape.22 Instead, this passage seems like a separate piece
created as a joint to connect the two songs.
As stated above, one of the most interesting aspects of “Living for the City” is
Wonder’s use of repetition to create an effective pairing of lyric content and form. As
can be seen from the exploded diagram of the form of the entire song in Figure 9, there
are several levels of structure. At the largest level, its form is represented as a-a-B-a'.
Each of the a-sections at this level (the stanzas) has an a-a-B form and each of those asections (the verses) likewise has an a-a-B form. Additionally, the final group of three
choruses (whose form is represented in Figure 9 as B-B-b') follows an analogous pattern
of statement, repetition, and variant.
This multi-level alphabet soup is not merely an exercise in sectional labeling. It
demonstrates a consistent pattern throughout the song from the local to the global levels:
A musical statement is made, it is made a second time but with a new text, and is

22

Division of pre-digital albums into separate CD tracks is not necessarily an indication of the
artist’s intent, but rather a division imposed by the CD format. Some artists have resisted this forced
division of LP sides into multiple digital tracks, particularly on concept albums. An interesting twist on
this practice was devised by Prince, whose Lovesexy CD consists of nine songs, but only a single track.
See Prince, Lovesexy, Paisley Park 2-25720 (1988).
The 8-Track format, very popular in 1973, is somewhat more complicated. It divided the song
into four stereo “programs” (or eight total tracks grouped in left-right pairs) that move forward as one. The
listener can change between the four programs or rewind or fast-forward all of them together. However,
this does not resolve the current issue: “Living for the City,” “Golden Lady,” and the intervening piano
figure were all put on the same 8-Track program.
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followed by a counter-statement. In each of the levels of structure, a different type of
flow is established and then varied, altered, disrupted, or interrupted in order to create
drama. The flow is created by repetition of one or more elements and constructed in such
a way as to create a wave-like variation against a steady, more local baseline. Here is a
list of periodic patterns of repetition that create flow at different levels, listed in order
from the local to the global:


The electric piano moves between the left and right channels, twice per beat.



The groove establishes a steady pulse of one note per beat in the left-hand
keyboard part (and bass).



The groove establishes a regular oscillation every two measures in the
harmony, register, and metric position of the right-hand keyboard part.



The rhymed couplets in the lyrics and the question-and-answer shape of the
melody create a recurring four-measure pattern.



The four-bar couplets are grouped in pairs, followed by a four-bar refrain.
The pattern of two couplets followed by a cadential figure and a repetition of
the groove creates the recurring, twelve-bar verses.



The verses are also paired and followed by a chorus, equivalent in length to
seven measures, which cuts against the types of flow already established
without disrupting them. The result is a stanza of 31- 35 measures in length.23



The stanza is repeated, followed by the contrasting bridge, and then returns
once more with an extended ending.

23

There is a slight variation to this. The first stanza would be 35 measures in length if combined
with the four-bar introduction (dividing the total number of beats by four) and 31 measures long without it.
The second stanza includes a two-bar transitional section before the chorus, making it 33 measures long.
The final stanza has a four-bar transition and is 52.5 measures long (202 beats), but if verses 5-6 are
grouped with the first chorus—repeating the pattern already established—the result is a 35-measure stanza.
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If considered as an a-a-B-a' form, which is consistent with the use of repetition
throughout the song, the B-section is roughly twice as large as the A-sections—an
asymmetrical form. But the two parts of the B-section are roughly equal in length, so the
song can also be envisioned with an a-a-B-C-a' form (with the “C” referring to the minidrama), with very balanced section lengths (Figure 10). This interpretation, when
combined with the multi-level structure of the song, strongly suggests that it is structured
like an art-music piece with compound form. But such an interpretation is misleading.
“Living for the City” is profoundly different in many ways, two of which are crucial and
specific to its form: the flexibility of the song and the basis of its compound nature.

a-a-B-a':

Section Intro
Duration (beats) 16
Duration (bars) 4

a
124
31

a
132
33

a-a-B-C-a':

Section Intro
Duration (beats) 16
Duration (bars) 4

a
124
31

a
132
33

B
~248
~62

B
140
35

C
~108
~27

a'
140
35

Close
70
17.5

a'
140
35

Close
70
17.5

Figure 10: Proportional Balance in the Form of “Living for the City”

The flexible and variable nature of the “work” in popular music is a complex
issue that merits substantial further investigation. For the purposes of this discussion,
however, it is enough to note that in popular music (and particularly in soul music),
recordings are not blueprints for performances of a song as much as they are iterations of
a particular song, tailored for the practical and creative constraints, possibilities, and
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demands of the studio recording. Live versions may or may not follow the model of the
studio recording. They are a different type of iteration, tailored for the practical and
creative constraints, possibilities, and demands of the live performance. The flexibility of
length afforded by the use of grooves can be enormous. Wonder’s own versions of
“Living for the City” can vary from as short as four minutes to as long as eleven minutes.
As a result, it is best not to overstate the importance of proportional balance in the studio
version; it is likely the only version ever to include such balance.
It is instructive in this respect to examine the form of live versions of “Living for
the City” to understand the degree of variability in Wonder’s conception of the song. I
will examine recordings of two performances (analyzed in Figure 11). The first version,
which has been widely bootlegged, is from a concert in England in 1974,24 while the
second is from the “Natural Wonder” tour in 1995.25
Both versions are based on the same form as the single: The mini-drama and the
third stanza are omitted, but the final group of choruses is still used at the end of a
shortened version of the improvisational part of the bridge. The bridge is only twenty
measures long in the recording from 1974 and twenty-four in the one from 1995. The
1974 version comes to a complete stop after the third concluding chorus. At this point, a
very long, improvised section of 6:30 in length begins. During this section, Wonder
interacts directly with the audience, leading them in singing and clapping a new melody

24

Bootleg recording packaged as Stevie Wonder, Live USA, Imtrat GMBH imt 900.006 (1974).

25

Stevie Wonder, “Living for the City,” Natural Wonder, Motown 530 546-2, (1995).
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1974 Version
Section Intro
Duration (beats) 16
Sub-Section Intro
Duration (beats) 16
Duration (bars) 4

a (1)
48
12

a (I)
124
a (2)
48
12

B
28
7(9)

a (3)
48
12

a (II)
124
a (4)
48
12

B
28
7(9)

Improv.
80
20

B
192
B
B
28
28
7(9) 7(9)

(C)
Improvisational
B
28
7(9)

4:35 minutes

1995 Version
Section Intro
Duration (beats) 16
Sub-Section Intro
Duration (beats) 16
Duration (bars) 4

a (1)
48
12

a (I)
124
a (2)
48
12

B
28
7(9)

a (3)
48
12

a (II)
124
a (4)
48
12

B
28
7(9)

6:30 minutes

Improv.
96
24

B
208
B
B
28
28
7(9) 7(9)

B
28
7(9)

B
28
7(9)

Acceleration of Tempo

4:27 minutes

Figure 11: The Form of Two Live Recordings of “Living for the City”

with the words “Are you tired now?” and answering with “of living for the city.” The
groove changes here, primarily harmonically. A new progression develops, eliminating
the first G≥ minor chord, replacing the A major chords with B major, and replacing the
second G≥ minor chord with an A major chord: I – IV – ΩIII. The bass does not stay on
F≥, but instead plays the chord roots. The 1995 version doesn’t include this long,
improvised section, but it does have one other significant difference: The tempo
accelerates greatly through each of the four concluding choruses up to the ending.
The mini-drama and final stanza are likely omitted because they were not present
in the single and because the mini-drama would be difficult to replicate on a nightly
basis. Why the “Oh no, oh no” ending of the final chorus is not present is unclear. The
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improvisational part of the bridge is clearly of variable length, adjustable to suit each
performance, as is the final succession of choruses. Additionally, Wonder felt free to add
a long, improvised ending that only seems connected to the song through the lyrics and
the rhythm. The issue of proportional balance is a secondary consideration, clearly less
important than what a particular performance might dictate.
It is the principle of flow that is the primary basis for the compound nature of
“Living for the City.” Its structure at all levels is based upon repetition rather than
progression. The result is less a compound structure than a compound groove: At each
structural level the song has a cyclical form, designed to be repeated an indeterminate
number of times. While the studio recording is a performance of striking balance and
symmetry, virtually every part of the song—whether large-scale or local—is designed to
be played a variable number of times, as determined by the performer. The only
important exception to this is the mini-drama. This design explains the two-measure and
four-measure pauses before the second and third choruses: Although they interfered with
the basic symmetry of the song, Wonder added the pauses in order to command attention
and build momentum before moving into the next section (as in a stop cadence). The
dramatic strategy of establishing and altering flow overrode the dictates of sectional
symmetry.
“Living for the City,” then, is a composite of many cycles occurring on many
levels—wheels within wheels within wheels. The combined effect of these many cycles
is forward motion in a stream, interrupted only by the mini-drama. But although the
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stream is relatively steady, it is a complex, patterned stream, in which the occasional
hesitations or changes of direction are used in a large-scale strategy to create drama.
Strictly speaking, virtually every song in every style of American popular music
exhibits compound use of repetition. If a song contains a recurring, signature beat within
a strophic form—two characteristics that are conventional in most styles of popular
music—it will have a compound use of repetition. It is less universal, but still common,
for a song to exhibit repetition designed to create a sense of flow at more than one level.
But “Living for the City” is exceptional in this regard for two reasons: first, because so
much music is made from so many repetitions of such a small figure; second and more
important, it is exceptional because of the large number of levels of structure and the
consistent application of similar strategies of repetition across those levels.
In this respect, “Living for the City” makes an interesting cultural reference, one
that is entirely consistent with its subject matter. Wonder’s use of compound flow
evokes the rhetorical strategy used in sermons and speeches by Black clergymen and
Civil Rights leaders such as Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X. A good example is
found in the following excerpt from Malcolm X’s “Message to the Grass Roots”:

What you and I need to do is learn to forget our differences. When
we come together, we don’t come together as Baptists or Methodists. You
don’t catch hell because you’re a Baptist, and you don’t catch hell because
you’re a Methodist. You don’t catch hell because you’re a Methodist or
Baptist, you don’t catch hell because you’re a Democrat or a Republican,
you don’t catch hell because you’re a Mason or an Elk, and you sure don’t
catch hell because you’re an American; because if you were an American,
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you wouldn’t catch hell. You catch hell because you’re a black man. You
catch hell, all of us catch hell, for the same reason. 26

X uses repetition to establish flow in several ways in this paragraph. What is
most interesting is the string of slight variations of “You don’t catch hell because you’re
a _____.” This group of phrases, which has a conspicuously musical quality, establishes
a pattern of expectation and recognition that creates a sense of flow. The flow gradually
builds in intensity with each repetition until it reaches the three counter-statements at the
end. The effect is to build drama and interest, reaching a climax with the penultimate
sentence, “You catch hell because you’re a black man,” followed by a denouement that
restates the theme of unification set out in the opening sentence.
Another example that demonstrates a rhetorical use of flow can be found in this
excerpt from Martin Luther King, Jr.’s speech at the conclusion of the march from Selma
to Montgomery in 1965, “A Testament of Hope”:
The threat of the free exercise of the ballot by the Negro and the
white masses alike resulted in the establishing of a segregated society.
They segregated southern money from the poor whites; they segregated
southern mores from the rich whites; they segregated southern churches
from Christianity; they segregated southern minds from honest thinking,
and they segregated the Negro from everything.
We have come a long way since that travesty of justice was
perpetrated upon the American mind. Today I want to tell the city of
Selma, today I want to say to the state of Alabama, today I want to say to
the people of America and the nations of the world: We are not about to
turn around. We are on the move now. Yes, we are on the move and no
wave of racism can stop us.
We are on the move now. The burning of our churches will not
deter us. We are on the move now. The bombing of our homes will not
26

Malcolm X, “Message to the Grass Roots,” from Malcolm X Speaks: Selected Speeches and
Statements, George Breitman, ed., reprinted in From My People: 400 Years of African American Folklore,
ed. by Daryl Cumber Dance (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2002), 324.
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dissuade us. We are on the move now. The beating and killing of our
clergymen and young people will not divert us. We are on the move now.
The arrest and release of known murderers will not discourage us. We are
on the move now.
Like an idea whose time has come, not even the marching of
mighty armies can halt us. We are moving to the land of freedom.
Let us therefore continue our triumph and march to the realization
of the American dream. Let us march on segregated housing, until every
ghetto of social and economic depression dissolves and Negroes and
whites live side by side in decent, safe and sanitary housing.
Let us march on segregated schools until every vestige of
segregated and inferior education becomes a thing of the past and Negroes
and whites study side by side in the socially healing context of the
classroom.
Let us march on poverty, until no American parent has to skip a
meal so that their children may eat, march on poverty until no starved man
walks the streets of our cities and towns in search of jobs that do not exist.
Let us march on ballot boxes, march on ballot boxes until race
baiters disappear from the political arena. Let us march on ballot boxes
until the Wallaces of our nation tremble away in silence.
Let us march on ballot boxes, until we send to our city councils,
state legislatures, and the United States Congress men who will not fear to
do justice, love mercy, and walk humbly with their God. Let us march on
ballot boxes until all over Alabama God’s children will be able to walk the
earth in decency and honor.
For all of us today the battle is in our hands. The road ahead is not
altogether a smooth one. There are no broad highways to lead us easily
and inevitably to quick solutions. We must keep going. 27

King uses a strategy similar to the one used by X in the second sentence of the
opening paragraph, building intensity with each version of “they segregated _____ from
_____” until the climax on the final phrase, “and they segregated the Negro from
everything.” With the third paragraph, he introduces a multi-sentence structure: “We are
on the move now. The _____ will not _____us.” This is repeated several times before a
concluding variation: “Like an idea whose time has come, not even the marching of
27

Martin Luther King, Jr., “A Testament of Hope,” excerpted in From My People, 322-3.
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mighty armies can halt us. We are moving to the land of freedom.” Another series is
begun immediately after that one: “Let us march on _____,” which later intensifies when
he extends the repeated segment to “Let us march on ballot boxes until _____.” Finally,
he concludes this section of the speech with a brief reminder of the second series: “We
must keep going.”
In each of these examples, phrase-structures are repeated to create a feeling of
expectation. This sense is fulfilled multiple times, creating a flow of expectation and
recognition until a climax is reached. At this point, the flow is either diverted, disrupted,
cut against, or brought to a halt. In “Living for the City”—the one song of Stevie
Wonder’s career most closely associated with the Civil Rights movement—Wonder uses
the same rhetorical strategies for which King and X were known. Indeed, Martin Luther
King, Jr.’s single most famous sentence, “Free at Last, free at last; thank God Almighty,
we are free at last!” has the same a-a-B-a' form as “Living for the City.”
Wonder’s compound use of flow creates a brand of complexity that is natural
because it effectively mimics reality by combining differentiation and integration.28 The
differentiation is created by the large number and variety of elements that are repeated at
multiple levels and that are free to be varied or altered with each performance. But the
consistent application at different structural levels of similar strategies of repetition and

28

The psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi is known for his study of states of optimal
experience, which he refers to as flow. There appears to be a strong correlation between this type of flow
and the sensation of flow created by the use of grooves in dance-related styles of popular music. He cites a
more complex personality as a direct result of the combination of differentiation and integration, both of
which can be increased by flow-based experiences. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Flow: The Psychology of
Optimal Experience (New York: Harper Perennial, 1990), 41.
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the use of baselines against which the variations or alterations can be perceived are the
forces that integrate the different elements.
The multi-level combination of cycles more directly mimics reality in both the
physical world and the lives of people. The motion of the outer planets can appear to be
very complex when viewed from a geocentric perspective. Yet a heliocentric perspective
reduces this complex motion to the result of three simple types of motion in combination:
the earth’s revolution about its axis once per day, its elliptical orbit around the sun once
per year, and the larger elliptical orbits of the outer planets. Similarly, although a
person’s life is highly individualized and complicated, it is also to a large degree built
around a number of relatively simple patterns in combination: breathing in and out, the
rising and setting of the sun, the days of the week, the seasons of the year, and the lifecycle of birth, childhood, maturity, reproduction, and death. “Living for the City”
displays a similar combination of simple elements in a way that creates a complex result.
Wonder’s conscious use of blues references and devices in this song depicts an
even more interesting combination of differentiation and integration: an individual caught
within the machinations of a larger society. The lyrics tell the story of an anonymous,
representative black man who migrates from Mississippi to New York and is crushed by
a vast power structure. The reference to Mississippi, the blues-based character of the
fundamental groove, and the twelve-bar structure, closely related to the music of John
Lee Hooker, all make clear references to the blues—the music most closely associated
with the mass migration of Black Americans from the rural South to the urban North in
the first half of the twentieth century. As a result, the story of the lyrics illustrates
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something that was experienced again and again, in some fashion, by millions of people.
While the specifics of the individual stories might be different, their basic outlines are the
same.29 Similarly, the music consists of a simple, short groove, repeated again and again.
While important aspects of each repetition might be different, the basic underlying
groove is the same. By placing this simple, blues-based groove within a large, complex
structure, the music metaphorically extends the text from the story of an individual to the
story of millions of individuals, all within the same large, complex society.
This interpretation of the meaning of “Living for the City” may account for some
of its unusually strong cultural resonance. The combination of this resonance and the
juxtaposition of the general and the personal in the lyrics allow the song a broad
applicability beyond its original, highly political context. Its use in the Spike Lee film
Jungle Fever is a good example of this extra-contextual applicability:30

When Spike Lee used ‘Living for the City’ as the soundtrack of his crack
manifesto in “Jungle Fever,” he knew what he was doing—there is no
more powerful audio representation of the cruel eddies of inner-city fate.31

Jungle Fever is the story of a young, black New York architect (played by Wesley
Snipes) who has an affair with a white secretary, and the many complications that arise

29

Indeed, the basic story is one that was followed by Wonder’s own mother, Lula Hardaway, who
migrated from rural Alabama to Saginaw in the 1950s. See Dennis Love and Stacy Brown, Blind Faith: An
Authorized Biography of Lula Hardaway (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2002).
30

See Jungle Fever, produced by Spike Lee and John Kilik, directed by Spike Lee, 131 min., 40
Acres and a Mule Filmworks (1991) and also Stevie Wonder, Jungle Fever, Motown 37463-6291-2 (1991).
31

Cintra Wilson, “Stevie Wonder: ‘Innervisions’ (Tamla, 1973),” Salon (June 17, 1996),
heep://www.salon.com/weekly/wonder960617.html.
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from that affair. There is an important secondary plot involving the architect’s brother
(played by Samuel L. Jackson), who is a crack addict. In one of the most harrowing
depictions of the ravages of drug use in cinematic history, Lee includes a scene in which
the architect seeks out his brother in a crack house located in a vast, urban wasteland.
Wonder created the musical soundtrack for Jungle Fever, generally using new music
written specifically for the film (as he had done previously for The Secret Life of Plants
and The Woman in Red).32 However, for this scene Wonder used “Living for the
City”—a conspicuous choice because the film is set in the time of its release,
1991—eighteen years after the time of “Living for the City”—and all the other music was
performed in Wonder’s early-90s style.
While the landscape Lee depicts is not a direct result of the mass urban migration
that Wonder depicts in his song, it is an indirect result of that migration and the friction it
caused within American society as a whole. Wonder’s use of “Living for the City” here
is unusually effective for several reasons: Its expansive character links the pain, injustice,
and destruction suffered by the character in Jungle Fever with a long history of such
suffering by many others. In a fashion similar to the way in which the song itself works,
this link also expands the story of Jackson’s character to make it representative of many
such stories all over America. And by juxtaposing a well-known song associated with
the Civil Rights Movement in the early 1970s with the drug-ravaged slums of the early

32

Stevie Wonder, Journey Through the Secret Life of Plants, Motown Records 37463-6127-2
(1978) and The Woman in Red, Motown Records 37463-6108-2 (1984).
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1990s, it makes clear in a single gesture the results of nearly twenty years of American
history.33
In summary, “Living for the City’s” unusual power, resonance, and durability as a
popular song and a political anthem is the product of many factors: Wonder’s directly
political aim, his striking use of drama, his ability to integrate conspicuous blues and
gospel elements into a soul context, his overall skill as a lyricist, songwriter, and
arranger, and his ability to integrate diverse elements into a seamless whole. But much of
the success of the song also derives from his use of form to create a complex and flexible
structure, and his ability to design a short, simple groove that can effectively form the
basis of that structure. In short, it is Wonder’s use of repetition to successfully juxtapose
the simple and complex that allows him to create a song with such depth.

33

This is not the only time that one of Wonder’s more political songs has been used to link
different periods of time in this fashion. A similar, far more famous example is producer Doug Rasheed’s
use of Wonder’s 1976 song “Pastime Paradise” as the basis for Coolio’s 1995 hip-hop anthem, “Gangsta’s
Paradise” (also featuring vocalist L.V., who improvised the concept behind the title). In this case, “Pastime
Paradise” is a dire warning of a possible future for ghetto neighborhoods, while “Gangsta’s Paradise” is a
vivid story of the grim reality of such neighborhoods in 1995—fulfilling Wonder’s warnings in the earlier
song. By bracketing the span between eras in this way, Rasheed, L.V., and Coolio were able in a single
stroke to tell nineteen years of American history. See Wonder, “Pastime Paradise,” Songs in the Key of
Life, Coolio, “Gangsta’s Paradise,” Gangsta’s Paradise, Tommy Boy 1141 (1995), and Havelock Nelson,
“Rasheed Finds ‘Gangsta’s Paradise:’ Producer Scores Big With Collaborative Hit,” Billboard, December
2, 1995, 41.
I have addressed this process in “Gangsta’s Paradise” on two occasions: “‘Now Sandwiches:’ The
Use of Quotation in Rap Music,” presented at the 22nd Annual Meeting of the Society for Music Theory in
Atlanta, Georgia, November 11, 1999 and “‘A NEW Negro Spiritual’: The Musical Transformation of
Stevie Wonder’s ‘Pastime Paradise’ into Coolio’s ‘Gangsta’s Paradise’," presented at The Ethnic in Music:
A Conference, University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom, July 11, 1997.
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CHAPTER 2
“Golden Lady”
The fourth song on Innervisions is the jazz-inflected ballad “Golden Lady,”
already mentioned in connection with the preceding song, “Living for the City.” Like
that song, “Golden Lady” demonstrates flow operating in a number of different ways at
multiple levels. But in this case the song is built around grooves in which flow is created
to a large degree by repetition of sophisticated combinations of harmonic progressions,
voice-leading patterns, melodic fragments, and even modulations. As a result, “Golden
Lady” is an especially good example of a song in which flow is based on additional
mechanisms beyond just rhythm and meter—including important ones that are derived
from European and European-American traditions.
The overall form of “Golden Lady” is less conventional than that of “Living for
the City,” as can be seen in Figure 12. It consists of three main sections: a verse of two
parts (that I will refer to as the A and B sections) and a chorus, all of which are played
consecutively and repeated three times as stanzas. The meter is a straightforward ®√ and
each section is eight measures long. Combined with a four-measure transition at the end
of each chorus, this creates a three-part stanza 28 measures in length. There is no bridge,
but the third stanza has an instrumental A-section that functions in a similar way, with an
organ solo in place of the vocal.
The most distinctive aspect of the song is its conclusion: The final chorus repeats
indefinitely, with an unusually long and gradual fadeout forming the end of the song.
Each time the chorus is repeated during the ending it moves one half-step higher.

F≥
4
4

Tr.
4

f≥
4
5

B‡
4
6

a (2)
a
a
4
4

a
4
7

8

D‡
4
8

b (2)

Figure 12: Summary of the Form of “Golden Lady”

C
Chorus
4
4

Stanza (2)
28

* The lyrics of the B-section in the third stanza (immediately after the organ solo) are
repeated from the second stanza.

B≤
4
2

a≤/D‡
2/2
3

C
Chorus
4
4
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4

8

b (1)
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Chord: E≤
Duration (bts): 4
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g
4
3

f
4
2
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E≤
4
1
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a
a
4
4
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a
a
4
4
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4
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4
4
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g
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8
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Individually these two features are distinctive enough, but their combined use here at the
end of this song is strikingly unusual.1
“Golden Lady” fits into a characteristic group of Stevie Wonder songs that might
best be described as mid-tempo soul ballads. Songs that fit this description appear
consistently throughout his career and include several of his best-known songs: “My
Cherie Amour” (1969), “You Are the Sunshine of My Life” (1972), “Isn’t She Lovely”
(1976), and “I Just Called to Say I Love You” (1984).2
This sort of ballad is not limited to Stevie Wonder; it has been a staple genre for
soul musicians for many years. Other prominent, related examples from the same period
include Marvin Gaye’s “What’s Going On,” Isaac Hayes’ “By the Time I Get to
Phoenix,” Roberta Flack’s “Killing Me Softly with His Song,” and Earth, Wind & Fire’s
“That’s the Way of the World.”3 All these songs, including “Golden Lady,” serve
multiple social functions: They are interesting and sophisticated enough to merit repeated

1

Long fadeouts are not particularly rare, either in Wonder’s music or in popular music in general.
The last song on Innervisions, “He’s Misstra Know-It-All,” also features a very long fadeout of well over a
minute in length and The Beatles’ 1968 single “Hey Jude,” 1967-70, Capitol 97039 (1973), has a
particularly well-known extended fadeout. However, in both of these cases the fadeout occurs over an
ecstatic, improvisational ending, built on repetitions of the chorus.
There is one other prominent example of the use of repeated chromatic modulations at the end of a
song: Yes’ “I’ve Seen All Good People.” However, this song modulates downward with each repetition,
creating a sense that it is gradually winding down. This is the opposite effect of the intensification felt with
the upward modulations in “Golden Lady.” Yes, “I’ve Seen All Good People: Your Move/All Good
People,” The Yes Album, Atlantic Records 82665 (1971).
2

Stevie Wonder, “My Cherie Amour,” My Cherie Amour, Motown 37463-5179-2 (1969); “You
Are the Sunshine of My Life,” Talking Book; “Isn’t She Lovely,” Songs in the Key of Life; “I Just Called to
Say I Love You,” The Woman In Red.
3

Marvin Gaye, “What’s Going On,” What’s Going On; Isaac Hayes, “By The Time I Get To
Phoenix,” Hot Buttered Soul, Stax Records 4114 (1969); Roberta Flack, “Killing Me Softly with His
Song,” Killing Me Softly, Atlantic Records 82793-2 (1973); and Earth, Wind & Fire, “That’s the Way of
the World,” That’s the Way of the World, Columbia/Legacy 65920 (1975).
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home listening, have enough rhythmic strength and a fast enough tempo to work as dance
songs, and yet are pleasant enough—or perhaps unobtrusive enough—to serve as
background music. These soul ballads can be seen as precursors of the more general
style of soul/R&B ballad known as “Quiet Storm” as well as to the “Neo-Soul” style of
the mid-90s and later.
Consistent with other mid-tempo soul ballads of the time, “Golden Lady” draws
heavily on jazz harmonic language. The most salient characteristics of this language for
our purposes here are:
•

Frequently shifting key areas during complex or transitional passages.
These key areas are often very tenuous, little more than brief tonicizations
that last for as little as a measure or two before moving on to another key.

•

Use of chord extensions, potentially all the way up to the 13th. Of course,
although these chords are conceived as stacks of notes a third apart (root,
third, fifth, seventh, ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth), in practice the
registers of all the notes above the bass (usually but not necessarily the
root of the chord) can be freely interchanged without altering the chord’s
functional tendencies. The only chord tones that are strictly required for a
full voicing of the chord are the root, third and seventh.4

•

The most common mechanism for establishing a key is the use of ii‡-V‡-I,
ii‡-V‡-i, or iiŸ‡-V‡-i cadential progressions, all of which are commonly
referred to as a “ii-V-I.” That is, a minor or half-diminished chord,
followed by the dominant chord a fourth above, and then a major or minor
chord a fifth below—the tonic chord of the newly established key area.5

4

Chords extended beyond the seventh are relatively uncommon in popular music, except when
making a stylistic reference to jazz, and their use is both highly conspicuous and heavily coded.
5

The frequent use of the ii-V-I type of cadence is often a good indicator of the degree of jazz
influence. While ii-V-Is are relatively common cadential figures in art music, they are significantly less
common than IV-V-I cadences. This is even truer of popular music, where ii-V-I cadences are especially
uncommon in blues, country, and gospel, the three styles that form the basis of most of the current styles of
American popular music in general and soul in particular.
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•

Key changes are generally accomplished through one of two mechanisms:
By means of stepwise motion6 or by a change of mode—as when a major
chord that concludes a ii-V-I changes to minor to become the first note of
another ii-V-I progression:

Chords:

e

A‡

D

d

Function in D major:

ii

V‡

I

i

II

ii

Function in C major:

G‡

C

V‡

I

Figure 13: An Example of the Use of a Modal Shift to Change Keys

Throughout “Golden Lady” the harmonic progressions and vocal melodies within
each section are linked in their degree of complexity. In the A-section they are relatively
simple and repetitive: a repeated, upward-moving progression in a single key
accompanying a simple, repeated six-note melody. By contrast, the B-section has several
rapidly shifting key areas and a melody with four different phrases. The chorus is again
simpler, as the harmony consists essentially of two chords accompanying a simple, twophrase melody—all of which is repeated once. A new melodic phrase follows in the
transition from the chorus back to the A-section, accompanied by shifting harmonies
similar to those in the B-section.

6

Stepwise motion is sometimes extended beyond two chords, a practice known as planing.
Wonder uses this technique during the chorus of “Living for the City” and in the subsequent transitional
material between that song and “Golden Lady.”
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The credited instrumentation consists of organ (performed by Clarence Bell),
acoustic guitar (Ralph Hammer), congas (Larry “Nastyee” Latimer), “Moog bass,”
“Fender Rhodes piano,” and drums (all performed by Wonder). Although the album’s
liner notes credit Wonder with Fender Rhodes Piano, rather than simply piano, the part
sounds more like an acoustic piano.7 There is also an uncredited pair of lead synthesizer
parts (prominent in the choruses and serving the function of horn parts) and the “Moog
Bass” sounds remarkably like an electric bass, particularly when compared with the
clearly synthesized bass sounds heard throughout the album. Although album liner notes
of the period are notoriously inaccurate, Wonder and his two co-producers, engineers,
and synthesizer programmers, Robert Margouleff and Malcolm Cecil, were capable of
effectively mimicking many conventional sounds through synthesis and skillful
engineering. As a result, without access to the studio logs, the precise instrumentation
can be difficult to determine.8
The synthesized bass part has a somewhat irregular, bouncy rhythm that
nonetheless continually reinforces the downbeat—consistent with standard practice in
soul and funk music. It changes melodic character with each song section. In the Asection, it alternates small leaps with stepwise and chromatic motion to outline chords
7

This is particularly likely since the same album documentation that lists the instruments also
groups the solo piano piece between “Living for the City” and “Golden Lady” with “Golden Lady.”
8

“Moog” refers to a brand of monophonic keyboard synthesizers, very popular in the mid-70s. In
this case it likely means that Wonder performed the sounds on T.O.N.T.O., a greatly expanded synthesizer
based on the Moog that was owned by Wonder’s collaborators Robert Margouleff and Malcolm Cecil. See
the subsequent chapters for a more extensive discussion of T.O.N.T.O. “Fender Rhodes Piano” refers to an
electric piano with a characteristically ringing, metallic sound, something like a cross between a piano and
a vibraphone. The Fender Rhodes was very popular with both pop and jazz musicians of the time. It was a
frequent substitute for acoustic pianos because it felt much the same to play and yet was both electric and
portable.
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Vocals
Acoustic Guitar
Synthesized Bass
Fender Rhodes (or Acoustic) Piano
Two Synthesizers
Organ
Congas
Drums
Figure 14 — The Instrumentation of “Golden Lady”

and lead from one chord to the next. In the B-section it generally either repeats pitches or
makes large leaps, typically to the root or fifth of the chord being played. In the chorus
and transition, the bass melody is generally restricted to the section’s characteristic
chromatic descent or to chord roots.
Wonder’s drum part particularly emphasizes the cymbals and high-hat in a way
that is fairly consistent with the style of jazz, jazz-rock, and soul ballads. The mid-range
texture is relatively sparse (i.e., there is less frequent use of snare and tom-toms than in
most soul, funk, or rock) and the rhythm is generally straightforward, except for a
recurring, syncopated figure played on the open high-hat and doubled by the organ. This
leaves rhythmic and registral space for the bass, piano, and synthesizers to fill, allowing
Wonder to create an interesting, multi-instrumental rhythm complex without
overpowering the listener.
This brings up a point that will be more thoroughly investigated in the subsequent
chapters, but which merits mention here: The rhythm of “Golden Lady” is built by a
technique of combining multiple complementary parts. The individual parts themselves
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generally have simple rhythms, but the cumulative effect of the combined parts creates a
complex, continually shifting, and kinetic whole. (See Example 7, a transcription of the
eight-measure opening passage.)
The soundscape of the original release was mixed in a “warm” fashion, in other
words with relatively little compression and a strong mid-range presence.9 The vocals
seem to gain strength during the B-sections and choruses, so it is possible that they were
double-tracked—a technique in which the same part is recorded multiple times with
minimal variation in order to add depth and smoothness. Whether double-tracked or not,
the vocals were mixed at a fairly high level relative to the other instruments. This high
level creates an intimate sound, almost as if the vocalist were standing right next to the
listener.10

The song as a whole has relatively little reverb and the instruments,

particularly the percussion, are well dispersed in the stereo mix. This aurally situates the
listener among the instruments—almost as if seated at a drum kit in center stage—and
creates the effect of a relatively small performance space.

9

The version of Innervisions that was commercially available at the time this thesis was written is
one that was re-mastered for CD as part of a reissue of Wonder’s albums in 2000. Fortunately, however, I
had access to both the new and original versions. The music was not re-mixed for the re-issue (i.e., the
instruments were still in the same relative positions in the stereo mix and at the same relative volumes), but
nonetheless standard engineering practice had changed very substantially over the course of twenty-seven
years. For example, the 2000 version clearly features more compression, leading to greater emphasis on
the upper treble and lower bass frequencies. And although the source material was the same, the 2000
edition was re-mastered using digital technology not available in 1973.
10

This use of a higher relative dynamic level for vocals is widespread and dates back to the
Depression, the era of early “crooners” like Bing Crosby and Rudy Vallée. It arose as a result of the
invention of the microphone and the loudspeaker, which for the first time allowed the listener to hear a
wide dynamic range, including quiet, intimate sounds. The result was a substantial change in popular vocal
styles, from the loud, projecting style of such singers as Al Jolson and Bessie Smith to the quieter, more
intimate style of Crosby and Vallée.
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Example 7: A Transcription of the Introduction of “Golden Lady”
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The primary grooves of the three main song-sections are built on different
rhythms, with each one increasing in textural density (the number of notes sounding at a
time), syncopation (the degree to which the rhythm tends to counter the sense of meter),
and dynamic intensity (a product of volume and manner of attack). Because of the
relative smoothness of the connections between sections—particularly the first two—the
effect is a steady motion throughout each stanza toward a climax of texture, syncopation,
and dynamic intensity in the choruses. During the transitional material at the end of the
choruses, the song returns to the previous lower levels. Although no transitions are found
in the song’s ending, the gradual fadeout serves to decrease the dynamic intensity slowly
while preserving the high levels of textural density and syncopation. The result is a
three-stanza, sawtooth pattern of textural density, syncopation, and dynamic intensity:

Section Intro A B C Tr A B C Tr A B C' C'' C''' Fade
High
Intensity
Levels:
Low

Figure 15 — Levels of Textural Density, Syncopation, and Dynamic Intensity

Lyrics
On first hearing, the lyrics of “Golden Lady” appear relatively conventional for a
ballad: an expression of romantic affection for the woman being addressed. However,
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upon closer examination they are considerably open to interpretation, particularly
because of their integration with the music and their relation to the next song on the
album, “Higher Ground.” Perhaps the most striking feature of the text is how visually
oriented it is—although this is consistent with Wonder’s style in general. His work is full
of songs built around vision or visual symbols, including such prominent examples as
“You Are the Sunshine of My Life,” “Blame It on the Sun,” “Lookin’ for Another Pure
Love,” “Bird of Beauty,” “Another Star,” “Ribbon in the Sky,” and “Love Light in
Flight.”11 Perhaps the most significant example in this respect is the title song of the
album on which “Golden Lady” is found, “Visions.” In this context, the concept of
vision is not necessarily confined to the physical sense but can also refer to a higher,
more spiritual form of sight.
Nonetheless, “Golden Lady” is one of the stronger examples of Wonder’s skill
with visual imagery. The symbols of sun, rain, and eyes/eyesight are common motifs in
his lyrics and the title image, a golden lady, is also primarily visual. The opening lines in
particular focus the song on vision itself, part of the album’s larger theme of “visions in
my mind”:

Looking in your eyes,
Kind of heaven eyes.
Closing both my eyes,
Waiting for surprise. 12
11

“You Are the Sunshine of My Life,” “Blame It on the Sun,” and “Lookin’ for Another Pure
Love,” Talking Book, “Bird of Beauty,” Fulfillingness’ First Finale, “Another Star,” Songs in the Key of
Life, “Ribbon in the Sky,” Original Musiquarium I, Motown 37463-6002-2 (1982), and “Love Light in
Flight,” The Woman in Red.
12

While it might seem particularly ironic to have these lines delivered by a singer whose blindness
is so well known, such irony is probably unintended. Throughout his life Wonder has frequently written in
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In the A-sections, the song’s first-person subject describes his state of mind: one
of wonder, love, and anticipation—almost of a blessing to be received. In the B-sections
he describes his thoughts toward the object of the song, the golden lady, at first obliquely
and then more directly. Finally, the choruses simply contain the repeated words “Golden
lady, golden lady I’d like to go there,” followed by “Take me right away” during the
transitions. So the subject’s words change by section from a description of himself, to a
description of his interaction with the golden lady, to a direct plea to her.
The lyrics are very general: Although they can easily be interpreted as a romantic
declaration—a conventional subject of soul ballads—there is nothing in them that
specifically forces this interpretation. But the words that conclude the chorus, “I’d like to
go there,” leave open the question of where exactly “there” is. It could mean a state of
romantic bliss. But if “there” is interpreted to mean heaven—which would again be
consistent with Wonder’s use of Christian topics and imagery both in general and on this
album13—then the golden lady could be interpreted spiritually, for example, as a
Madonna image. This sort of deliberate intertwining of romantic and religious imagery is
found in other Wonder songs, including “You Are the Sunshine of My Life.”

first person about things that can only be seen and has engaged in activities from which the blind are
normally excluded. Examples of such activities range from regularly attending movies in cinemas to
actually flying a jet fighter (without taking off or landing). One particularly famous example occurred
during a Super Bowl halftime show, when Wonder made his entrance onstage by driving a car. These
lyrics, then, are probably also another example of this gentle yet persistent defiance of limitations.
13

“Jesus Children of America,” the sixth song on Innervisions, deals explicitly with Christian
subject matter. Other songs from this period with similar subjects include “Evil,” from Music of My Mind,
“They Won’t Go When I Go,” from Fulfillingness’ First Finale, and “Have a Talk with God,” from Songs
in the Key of Life.
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Such intermingling of religious and romantic or sexual subject matter is at the
very root of soul music. Isaac Hayes, for example, has demonstrated how he took the
gospel standard “You Don’t Know Like I Know (What the Lord Has Done for Me)” and
turned it into the Sam and Dave song “You Don’t Know Like I Know”:

…The seed for the song came from Isaac Hayes, who simply adapted the
melody, chords, and the first four lines from a gospel song. “A lot of ideas
and titles came from the church,” relates Isaac. “This title itself came
from a gospel tune, ‘You Don’t Know Like I Know What the Lord Has
Done for Me.’ There’s different versions in different churches. I thought
if the Lord can make you feel good and do things for you, why can’t a
woman do the same things too. So, ‘You don’t know like I know what
this woman has done for me’.”14

However, it is one thing to change a gospel song into a love song (or vice versa) and
quite another thing to write a song that can be interpreted in both ways.15
There is a further connection that reinforces a spiritual interpretation of “Golden
Lady”: “Higher Ground,” the song that immediately follows it on Innervisions. The
lyrics of “Higher Ground” are suggestive of either reincarnation, the belief in the
progressive motion of the soul through each succeeding lifespan towards a higher state of
consciousness, or of Christian rebirth (or both, see Chapter 5). At the end of “Golden
Lady,” the words “Golden Lady, Golden Lady, I’d like to go there” are repeated
14

Rob Bowman, Soulsville U.S.A.: The Story of Stax Records (New York: Schirmer Trade Books,
1997), 89. Also see Sam & Dave, “You Don’t Know Like I Know,” Hold On, I’m Comin’, Atlantic
80255-2 (1966).
15

One artist who has achieved something similar is Prince, who has long acknowledged Wonder’s
influence on his music. However, Prince more frequently combines religious and sexual imagery—a much
more controversial combination—and his double meanings are far more explicit. A particularly good
example of this is the carnal, confessional, gospel-rock ballad "Temptation," from Around the World in a
Day, Paisley Park 2-25286 (1984).
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continually through the long fadeout that precedes “Higher Ground.” But each time the
chorus is repeated, it moves one half-step higher in pitch—a clear suggestion of motion
towards a higher ground. This dual linkage suggests that “there” may refer specifically to
the higher ground—possibly Nirvana or salvation—that is referred to in the next song,
and that therefore the golden lady could represent some sort of spiritual guide or ideal.
This is also reinforced by the cover of Innervisions, which depicts a stylized Stevie
Wonder gazing upward and either emitting or receiving rays of light through his eyes.

A-Section
The A-sections of “Golden Lady” have a deceptively simple form, based on an
interaction between four rhymed phrases in the text, which are conspicuously unvaried in
melody and rhythm, and a four-measure, ascending chord progression. Instead of
synchronizing each phrase with each measure or using the entire progression to
accompany each phrase, Wonder set them in a way that creates a pair of pairs (see Figure
16 below).
The phrases all have the same rhymed ending—eyes / eyes / eyes / surprise and
hands / understand / chance / hands. Each stanza focuses on a body part as a symbol and
on its associated sense as a device to link the A- and B-sections. The first stanza uses the
eyes and sight, while the second uses the hands and touch. In the first stanza, for
example, the opening line of the A-section, “Looking in your eyes,” links with the
opening line of the B-section, “To see the heaven in your eyes…”. The two stanzas—and
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Measure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Chord
Text
E≤ maj ·
Looking in your eyes
F min
G min ·
Kind of heaven eyes
A min· | D ‡
E≤ maj ·
Closing both my eyes
F min ·
G min ·
Waiting for surprise
A min · | D ‡

Figure 16: Coordination of A-Section Harmonic Progression and Phrase Structure

their two associated senses—are connected by the first line of the second stanza,
“Looking at your hands.”
Each line of text is set to the same simple melody (see Example 8 below). The
repeated, four-bar harmonic progression remains primarily within a single key area, G
minor.16 It is built on an ascending, stepwise line of root-position chords for three and a
half bars (and therefore an ascending, stepwise bass line of chord-roots). At the end of
the last bar the A minor chord moves to D major (again in root position), causing a large,
16

It could be argued that the song as a whole is in G-minor. However, to do so would be to make
two mistakes: First, this overlooks the significance of the ii-V-I cadence in E≤ major that occurs at the end
of the entire stanza. This ending clouds the sense of a single key considerably. More important, it is a
serious mistake to infer that the presence of tonicizations, cadences, and voice-leading patterns derived
from Western art-music—all of which are local phenomena—necessarily indicates the presence of largerscale, architectonic principles derived from Western art-music. Such an analysis can only be based upon
preconceptions that would constrain understanding within European models. “Golden Lady” is not a largescale working out in a cyclical fashion of a single tonality. Instead it is a sonic stream arising from the
confluence of a variety of different types of flow—some of which are created by using European-derived
tonal mechanisms. This no more indicates large-scale tonality in this song than the similar use of tonal
mechanisms in Neo-Classical art music or jazz indicates large-scale tonality in those styles. In all three
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Example 8 — A Lead-Sheet Transcription of the A-Section Melody

downward leap in the bass, followed by stepwise motion up to E≤ in the opening of both
the repeated chord progression and the B-section (see Figure 17, on page 77 below).
The A-section groove is autotelic, or self-generating. Like any successful
autotelic groove, it includes three important characteristics: it creates a sense of stability
or continuity, it creates a sense of forward motion through time, and it has a selfgenerating mechanism.
The melody, key scheme, rhythm, and rhyme scheme all contribute to the sense of
stability. The six-note melody is repeated four times without changing, despite the fact
that it is sung over different chords. The first and third times it is harmonized by E≤
major and the second and fourth times by G minor. However, five of the melody’s six
notes are common to both triads. This ties the E≤ major and G minor chords together and
reduces the F minor chord to a subordinate, passing role. (While the use of the same
melody four consecutive times should create a strong sense of expectation that the

instances, tonal mechanisms are freely available without the accompanying global restrictions of Common
Practice tonality.
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repetitions will continue, the balanced phrase structure of the melody mutes this
expectation somewhat by creating a sense of completion after the fourth phrase.)
The key scheme is also a stabilizing factor because the structurally most important
chords are diatonic to G minor. The only non-diatonic chord is the F minor, which is
diatonic to E≤ major. This might indicate that the passage moves from E≤ major to G
minor, using the G minor as a pivot chord. However, because the F minor is not
metrically accented and does not harmonize a vocal melody, it acts as a passing chord
between E≤ major and G minor. This indicates that it functions more like a chromatic
inflection, one that clouds the sense of key by suggesting E≤ major without actually
establishing it. The remaining chords are all diatonic to the melodic form of the G-minor
scale. That is, the sixth and seventh scale degrees are raised during ascending passages
(in this case from E≤ to E and F to F≥). This is especially true at cadences, in order to
take advantage of the stronger and more familiar voice-leading of cadences in the major
mode. In practice, this means that the truly diatonic ii Ÿ‡-v ‡-i cadence is replaced by ii ‡V ‡-i in minor keys. This is a European tradition that also works particularly well in a
jazz or jazz-related context, where “borrowing” of harmonies from parallel scales is more
common. In other words, because of longstanding jazz and art-music practice, the EΩs
and F≥s in this passage do nothing to disturb the sense of G minor harmony.
Much like the melody, the repeated rhythms contribute to stability simply by
remaining basically the same from bar to bar (except for the piano and drums in the final
measure). The prominent and distinctive high-hat/organ figure amplifies this continuity
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by remaining noticeably unchanged through the end of the progression, particularly since
the organ remains on G throughout the passage.
The rhyme scheme in this section is also unusually repetitive. The same rhyme
ends each of the four lines, which creates the stronger expectation of a literal repeat
(X - X - X - X) rather than an expectation of a repeated pattern of different rhymes
(X - Y - X - Y). Further, three of the four lines in the first verse and two of four in the
second end on the same word (“eyes” and “hands,” respectively—the two prominent,
sensory physical symbols for each verse), rather than simply rhyming.
The contrasting sense of forward motion is created by mechanisms that divert the
listener’s attention from what is being heard and focus it on what will be heard. The
ascending chord progression, the increased activity at the end of the progression in the
piano and drums, and the chromaticism in the bass all contribute to a strong tendency for
the listener to anticipate events to come. It is the repeated occurrence of this tendency,
the continual looking ahead, that causes the sense of forward motion.
The ascending chord progression creates motion in two ways: First, by the time
the third chord is heard the listener perceives a stepwise upward motion, implying further
motion in the same direction. The motion is then interrupted, but by a cadential figure
that leads to a repetition of the progression. Once this pattern of repeated stepwise
motion is perceived, the predictable, wave-like motion of the progression becomes
apparent. This causes the listener to anticipate chords, to listen ahead in time for sounds
that follow a predictable pattern of change. In other words, the shape of this progression
works in a way that is not static, but instead suggests continuous, stable motion:
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Intro

a (1)

a·

a·

g·

g·

f·

f·

E≤ ·
D‡

g·
f·

…

…

E≤ ·

a·

g·

f·

…

b (1)

a·

…

E≤ ·
D‡

E≤… ·

E≤ ·
D‡

D‡

Figure 17: Wave-like Motion in the A-Section Chord Progression

The progression also creates anticipation by means of the harmonic tendencies
built into it. Hearing a minor chord followed by the dom ‡ chord a fourth above strongly
implies that a major or minor chord a fifth below the dominant (i.e., the final, tonic chord
of a ii-V-I) will immediately follow. This implication comes from the single strongest
harmonic tendency in popular music, jazz, and the European art, church, and folk music
traditions: the descending perfect fifth. Indeed, these types of music—inescapable in
Western culture—are structured to a great degree around the occurrence of descending
fifths, particularly from dominant to tonic.17 However, Wonder never truly fulfills this
strong harmonic tendency until the beginning of the chorus, as we shall see.
The tendency to expect a tonic resolution of the ii-V chord-pair at the end of the
progression is supplemented by increased activity in the piano and drum parts. This kind
of increased activity is characteristic in popular music of the final bar of a phrase or song

17

In fact, Wonder generates forward motion in the autotelic grooves of one of his catchiest songs,
“Isn’t She Lovely” (from Songs in the Key of Life), almost exclusively through the use of descending fifths.
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section, and frequently works in connection with some sort of cadence. It is a standard
convention that builds drama by using textural and dynamic changes to signal the listener
that a significant conclusion is about to come.
Finally, the bass line generally follows the root motion of the progression (playing
the root itself on the downbeats and usually the fifth of the chord on beat three), but also
adds chromatic motion between chords. For example, at the end of the first bar the bass
adds a pair of sixteenth notes on e≤ and eΩ (see Example 7 above). Because of this
chromatic motion and its placement immediately before the next measure, there is a
strong tendency to expect an f on the downbeat. In a subtle way, this also smooths out
the deceptive cadences described below, because they also feature ascending chromatic
motion in the bass (from ^
5 to ^
6 ).
There are two distinct autotelic mechanisms in the A-sections, one subtle and one
very prominent: the regular, wave-like motion of the chord progression (already
mentioned above) and, much more important, the deceptive cadence.
The use of deceptive cadences across sectional endings creates a very strong
anticipation that the beginning of the progression will follow its ending. In understanding
this, it is important to recognize the distinction between the way music is perceived
through notation and the way music is experienced as sound. On paper, a repeat causes
the sight-reader to look back to the beginning of the music being repeated—a spatial leap
in an opposite direction (see Figure 18). The sensation is one of a physical gap between
the end of one passage and the beginning of the next one. However, notation is not
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Beginning

Beginning

End | Beginning

End | Beginning

End

End

Repetition as Notated

Repetition as Heard

Figure 18: Repeated Music as Notated and Heard

music, but rather a symbolic representation of music. Music itself is always experienced
in a sequential, or linear fashion. So when we hear music repeated we hear it move
forward to its own beginning. The sensation is one of the beginning directly following
the ending without any gap or change of direction at all. With multiple, successive
repetitions, the sensation is of a continuous stream of beginning, ending, beginning,
ending, and so on. In analyzing how a groove works, it is always important to keep this
distinction in mind and to analyze the moment of repetition—the seam between the
occurrences—as forward motion from the end to the beginning.
The transitional passage between “Living for the City” and “Golden Lady”
concludes with a D ⁄⁄ chord. When this is followed by the opening E≤ major chord of the
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A-section, it is recognized as a familiar sound. It is a deceptive cadence, a conventional
pattern of chords similar to a regular cadence, but which causes an ambiguous sense of
incomplete resolution. Because of this opening, when the four-bar progression ends with
A minor and D major, followed by the opening E≤ major as the section repeats, the
listener recognizes the recurrence of the deceptive cadence in a more complete,
conventional form. Two more of these cadences occur during the song’s introduction, so
that by the beginning of the first stanza the listener has already heard three consecutive
phrases in which the end of the progression prepares a resolution to its beginning (see
Figure 19). So when the first A-section reaches its conclusion, the listener expects that
its beginning will once again follow its ending. In this way the harmonic progression
of the A-section generates itself.
The deceptive cadence is a commonly used device in Western music, common
enough to be thoroughly conventional. It is like a conventional authentic cadence (i.e., a
V-I or V-i cadence) in all important respects except one: the bass moves up by step to ^
6,
rather than leaping to ^
1 as in an authentic cadence. As a result, deceptive cadences create
the sense of arrival communicated by the phrase structure and voice-leading, but not the
sense of completion communicated by the harmonic motion. The conventional form of a
cadence has been followed, but its function as a conclusion remains unfulfilled.18

18

The overwhelming commonality of V-I and V-i cadences as conclusions is the driving force
behind the sense of expectation. This is true not just for European art- and church-music, but also for jazz
and virtually every type of American folk or popular music, including—most to the point—soul music in
general and Wonder’s music in particular. The only other harmonic cadence occurring as frequently in soul
music is the plagal (IV-I or iv-I) or “Amen” cadence, which comes primarily from the Gospel tradition
(and indirectly from European church-music).
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a (1)
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f·
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E≤ …·

b (1)

f·
E≤ … ·

E≤… ·
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ii · V ‡ VI …·

D‡
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E≤… ·
D‡
ii · V ‡ VI …·

Figure 19: Deceptive Cadences at the Beginning of “Golden Lady”

The use of cadences split between the beginning and ending of a phrase or section
is quite common in popular music. Wonder himself has a very large number of songs
featuring cadences split in this manner. What is unusual here is that the cadence in
question is deceptive, rather than authentic or plagal, infusing the song with ambiguity
and a sense of delayed gratification. It is also unusual that both the A- and B-sections
begin with the same E≤ deceptive resolution and end with the same cadential preparation
(A minor to D major). The fact that the final cadence of the B-section resolves in an
authentic fashion (to G minor) keeps the ii-V-i tendency active, even though deceptive
cadences are used so frequently.19

19

Because the E≤ chord at the beginning of the A-section resolves both deceptive and authentic
cadences (as discussed below), the first of the pair of repeated A-sections in the second and third stanzas
begins with E≤ authentic resolution. However, only two of the eight A-section passages in the song begin
this way and even then only do so after the first four have been heard to begin with deceptive resolution.
As a result, the sensation that the A-sections and B-sections begin the same way is still prevalent.
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B-Section
Where the A-section of “Golden Lady” is a particularly good example of a
cyclical, autotelic groove, the B-section is not cyclical but progressive. It moves forward
very directly, following smoothly from the A-section and continually pushing forward
until it signals a strong sense of arrival on the opening beat of the chorus. This makes it a
particularly good example of a transitional passage, one which propels the listener from
the autotelic groove of the A-section to the very different autotelic groove of the chorus.
As described above, the opening chord of the B-section is an E≤ major chord, just
like the opening chord of the A-section. Because both sections begin with the same
resolution of the deceptive cadence and essentially the same type of beat, the song moves
into the B-section with few audible harmonic or rhythmic cues—a nearly seamless
transition. The only strong cue is when the vocalist comes in earlier than expected, with
a three-note pickup to the downbeat (on the words “To see the…” and “A touch of…”).
The similar opening also means that the deceptive cadence has a second function, to
move the song ahead subtly by preparing the opening chord of the B-section.
Much like the A-section, the B-section lyrics consist of four phrases grouped as a
pair of pairs. However, in this case the rhyme scheme is a more conventional pattern in
which the rhymes and number of syllables alternate in an X - Y - X - Y pattern: far / go it
/ before / show it and grow / blooming / true / losing. The content of the text reflects this
pattern, with the second and fourth lines completing the sentiment of the first and third.
The pattern is also followed in the melodic setting. The melody consists of four phrases.
The first and third have the same rhythm and melodic contour (i.e., the general shape or
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outline is roughly the same, only varying slightly in phrase openings and adjusting for
harmonic changes), as do the second and fourth:

Example 9: The B-Section Melody of “Golden Lady”
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The harmonies of the B-section shift rapidly through a number of remotely related
key areas. The harmonic rhythm is not generally faster than in the A-section—usually
only one chord per measure. But where the A-section has only three chromatic variations
over the entire span of its four-measure progression (E≤/E, A≤/A and F/F≥), there are four
variations just in the first three bars of the B-section (A, D, G, and C are all flatted).
Figure 20 contains an analysis of harmonic progression throughout the B-section.
There are four key areas, lasting for two measures each: G minor or B≤ major,20 G≤/F≥
major,21 E major, and G-minor. Notice, however, that although the purpose of the BSection is to generate forward motion between the other two sections, repetitions in the
phrase structure and the rhythm also create a sense of stability. Nowhere is this clearer
than in the harmonic structure.
There are eight chord changes during this passage. Five of the eight are
descending perfect fifths, so the sense of forward motion at these points is strong. But
each of these descending fifths, except the last, occurs within a phrase, not at phrase
endings (generally the site of stronger progressions). The motion between the first and
second phrases (i.e., from the end of the first phrase to the beginning of the second and

20

In this case the two related keys are indistinguishable, primarily because the key area is only
established by two chords: E≤ major and B≤ major. However, it is most likely to be heard as a continuation
of G minor, already well established in the A-section.
21

There is no way to distinguish between these two enharmonically equivalent keys, because the
“work” in this case is clearly a recording, rather than sheet music. While “Golden Lady” has been
published in notated form, this publication is a typical example of popular music sheet music produced for
a songbook. In such cases, the published music is a transcription made after the song has already been
released. Therefore any designation of a key or distinction made between enharmonic equivalents is
generally done by the transcriber without consulting the songwriter.
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Figure 20: B-Section Harmonic Analysis

** In a sense, this phrase is "in" G minor because it is preparing the chorus, which is in that key. In that
interpretation, the ii min ‡ and V dom ‡ chords are "borrowed" from the relative major, a common occurrence at
cadences in Western music. As a result, this is an example of the use of the "melodic" minor scale, in which the sixth
and seventh scale-degrees are raised (in this case to E and F≥) during ascending motion as part of a cadence.
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again between the third and fourth) is by a descending whole step. This is also a
relatively common harmonic motion, but with far less strength than the descending fifth.
The remaining chord change occurs between the second and third phrases—or rather,
from the end of the first pair of phrases to the beginning of the second. Here, the change
is perhaps the weakest conventional chord change in Western music, a shift of chord
quality from major to minor. It is weak because the most important chord tone, the root,
doesn’t change at all.22
This pattern of harmonic changes follows the same phrase structure as the rhyme
scheme, the content of the text, and the vocal melody: a pair of pairs. But it also strongly
reinforces the listener’s ability to sense this structure through the effects of the different
types of harmonic motion: strong motion occurs within the phrases, moderate motion
joins two phrases into a pair (with even stronger cadential motion at its conclusion), and
weak motion joins the two phrase-pairs. The strong, forward harmonic motion created by
the descending fifths is contained within a balanced, logical, and unified phrase structure.
This combination of forward motion and stability creates a different type of harmonic
flow than was found in the A-Section: not autotelic, but progressive.

22

The fifth also doesn’t change, but this is inconsequential because its presence is not functionally
necessary (if it did change from a perfect fifth to an augmented or diminished fifth, then it would be very
consequential). Of the upper chord voices, the ninth and thirteenth also do not generally change. If the
quality change is from major to either dominant or minor then the seventh changes, but if it is from
dominant to minor then it does not. In jazz practice, ninths and elevenths are somewhat malleable,
particularly for dominant chords. The alterations are usually made to fit a particular scale or because of
voice-leading considerations. For example, the dominant chord with a raised ninth is a relatively common
variation. See the previous chapter, in which the “Dom ‡/≥9” was described as the “Purple Haze Chord,”
which through enharmonic equivalence includes both the major and minor thirds. It harmonizes the socalled “Major Blues Scale” (e.g., C-D-D≥-E-G-A), a particular rotation of the pentatonic scale that begins
like the major scale, with added chromaticism providing a minor third (in this case the D≥).
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The harmonic motion in the B-Section reaches its highest level of strength in the
second and fourth phrases because the descending fifths follow cadential patterns.
Throughout this section the harmonic rhythm is very steady, at a rate of one chord per
measure (or four beats). During the second phrase, however, this rhythm is doubled
during the first bar, allowing three chords during this phrase. Because the motion is by
descending fifth from minor to dominant to major and because the third chord lasts
longer than the other two, this is a very clear, authentic ii-V-I cadence. In the fourth
phrase, the harmonic motion does not increase, but again there is motion by descending
fifth from minor to dominant. The motion by descending fifth from this last dominant
chord of the B-Section to the opening minor chord of the chorus creates an even stronger
and clearer authentic ii-V-i cadence, particularly since the tonic chord in this cadence is
G minor, the most prevalent chord in the song.23 This cadence is supplemented by
increased activity, increased emphasis (especially in the piano), and by a hesitation in two
of the harmonic voices (the third and fifth of the D ‡ enter late). This hesitation creates a
contrapuntal figure known as a retardation that is often found at cadences in Western
music. In other words, both the harmonic motion and a series of audible cues clearly
signal the listener that a large arrival is coming on the downbeat of the first measure of
the chorus. As can be seen in Figure 20, the combined result is that:

23

This is modified at the end of the song, where an A≤ minor chord replaces the expected G minor.
This will be discussed below. It is enough to state here that by this point the listener has already heard the
cadence overlapping the B-section and chorus twice, so the sense of expectation that a G minor will arrive
is undiminished.
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•

Each of the four phrases features strong forward harmonic motion.

•

The second and fourth phrases have stronger endings than the first and third.
This greater finality means that they have an effect that seems to answer their
preceding phrases.

•

Similarly, the fourth phrase has a stronger ending than the second, so that the
second phrase-pair seems to answer the first.24
The final B-Section of “Golden Lady” has an additional function, which results

from the lack of a bridge or other strongly contrasting middle section. In the place where
a bridge would be expected, between the second and last stanzas, Wonder repeats the Asection. He provides for some contrast by replacing the vocals with Clarence Bell’s
organ solo. Therefore the return of the B-Section at this point, and the return of the
vocals, is also a clear but smooth signal that the main body of the song has returned.
On a large scale, the full eight-measure passage of the B-Section has an
interesting similarity to the repeated four-measure passage of the A-Section. Both
passages begin with an E≤ major deceptive resolution of a ii-V-VI cadence. By very
different means, both passages then conclude by strongly preparing a cadence with an A
minor-to-D dominant progression—the ii and V‡ chords of a cadence that is completed
after the passage is over. Because the A-Section repeats and is then followed by the BSection, its ending is always followed by E≤ major, which creates a deceptive resolution

24

This type of balanced, dual-pair phrase structure—with even-numbered groups of measures, a
strong cadence concluding the second phrase, and a stronger one concluding the fourth—is very common
in Western art-music, particularly from the Classical period. Theorists commonly refer to it as a “doubleperiod.” However, it is probably wise to avoid applying this label because of the vast amount of
unintended socio-cultural coding that comes with it. While the meter, phrase-structure, and cadences are
reminiscent of the Classical style, the rapid key changes, the use of upper chord-members beyond the
seventh, and the rhythms, melodies, instrumentation, text, performance practice, and sociological,
economic, political, and historical contexts are all so substantially different that most inferences taken from
this similarity are effectively arbitrary.
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overlapping the sectional divisions. By contrast, the B-Section’s similar ending is
followed by the G minor chorus. This creates an authentic resolution that also overlaps
the sectional division. But both sections essentially move from an E≤ major chord to a D
dominant seventh in the same span of time, albeit through very different means. This
pair of locally different but globally similar progressions is repeated with each stanza.
The result is that these two sections combine change and stability to create harmonic flow
on both local and global levels.

Chorus, Transition, and Ending
The chorus of “Golden Lady” represents a completely original solution to a
common songwriting problem: How to create a chorus that works well as the conclusion
of a repeated section, yet which also works well when repeated by itself. The simplest
solution is to begin the verse and chorus in the same way, so that the chorus ending can
lead equally well to the beginning of each. In “Golden Lady,” however, the A-section
and chorus begin quite differently. And Wonder has greatly complicated the situation by
designing the chorus to lead not only to its own beginning, but also to its own beginning
when transposed up by a half-step. His solution to this problem is a four-bar transition
that leads harmonically to the beginning of the A-section, while also reducing the textural
density, syncopation, and dynamic intensity to the levels found at the beginning of the
song. He omits this transition at the end of the song, when the choruses repeat during the
upward-modulating fadeout (see Figure 21).
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Stanzas 1-2:
(Measures)

Stanza 3:
(Measures)

A1
8

A3
8

B1
8

B2
8

Chorus
8

Chorus
8

Tr
4

A2
8

B2
8

Chorus
8

Ch (+3)
Ch (+2)
8
Ch (+1)
8
8

Tr
4

[Fade]

Figure 21: Chorus and Transition Usage in “Golden Lady”

The chorus consists of a four-bar figure that is repeated once each stanza (except
at the end). When followed by the four-bar transition, the result is an evenly divided,
twelve-bar A-A-B form. While this general form is characteristic of the twelve-bar blues,
the blues does not seem to be a particular influence here, unless so heavily mediated as to
be essentially unrecognizable.25 Within this twelve-bar A-A-B form, the lyrics and
melody of the four-measure chorus also follow an A-A-B form. The first phrase is one

25

Much is frequently made in scholarly discussions of American popular music, particularly the
music of black performers, of the influence of the twelve-bar blues on such forms—far too much, really.
The A-A-B form has a very long history in African, European, and American musical traditions, much
longer than the history of the blues. A-A-B forms are also very common devices in African, European, and
American literary, poetic, and rhetorical traditions. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that prose, poetry,
speech, and music are all primarily experienced in a linear fashion—particularly speech and music. As a
result, repetition, expectation, and flow work in much the same way in these four media. An A-A-B linear
form is the simplest possible way to use repetition and variation to generate and disrupt flow—regardless of
the medium.
When one also considers that four-measure phrases are extremely common in popular
music—whether part of an A-A-B form or not—it then follows that twelve-bar, A-A-B forms would be
common regardless of the presence of the twelve-bar blues as an influencing factor. Even the presence of a
IV-V cadential figure at the end of a twelve-measure A-A-B form is not indicative of a blues influence
because IV-V phrase endings are so commonly used in popular music. Specific harmonic, melodic,
rhythmic, gestural, or other indicators are required in order to clearly determine the influence of the twelve-
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measure long. It is repeated with slight melodic variation and then followed by a twomeasure answer. The form of the transition is roughly the opposite, with a two-measure
phrase followed by a two-part cadential figure over the last two bars. (See Example 10
and Figure 22 below for a transcription and analysis of the chorus.)
During the first two phrases of the chorus, the harmony simply consists of a G
minor chord. Under this, however, is a four-note, chromatically descending bass line: G,
F≥, F, and E. The line moves at two notes per measure, but since the second and fourth
notes arrive early they are unevenly spaced, in a 3-5-3-5 pattern:

q . eYh | q . eYh

The result can be thought of as a gradual motion from a G minor triad to E Ÿ‡, although G
minor never really seems displaced. (It is possible that the EΩ is simply heard as a
passing tone. Because the fifth of the A≤ maj · chord is E≤, the EΩ can be perceived as
part of a descending chromatic line that shifts from the bass to an inner voice in the
second bar.) At the beginning of the third phrase the harmony shifts to an A≤ maj · chord,
which is held for two full measures. As will be seen below, this unusual harmonic shift is
the key autotelic device for both the direct and transposed repetitions of the chorus.
The first two measures of the chorus have a different rhythm than the rest of the
song. The bass line and percussion subtly shift to an Afro-Cuban beat that foreshadows
the similar beat heard in “Don’t You Worry ‘Bout A Thing” (which appears later on the
album). However, in this case it is considerably less pronounced because it is performed

bar blues. Such indicators are very clear in “Living for the City,” for example, so I have cited the influence
of the twelve-bar blues in the previous chapter. But they are not apparent in the chorus of “Golden Lady.”

B

A

Example 10 — The Chorus and Transition of “Golden Lady”
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Figure 22 — Analysis of the Chorus and Transition of “Golden Lady
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more in the style of an American jazz-pop song with a latin beat.26 Within “Golden
Lady” itself, this new beat has been foreshadowed by the distinctive high-hat figure that
has been playing throughout the song. After the first chorus is heard, the high-hat
becomes a continual reminder of this different rhythm. During this brief latinesque
moment, the uncredited pair of synthesizer leads becomes more prominent, mimicking
the role of horns in latin jazz.
The chorus is autotelic, but in a very interesting way that is more complex than
the A-section. There is, however, a common element: a bass line that moves through four
notes in a stepwise fashion, before making a large leap in the opposite direction to the
chromatic neighbor beyond its first note. In the A-section, the line moved upward at a
rate of one step per measure, each step was a whole-step, and the harmonic motion
increased when the line leaped down as part of a deceptive cadence. Here the line moves
downward by two steps per measure, each step is a half-step, and the harmonic motion
decreases when the line leaps up to a new, sustained level that is not cadential. (Figure
23 is a summary of these similar, but significantly different lines.)
The stepwise, single-direction movement of the bass line is an important factor in
creating a sense of forward motion, as was the case in the A-section. Stepwise chromatic
motion is very regular and predictable, so it creates a strong expectation that it will
continue.

26

The repeated, wave-like shape of the entire bass line reinforces this

Latin jazz has been an accepted part of the jazz mainstream since the early 1950s, and by the
end of that decade Afro-Cuban rhythms had been incorporated into most varieties of jazz. Since that time,
it has become a standard practice to use latin beats without necessarily using other stylistic elements of latin
jazz. In other words, Afro-Cuban rhythms are a part of the standard rhythmic vocabulary of all jazz styles.
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Figure 23: Bass Motion in the A-Section and Chorus

tendency—particularly because it does so in a way that has already been established in
the A-section. The leap up to A≤ also creates a mild expectation of a G to follow because
of the sense of harmonic instability associated with this note: The A≤ maj · chord is
unstable because of the dissonant clash between its root (A≤) and its seventh (G). This
creates an expectation of some sort of resolution. More important, the seventh and ninth
of this chord are also the root and third of the G minor triad that begins the chorus—one
of the central harmonies in the song. As a result, it is the bass note that seems out of
place, rather than the upper voices, and a step down to G feels like a natural resolution.
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However, because of the jazz-derived harmonic language of this song—a language in
which unresolved major sevenths are not unusual—this harmonic tendency is perhaps
milder than it would be in a more conventional soul song, where chords with major
sevenths and harmonic motion by the interval of a minor ninth are much less common.

g min

a≤ maj 9
eb

d

g min
d

c
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Voices:

b≤

g

b≤

b≤

g

g

f≥
f
e

a≤
Bass:

g

g
f≥
f
e

Figure 24: Voice-Leading across the Seam of the Chorus Repeat

The voice-leading across the seam of the repeat is sophisticated and contributes to
both motion and stability (see Figure 24 above). The beginning G minor triad and the
concluding A≤ maj · chord share two notes: G and B≤, the root and third of G minor and
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the seventh and ninth of A≤ major. As we have seen, the fact that these two notes are
held throughout the chorus makes the A≤ in the bass seem dissonant and tend to move.
However, they also quite obviously provide a strong sense of continuity throughout the
chorus. This sense is supplemented by the melody, which ends on a sustained G. While
the G and B≤ are held throughout the chorus (and across the seam), the other two voices
of the A≤ maj · move with the smoothest possible voice-leading: by step in opposite
directions. The result is a chord progression that moves in a very natural fashion from G
minor to A≤ major · and back—like a periodic oscillation. Again, as with all periodic
motion, this oscillation simultaneously communicates both motion and stability.
The same chorus ending also moves smoothly into the transition (Figure 25). The
transition begins with a two-measure long G maj · chord. The listener is already
conditioned to hearing two measures of A≤ maj · followed by two measures of G minor
when the chorus repeats. As a result, this new chord sounds more like a modal inflection
of the expected G minor than an entirely new harmony. Much of the smooth voiceleading also remains intact: The seventh of the A≤ chord is still the root of the G major
chord, the E≤ inner voice still moves by step to D, and the bass still descends by half-step
as expected.
However, the third, seventh and ninth of the A≤ major (C, G, and B≤) all move
down by step to the same positions in the G major chord (B, F≥, and A). “Planing,” or
motion between two or more chords of the same quality and voicing (i.e., motion in
which all the voices of a chord move in the same direction and by the same interval) is
adopted from conventional jazz practice. It is a more direct and distinctive version of the
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Figure 25: Voice-Leading from the Chorus to the Transition

stepwise motion between phrases found in the B-section. In this case, however, the
motion is not quite as distinctive because so much of the same voice-leading has already
been heard at the repeat of the chorus.27

27

This motion between chords is also a good demonstration of some of the difficulties in applying
strict Schenkerian analytical techniques to popular music and jazz. Much of the voice-leading in popular
music is uncharacteristic of the harmonic-melodic tendencies of Common Practice tonality, for which
Schenkerian analysis was designed. While it is often possible to devise explanations of how such instances
work within a strict Schenkerian paradigm, there are many instances for which that paradigm is entirely
inappropriate. In this case, the motion between these chords features three different simultaneous sets of
parallel fifths, a virtually unresolvable problem for a theorist following strict Schenkerian techniques.
However, if the analyst adjusts that methodology to allow for the harmonic and melodic
tendencies native to this style of soul music—as, for example Allen Forte has done for music of the Tin Pan
Alley and Walt Everett has done for the music of the Beatles—planing between major ninth chords ceases
to be such a thorny problem. The success of such adaptations illustrates the potential usefulness of
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The melody of the transition begins in the last bar of the chorus, accompanying
the words “Take me right away.” Only the last syllable of this phrase actually falls in the
transitional measures, but the entire phrase is heard more as a part of the transition than
the chorus: it is only heard at the end of the second of each chorus pair, it only occurs
during the last two beats of the chorus, and it chromatically leads up to the final note, F≥,
which does occur on the downbeat of the transition. This final note is distinctive because
it does not fit well into either chord in the chorus and because it is a major seventh above
the root of the G major chord that begins the transition—an unstable dissonance in a
position of arrival and stability (although, again, the major-seventh interval is more stable
in this jazz-influenced context than in more conventional soul songs).
The arrival of this G maj ‡ chord is a dramatic shift from the previous material: as
mentioned above it is harmonically distinct from the rest of the song, the harmonic
rhythm is at its slowest point in the entire song, the latinesque character of the rhythm
seems to drain away, and the music as a whole seems to pause dramatically. This point
in the transition marks the point at which the music, which has been steadily climbing
through each stanza, hesitates before returning to the lower levels of dynamic, textural
and rhythmic tension found at the beginning of the A-sections—much as a thrown ball
hesitates at the highest point in its arc before falling.

analytical techniques designed for other types of music—if they are sufficiently adapted to their new
stylistic context. See Tim Hughes, “Review of Understanding Rock,” Indiana Theory Review 21
(Spring/Fall, 2000), particularly the discussion of Walter Everett’s “Swallowed by a Song: Paul Simon’s
Crisis of Chromaticism” and Matthew Brown’s “‘Little Wing’: A Study in Musical Cognition,” Allen Forte
The American Popular Ballad of the Golden Era, 1924-1950 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995),
and Walter Everett, The Beatles As Musicians.
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After the two-measure pause on G, the transition pushes toward a conclusion as
the harmonic rhythm increases and the sequence of chords signals a closing cadence.
This time the cadence is authentic: the chorus ends with an F min ‡ and a B≤ dom ‡,
decorated once again with a retardation, which lead very strongly back to the opening E≤
major chord across the seam of the repeat. These three chords form a conventional ii ‡V ‡-I in E≤ major, a strong sectional ending that also serves to confuse the sense of an
individual key. Because each stanza unambiguously begins and ends in E≤, this
transitional ending creates a clear, external framework in that key—even though within
the stanzas the song seems to be based in G minor (as detailed above). Because the
tension between the two different keys is never really resolved and any sense of either
key as a tonal center is greatly disturbed by the upward motion of the concluding
choruses, “Golden Lady” communicates no sense of a single, overriding key center.

The ending of “Golden Lady” is its most dramatic and distinctive feature. The
first change from the conventional stanza ending is heard in the final measure of the Bsection, when the concluding D Dom ‡ chord subsequently shifts up by a half-step to an
E≤ Dom ‡. This upward motion works to increase tension, supplementing the effect of the
hesitation and increased emphasis just before the beginning of the chorus. When the
chorus does arrive, it is transposed up by a half-step to a new key: A≤ minor.
This sort of upward modulation of the chorus at the end of a song, usually by a
half-step, is a conventional device of the time, which Walter Everett has referred to as the
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“Truck Driver’s Modulation.”28 This kind of modulation is so commonly heard in pop
ballads of the mid- to late-twentieth century that it has become a cliché. At the end of a
song, the final chorus or choruses modulate up by a half- or whole-step. This is typically
accompanied by hesitation, build-up, dominant preparation, increased vocal activity, or
other devices used to signal the listener that a major event is about to occur. The
recognition of the repeated chorus provides familiarity, while the new, higher key
provides both variety and intensification. It is a somewhat unusual feature in Wonder’s
music although it does occur in other ballads, including “You Are the Sunshine of My
Life” and “I Just Called to Say I Love You.”
But the modulation at the end of “Golden Lady” is something quite different, both
because it continues to occur with each new pair of choruses and also because it has been
so well prepared (see Figure 26). The voice-leading across the seam of the modulation is
as smooth as it is across the repeat, and yet the roles of the voices have inverted: What
was stable before is now in motion and what was in motion before is now stable. Across
the repeat, the seventh and ninth of the major ninth chord are held over while the root and
fifth move down by half-step. Across the modulation, the root and fifth are held over
while the seventh and ninth move up by half-step. (In both cases, the third moves up by a
larger interval: a whole-step across the repeat and a minor third across the modulation.)
Both kinds of seams are present in the ending because Wonder alternates direct repetition
and modulated repetition. This creates a pattern of alternating types of voice-leading and

28

Everett, The Beatles As Musicians, 318-19.
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Figure 26: Voice-Leading across the Seam of the “Truck-Driver’s Modulation”

makes the upward motion of chord roots less direct and more like a series of steps (see
Figure 27).
As in “Living for the City,” Wonder has again used repetition to create flow at a
number of different levels in “Golden Lady.” He has accomplished this using a variety of
different methods including, most interestingly, the use of Western voice-leading and
harmonic mechanisms. These are musical elements that have a temporal order but not
necessarily a specific rhythm, and which are derived primarily from European musical
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Figure 27: Motion of Chord Roots in the Chorus and Ending

traditions (although significantly mediated by the African-American tradition of jazz).
This demonstrates that the principle of flow applies beyond the bounds of Afro-Diasporic
traditions and could be an important factor in any musical tradition (including European
art music, to which it is perhaps most alien as a concept).
Wonder uses these and other mechanisms to channel flow into two very different
forms that articulate the shape of the song and add meaning(s) through interaction with
the lyrics: a wave and a staircase.

He channels the flow by using repeated

harmonic/melodic motion to change pitch on the level of individual notes, chord roots, or
keys. In both cases he moves from an origin to a goal, which itself then becomes origin
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Figure 28: Use of Repeated Motion to Create Waves and Staircases

of another motion. By repeating the motion but alternating directions he creates an
oscillating pattern—a wave (see Figure 28 above). By repeating the motion in a single
direction he creates a directional pattern—a staircase. As can be seen in Figures 17, 22,
and 23, Wonder also combines the two forms to create waves of staircases, which he uses
to shape two of the three major sections of the song (the A-section and the chorus). At
the conclusion he uses repetition and harmonic motion at a higher level (i.e., modulation)
to create a staircase of waves of staircases—each of which is filled with other types of
flow at various levels (see Figure 27).
An important characteristic of both forms of flow, the wave and the staircase, is
that they imply infinite motion—until they are interrupted. Because every song has a
finite length (or at least every hearing of every song), such an implication is normally
only possible through allusion. But by combining his concluding, compound staircase
with a fadeout, Wonder is able to directly imply infinite, stepwise motion. This
implication interacts with the location specified in the text (“I’d like to go there”), the
location specified in the title of the next song (“Higher Ground”), and the meaning of the
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text in that song (which is most commonly interpreted as a description of infinitely or
indefinitely repeated motion toward successively higher states of consciousness) to add a
reflective, spiritual, and mystical character to what is otherwise a relatively conventional
romantic lyric.
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CHAPTER 3
Funk and Stevie Wonder
Some of the best pure illustrations of Stevie Wonder’s use of repetition to create
flow are found in a group of three popular and influential songs from the early 1970s:
“Superstition,” “Higher Ground,” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’.”1 These songs were
performed in an energetic style of funk built around a distinctive electronic keyboard, the
Hohner Clavinet. All three achieved great popular and commercial success as dancefloor hits, crossed over to rock audiences, and have influenced multiple generations of
musicians. As a group, they substantially enhanced Wonder’s visibility, credibility, and
importance and were instrumental in establishing a new type of sound strongly associated
with both Wonder and early-1970s dance music in general. Because of their unified
style, their collective importance, and the nature of the theoretical issues raised, I will
examine these three songs as a group in the next four chapters.
Although Stevie Wonder had a long string of hits in the early 1970s, his clavinetfunk songs were particularly important to his career. “Superstition,” “Higher Ground,”
and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” were massively popular. All three reached the #1
position on Billboard’s “R&B Singles” chart, “Superstition” and “You Haven’t Done
Nothin’” also reached the top of the overall Pop chart, and they were the primary singles

1

Stevie Wonder, “Superstition,” Talking Book, “Higher Ground,” Innervisions, and “You Haven’t
Done Nothin’,” Fulfillingness’ First Finale. Chart information from Whitburn, The Billboard Book of Top
40 Hits.
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for the #1 albums Talking Book, Innervisions, and Fulfillingness’ First Finale.2 Their
popularity has extended far beyond the time of their release (particularly “Superstition”
and “Higher Ground”), drawing frequent airplay, cover versions, and commercial use
throughout the three-decade span since their releases. Further, all three were dance-floor
hits that crossed over to a rock audience. Along with his 1972 tour with the Rolling
Stones, this crossover success exposed Wonder’s music to a new, predominantly white,
rock audience. Finally, the three songs formed a stylistically distinctive group and
clearly differed from the famed “Motown Sound.” This difference helped establish
Wonder’s image as an independent musician (i.e., free of Motown’s production system)
and gave him an artistic credibility that has been indispensable to the success of his more
conservative ballads.
Beyond their sheer popularity, the influence of Wonder’s clavinet-funk sound on
other musicians has been substantial. Within funk itself, a similar use of the clavinet as a
distinctive rhythm instrument quickly became fashionable. There are numerous famous
examples, including Billy Preston’s “Outa-Space,” Eddie Kendricks’ “Keep On
Truckin’,” and Graham Central Station’s “Hair.”3

As with other distinctive and

fashionable sounds (e.g., Larry Graham’s thumb-slapping and finger-popping on the

2

All three albums reached the #1 position on Billboard’s “Soul LP” chart, as it was then called.
Talking Book reached #3, Innervisions reached #4, and Fulfillingness’ First Finale reached #1 on
Billboard’s more general “Top Albums” chart.
3

Billy Preston, “Outa-Space,” I Wrote A Simple Song, A&M Records 3507 (1971), Eddie
Kendricks, “Keep On Truckin’,” Eddie Kendricks, Motown 11245 (1973), and Graham Central Station,
“Hair,” Graham Central Station, Warner Brothers 2763 (1973).
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electric bass), the use of the clavinet eventually became a strong stylistic marker for funk,
a sound that immediately signified the style.
The crossover appeal of these three songs also meant that elements of this
particular style of groove have permeated across stylistic boundaries over the last thirty
years. For example, Jeff Beck’s 1973 recording of “Superstition” demonstrated a way in
which funk grooves could work equally well in a hard rock or even heavy metal context.4
From that point on, similar funk-rock or funk-influenced rock grooves became quite
common. Prominent examples range from Wild Cherry’s “Play That Funky Music” and
Kiss’s “God of Thunder” to Neil Young’s “Let’s Roll.”5 Other later acts that have
incorporated salient properties of Wonder’s clavinet-funk grooves in styles beyond funk
range from Prince and Jamiroquai to Herbie Hancock, Will Smith, and the Beastie Boys.
“Superstition,” “Higher Ground,” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” form a
distinctive and highly unified stylistic group. They are clearly linked by timbre,
construction, spatial and dynamic characteristics, and recording techniques, all of which
also set them apart from other songs. Indeed, even when compared to other clavinet-funk
songs—whether by Wonder himself or by contemporaries such as Billy Preston—these
three songs are plainly related to each other and separate from all others. And despite the

4

5

See Beck, Bogert & Appice, “Superstition,” Beck, Bogert & Appice, Epic EK-32140 (1973).

Wild Cherry, “Play That Funky Music,” Wild Cherry, Epic EK-34195 (1976), Kiss, “God of
Thunder,” Destroyer, Casablanca 532378 (1976), Neil Young, “Let’s Roll,” Are You Passionate?, Reprise
48111 (2002). Regarding “Play That Funky Music,” it is interesting to note Craig Lytle’s comment in his
review on the All Music Guide website: “The arrangement and lyrical phrasing are very similar to that of
Stevie Wonder's ‘You Haven't Done Nothing’ found on his Fulfillingness’ First Finale album that was
released two years prior.” Craig Lytle, “Wild Cherry,” All Music Guide, www.allmusic.com.
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fact that they represent only a tiny fraction of his material, Wonder’s identity is strongly
linked to their particular sound.
Further, Wonder’s clavinet-funk songs are powerfully suggestive of their entire
era. In David Brackett’s terms, they are as heavily coded as any songs of the early
1970s.6 Yet in a paradoxical manner similar to the late songs of The Beatles, they
themselves seem to escape their own coding. In other words, the sound of “Superstition,”
“Higher Ground,” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” immediately evokes and is bound to
the early 1970s, yet the songs themselves remain somehow timeless.
Beyond stylistic issues, what makes the three clavinet-funk songs particularly
interesting from a theoretical point of view is the group of musical elements that makes
them jointly distinct and the way in which Wonder generates flow through their primary
grooves. These grooves are largely created through a sophisticated use of repeated
rhythms within a relatively simple harmonic, melodic, and formal framework (at least by
Wonder’s standards). Analysis of the songs, then, will necessarily focus on timbre,
arrangement, and the complex interactions of rhythm, meter, repetition, and form that are
at once so crucial to American popular music in general and funk in particular, and yet so
foreign to Western musicological scholarship. The stylistic similarities between the
songs also cast the differences between their respective grooves into sharp relief,
allowing for closer analysis.

6

1-9.

David Brackett, Interpreting Popular Music (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995),
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I will begin in this chapter by grounding my analysis historically and contextually
with a discussion of the history and general musical characteristics of funk, followed by a
discussion of the development of Stevie Wonder’s own unique style of funk. I will then
analyze “Superstition,” “Higher Ground,” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” in Chapters
4-6, generally treating each song individually but drawing comparisons where
appropriate. My attention will be particularly focused on timbre, the interaction of
rhythm and meter, and on the primary grooves created by the bass, drums, and multiple
clavinet parts. Finally, I will conclude Chapter 6 by commenting on the group as a
whole, noting any interesting differences, similarities, and generalizable observations.

“Stripped to its bare roots, all of [Black Music] is funk.”7
The musical style generally known as funk is a heavily dance-based offshoot of
rhythm ‘n’ blues that thrived from the late 1960s through the early 1980s. It is very
closely related to and at times difficult to distinguish from soul and was instrumental in
the development of both disco and hip-hop. With its heavy political and cultural
symbolism, steadily increasing profile (primarily due to its strong association with hiphop), and persistent influence, funk is far more than just another category of songs linked
together for ease of commercial consumption and critical digestion.
Discussions of funk, just like those of hip-hop, tend to be contentious, political,
and strongly oriented toward the subject of race:

7

George Clinton, quoted in the foreword to Vincent, Funk, xv.
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…It is The Funk which has provided the modern musical backdrop and
forum for explicit confrontations of the vicious racial legacy in America.8

Additionally, the word “funk” itself is often used in a highly generalized or idealistic
fashion to describe extra-stylistic traits of music and even aspects of life, in much the
same way as the term “rock ‘n’ roll” is (over)used:

The idea and the importance of funk comes from the depths of black
American life, particularly that aspect of black America which never got
around to integrating. Funk and funkiness was a part of the lifestyle of
those whom Malcolm X described as the “Field Negroes,” those black
Americans who toiled in the fields as sharecroppers and slaves and to this
day struggle in the urban centers to eke out an existence.9

Funk is anything you need to be, to save your life or keep you moving on.
It’s an attitude to just help you, I mean, if that ain’t it, whatever it takes,
whatever the party calls for. Funk is, first of all it’s that state of mind
where you feel like, ain’t nothing happening, you want to die. And a
voice just saying, “For what? Ain’t nobody going to pay no attention to
you.” You know, the little joke that can make you feel like you’re keeping
on going. Funk is that, you know, you walk into a club and you’ve got a
guitar with three strings on it, “What tune is it? Which key is this in?” and
tune up and do something. And just once you let go and be that loose with
anything, you know, it works. I mean it’s a style of life, it’s a style of
music, it’s like improvising, it’s like letting go, Luke, and use the force.
Funk is all of that. It’s the same attitude whether it’s music or, you know,
anything else.10
It’s the feel. All that stuff transcends through us.11
8

Vincent, Funk, 5.

9

Ibid., 7.

10

George Clinton, interview transcript, 10/17/1994, WGBH Educational Foundation and BBC
TV, provided by Experience Music Project, Seattle, WA, p. 18.
11

Bernie Worrell, from Bernie Worrell and Bootsy Collins, interview transcript, Fall, 1994,
WGBH Educational Foundation and BBC TV, provided by Experience Music Project, Seattle, WA, p. 6.
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Perhaps the most significant feature of funk, however, is that in its day it was
musically political. In other words, simply playing in a funk style was a provocative
political action—whatever the accompanying visual image or lyric content—and it is the
musical characteristics of funk that have focused so much of the discourse about it onto
issues of race, class, personal style, and politics. This was true to some degree of many
aggressive styles of popular music during the twentieth century, including ragtime, jazz,
the blues, be-bop, rhythm & blues, rock ‘n’ roll, rock, heavy metal, punk rock, and hiphop. Society is resistant to change and new musical styles catalyze change, causing
social and political friction. Therefore playing in aggressive new styles tends to be
politically provocative. Funk was also closely associated with many politically active
musicians, particularly James Brown, Sly & the Family Stone, and Curtis Mayfield, and
many funk songs either transmitted or initiated civil rights rhetoric.12 But funk in
particular sharply increased an already prevalent trend in American popular music
towards a de-emphasis of musical features associated with European culture and an
emphasis on those associated with African culture:

…And, it spoke to a certain kind of blackness, if you will, a sort of
Africanness in music that, that really hadn't been expressed in that way
before. I mean if you listen to certain music from West Africa, bands in
West Africa, you hear that kind of rhythmic interplay, particularly in some
of the use of the guitar parts which were very much similar to what you

12

Example are numerous, but include James Brown’s “Say It Loud (I’m Black and I'm Proud),”
Say It Loud (I’m Black and I'm Proud), Polydor 841992 (1969), Curtis Mayfield’s “(Don't Worry) If
There’s a Hell Below We’re All Going to Go,” Curtis, and Sly & The Family Stone’s “Don't Call Me
Nigger, Whitey” Stand, Epic 26456 (1969).
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hear in James Brown's recordings. So he really instinctually took it back
to the motherland, in that sense.13

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, such associations with “Africanness” were still
perceived as being politically aggressive. In this respect, Wonder’s three clavinet-funk
anthems all make strong social/political statements simply because of their musical style,
even though only “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” contains politically or socially
provocative lyrics.
Funk is often characterized as being developed by James Brown and his band
from 1965-70, although this is a considerable oversimplification:

“Funk” music, as Brown’s post-1965 music is usually labeled, became
widely influential in the late sixties, first through Sly Stone’s importation
of funk elements into his hybrid of “psychedelic” music, and later through
its wider dissemination in the music of such seventies bands as the Ohio
Players, Kool and the Gang, KC and the Sunshine Band, and Funkadelic.14

While Brown is certainly the key figure, Sly and the Family Stone, Norman Whitfield,
Isaac Hayes, and many other artists—including Stevie Wonder—were important to its

13

Nelson George, interview transcript, WGBH Educational Foundation and BBC TV, provided by
Experience Music Project, Seattle, WA, p. 4.
14

Brackett, 155. Scholars, critics, and musicians have attributed the specific origin of funk to a
host of different songs or albums by James Brown. However, Brown’s music gradually developed into
funk over several years, so a clear point of origin is elusive at best. The songs “Out of Sight” (from 1964),
“Papa’s Got A Brand New Bag” (1965), and “I Got You (I Feel Good)” (1966) fit many of the stylistic
parameters of funk, and “Cold Sweat” (1967) fits most of them. It is very clear, however, that by
1970—after Brown had changed to a new, younger band featuring future Parliament/Funkadelic members
Phelps “Catfish” Collins on guitar and William “Bootsy” Collins on bass—he was performing a fully
developed style of funk on songs like “Get Up (I Feel Like Being A) Sex Machine.” See James Brown,
Out of Sight, Polygram 533080 (1964), Papa’s Got A Brand New Bag, King 938 (1965), I Got You (I Feel
Good), King 946 (1966), Cold Sweat, King 1020, Sex Machine, Polydor 517984 (1970). All the above
songs are included in the two-disc set JB40: 40th Anniversary Collection, Polydor 533409 (1996).
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early development. In the late 1960s, many black musicians were trying to synthesize
new sounds by combining disparate elements from other styles: broader instrumentation,
more sophisticated forms and arrangements, more complex grooves, improvisation,
politically and socially progressive texts, ecstatic and florid gospel-derived vocal styles,
and rock-based guitar and keyboard styles and production techniques. While rock
musicians like the Beatles and the Beach Boys were engaged in a parallel effort, stylistic
diversification in predominantly black musical styles generally drew more from jazz and
Afro-diasporic sources than from European classical or folk music, was closely related to
the civil rights movement (particularly in the cases of Brown, Mayfield, Whitfield,
Marvin Gaye, Sly & The Family Stone, and Wonder), and had a strong political effect as
well as a social impact.15
The results of this infusion of new sounds into rhythm and blues have been
labeled as both “soul” and “funk,” but in many ways can be represented as a spectrum
with soul and funk on opposite ends, and a confusing mix of the two styles in between.
Definitions of funk, such as this statement from Brown’s longtime trombonist and
bandleader, Fred Wesley, can often be applied just as easily to soul music:

If you have a syncopated bass line, a strong, strong, heavy back beat from
the drummer, a counter-line from the guitar, or the keyboard, and someone
soul-singing on top of that, in a gospel style, then you have funk. So that
if you put all of these ingredients together, and vary it in different ways,
you can write it down, you can construct The Funk.16

15

See Brian Ward, Just My Soul Responding: Rhythm and Blues, Black Consciousness, and Race
Relations (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1998), particularly pages 339-416.
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The reference to the “syncopated bass line” and the instruction to “vary it in different
ways,” however, are a little more suggestive of the funk end of the spectrum.17 Some
have even suggested that funk is a form of commentary on soul:

By turns swampy, sensual and languid, tight, frantic and insistent, funk
was not just a new dance-based idiom in its own right, but a new mode of
rhythmic playing which could underpin a variety of soul sounds.18

One way of accounting for the difference between soul and funk in late-1960s
through early-1970s progressive dance music is the relative presence of stylistic traits
specifically associated with Brown’s music of around 1970:

16

Fred Wesley, quoted in Vincent, p. 13.

17

Drawing such stylistic boundaries is notoriously difficult in popular music, a process further
hindered by industry labels. It is especially challenging in those musical styles for which the ability to
adapt to rapidly changing dance styles is a crucial factor. Much of the problem is due to the fact that such
musical styles generally tend to include more characteristics than are found in any single example:
“Neither do genres help very much for purposes of classification. Just as the
rules that can be compiled for a genre cannot fully describe it, the placement of an object
within a genre doesn’t say everything about that object. The claim that a song belongs to
a particular genre tells you something about that song but hardly enough (and it tells you
just as much, or as little, about the genre and the person making the claim).”
Charles Kronengold, “Popular Music of the 1970s as a Theory of Genre,” presented at the
conference Crafting Sounds, Creating Meaning: Making Popular Music in the U.S., Experience Music
Project, Seattle, Washington, April 11-14, 2002.
This process is further complicated by the cross-genre references inherent in the practice of
Signifyin(g), as Floyd points out in The Power of Black Music (p. 95):
“…Moreover, genres Signify on other genres—ragtime on European and early European
and American dance music; blues on the ballad; the spiritual on the hymn; jazz on blues
and ragtime; gospel on the hymn, the spiritual, and blues; soul on rhythm and blues, rock
‘n’ roll, and rock music; bebop on swing, ragtime rhythms, and blues; funk on soul; rap
on funk; and so on….”
18

Ward, Just My Soul Responding, 351.
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•

The use of a tightly organized but loosely structured approach to music
characterized by individual activity within an extensively repeated
framework, often known as “staying on the one.”

•

A versatile, modular approach to songwriting.

•

The primacy of rhythm, meter, and groove above all other musical
characteristics

•

The rhythmicizing of instruments traditionally associated with melody and
harmony (e.g., vocals, saxophones, or electric guitar)

•

The relative prominence of the bass and drum parts

•

The communication of a paradoxical sense of highly individualized
motion within a tightly organized group context.
Brown and his band created complex, interlocking rhythms that were organized

by a metric emphasis on downbeats. The downbeats served as something like nodes in a
periodic waveform of syncopation. Because the band maintained metric, harmonic, and
formal unity on the nodes, they were freed and encouraged to create complex,
interlocking, and highly syncopated rhythms that tended to disrupt the sense of meter in
the spaces in between. This is often referred to as “staying on the one:”

By turning rhythmic structure on its head, emphasizing the downbeat—
the “one” in a four-beat bar—the Godfather kick-started a new pop trend
and made a rhythmic connection with Africa at the same time. James
Brown songs hit their accents in “On the One,” yet drove the furious
bluesy fatback drumbeats all around the twos and fours to fill up the
rhythms, never leaving any blank space.19

You had to be on the one. And that’s what you would hear and when he
said it, when he kicked it off like “One, two, three,” you say [plays the
drums and emphasizes the first beat]: “One… one… one…,” but you
always, you always made it stand out stronger than anything else. And
you just hit it and basically when you hit it, when you were playing he
19

Vincent, p. 8. Despite Vincent’s claims, however, even the most casual listening to Brown’s
music reveals quite a bit of blank space, used consciously and artfully.
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wanted you to hit it so he could hear. And that’s was, that’s what that
was. You just make that one stand out, you know, even if you’re playing
it from your sock cymbal you still make it sound, make it… come out and
the sock cymbal and the bass drum at the same time you're hitting it…
You’re making a sound, that’s what you’re doing, you know, it’s coming
out. That’s, to me that’s one.20

It should be pointed out however, that “staying on the one” is more suggestive
than explicit. It was not necessary for every downbeat of every measure to be clearly
articulated, as long as there was dramatic tension between the clear and predictable points
of metric unity and the independent, heavily syncopated rhythms in between those points.
The node in War’s “Me and Baby Brother,” for instance, occurs very conspicuously on
beat four.21
Sometimes “staying on the one” could also refer to a larger-scale recurring device
used to reign in improvisational sections, as George Clinton explains:

You know, but um, [Bootsy Collins] taught me that rhythm, the
one. He came in with all the James Brown theories and I crammed them
and I kept them too. “On the one, let’s haul off on one. One, two, three,
four. One, two, three, four. One.” And then when everything is on the
one, the line… everybody played the same. It’s bigger when everybody’s
playing. It sounds strong no matter what it is. Use some line, like “We
want the funk,” it can be the corniest thing in the world but when
everybody’s doing it together, it gets a power to it. And James Brown
would say, “the one could start here, in the middle and on the end.” We
always hit it on the end, right on the ending.22

20

John “Jabo” Starks (drummer for James Brown) interview transcript, WGBH Educational
Foundation and BBC TV, provided by Experience Music Project, Seattle, WA, 4-5.
21

War, “Me and Baby Brother,” Deliver the Word, Rhino R2-71044 (1973).

22

Clinton, WGBH interview, p. 9.
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By combining collective playing “on the one” with dynamic individualism in between,
James Brown and the JBs were able to create Samuel Floyd’s paradoxical combination of
the collective and the individual.23
Brown, Sly & the Family Stone, Parliament/Funkadelic, and many other funk acts
often used a modular approach to song construction, frequently interwoven with
improvisation. A single figure, such as a drum pattern, bass line, or guitar riff, would
serve as the basis for a variety of different grooves, generally developed through
improvisation. The original figure would be repeated extensively with the other grooves
coming and going over the course of a song, as determined by a bandleader in the case of
Brown, or as spontaneously chosen by the entire group in the case of the Family Stone or
P-Funk, whose members relied upon their knowledge of each other to avoid chaos:

[Freddie Stewart:] …I mean, let me tell you … the way some of the things
would come together: We’d just be playing. One person would do
something else. And he’d say, “Ooohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh,” turn the whole
groove, we’re into something else. And as soon as one person would turn
it, then Cynthia would follow suit, then Greg would, oh, okay, instead of
doing like this [makes drumming noises] then when he did that, and then
Sly would, sometimes Sly wouldn’t even be in the room, he’d come in and
hear what we’re doing: “Hold it, hold it, hold it, hold, no, don’t stop that,
don’t stop that. Hold it right there, hold it right there, hold it right there.”
And then we’d be playing it, we’d be laying on it, then Larry would come
in with that groove. [imitation of Larry Graham’s bass line] And he’d put
that thing in there, and I’d get a lick, and as soon as Larry get on the
groove, I’d say, okay, I found my little spot, everybody had a spot that
they could get in, I found my spot. [Sings]
[Jerry Martini:] And then the horns would come in.
[Freddie Stewart:] And Sly would go, “…now Jerry, you all stay right
there, and when I tell you, when I tell you, take that, take that pro-, what
23

Floyd, The Power of Black Music, 34.
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key are you in, G, G, okay when I tell you to, go up to A, go up to A,….”
And then he’d say, “Okay, now, one, two, three, everybody go up to A,”
and the thing it would shift, and when it would shift, it would produce
another groove. And then somebody would say, “Do something
different.” And I’d say, “Ohhhhhhhh, here we go again.”24

Nile Rodgers, guitarist and songwriter for the funk-disco band Chic, discusses the
modular nature of one of their best-known songs, “Good Times”:

We were basically making stem mixes for people, even though we
didn’t know that’s what we were doing. And a stem mix, basically, is a
mix that has… that you look at a…a record as a tree, and the tree has
different stems. And on this stem, there’s the… say the keyboard
instruments. And on this stem is the low frequency, the bass drum and the
bass. And on this stem there’s the guitars. And on this stem there are the
background vocals. And on this stem there’s the lead vocals, and blahblah-blah.
And listen to “Good Times.” After the bass breakdown, which has
that stem, the basic bass and drum stem, then the next thing that comes in
is the Fender Rhodes, and he hangs out there for at least sixteen bars,
maybe even thirty-two. That’s how proud of that groove we were. And
then the acoustic piano comes in, so now you have a full keyboard-bassdrum stem. And then after that hangs out for a while, the guitar comes in,
and I do at least sixteen if not thirty-two bars.25

One of the clearest examples of this sort of modular approach is “Papa Was A
Rolling Stone,” by the Temptations.26 It begins with a simple but highly syncopated

24

Freddie Stewart and Jerry Martini, from interview with members of the Family Stone, transcript,
Accession No. 1996.507.1.13, WGBH Educational Foundation and BBC TV, provided by Experience
Music Project, Seattle, WA, pp. 39-41.
25

Nile Rodgers, interview by Ben London, 5 June, 2002, Accession No. 2002.179.1.1.2.4,
transcript, Experience Music Project, Seattle, WA, part 4, p. 5.
26

The Temptations, “Papa Was A Rolling Stone,” All Directions.
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four-bar stem in the hi-hat and bass (see Example 11, below).27 This figure is played
throughout the entire song. A variety of different figures are added to or removed from
this stem, including the solo vocals of the verses, the group vocals of the chorus, a
percussive guitar played through a wah-wah pedal, a string ensemble, and handclaps (see
Figure 29).
A modular style of song construction worked well for funk because it allowed a
single song to be easily adapted to a number of different formats: the single (a format of
limited duration that had to be able to attract immediate attention), the album cut (a more
diverse and generally longer format designed for FM radio and home listening), the 12inch single (a longer format that emerged with the rise of disco in the mid 70s, designed
primarily for the dance-floor), and live performances under a broad variety of conditions.
It also allowed for the insertion of references to other music, which David Brackett has
referred to as “intertextual” Signifyin(g).28

27

It should be noted that it is very difficult to tell whether the anticipations in this example are A≤s
or AΩs, as Mitchell Morris points out:
This bass riff is made enigmatic by a blurring of pitch from occurrence to occurrence; it
is often unclear whether the lower boundary of the bass guitar’s musical space is A≤ or
AΩ, since the pitch as heard is frequently in between, and since the scale step in question
is functionally the seventh degree, its ambiguation tends to evacuate the dominant as a
productive harmony….
Mitchell Morris, The Persistence of Sentiment: Essays on Display and Feeling in '70s Popular
Music (forthcoming).
28

Brackett, 128.
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Figure 29: The Form and Instrumentation of “Papa Was A Rolling Stone”
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Another prominent trait of funk was the subordination of melody and harmony to
the demands of rhythm and meter. This was more of a tendency that varied from band to
band and from song to song than any sort of an absolute requirement. A clear growth of
this tendency can be heard in Brown’s music from 1964 and 1970. During this period the
harmonies and melodies in his songs became simpler and harmonic progression became
less important as a primary generative device, working almost as a mechanism for
variation in a manner similar to large-scale timbral or dynamic changes. Additionally,
the activity of the melody and harmony instruments—including the vocals—became
progressively more focused on rhythm and meter, the guitar took on more of the
timekeeping role and timbral characteristics of a percussion instrument, and the bass and
drums became much more prominent in the arrangements.
This tendency to de-emphasize melody and harmony was followed by many other
artists, particularly a number of large funk bands that emerged from Ohio in the early
70s, including Parliament/Funkadelic, The Ohio Players, and Slave.

Other funk

musicians, such as Sly & the Family Stone, Earth, Wind & Fire, Curtis Mayfield, Isaac
Hayes, Kool & the Gang, and especially those associated with Motown, increased their
rhythmic/metric diversity and activity while still retaining a more traditional approach to
melody and harmony (which may be why so many of those acts in particular tend to blur
the already fuzzy stylistic boundary between funk and soul).
Large bands with horn sections and backup vocalists had long been an important
part of rhythm and blues, dating back to its birth in the late 1940s in “Jump Bands” such
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as those led by Louis Jordan and Big Joe Turner.29 This continued in soul music, where
wind players such as King Curtis, Thomas “Beans” Bowles, and the Mar-Key Horns
were not only featured soloists, but also prominent bandleaders and arrangers.30 The
melodic interplay and harmonic support of the backup vocalists for artists such as Aretha
Franklin or Gladys Knight, of duos such as Sam & Dave or Marvin Gaye and Tammi
Terrell, and of vocal groups such as The Temptations or The Impressions were also a
vital part of soul.
These traditions were brought into funk by the three most important acts, James
Brown, Sly & The Family Stone, and P-Funk, who all had large horn sections and a large
assortment of vocalists. However, Brown began to use his wind instruments and vocals
differently in the mid-60s:

With no chord changes and precious little melodic variety to sustain
listener interest, rhythm became everything. Brown and his musicians and
arrangers began to treat every instrument and voice in the group as if each
were a drum.31

Horn lines—but not necessarily solos—became more disjunct, staccato (emulating the
fast-decaying envelope of percussion instruments), extensively accented, and syncopated.
The vocals included more liberal use of growls, shouts, exclamations, and other speech29

See Louis Jordan, The Best of Louis Jordan, MCA Records MCAD-4079 (1975) and Big Joe
Turner, Big Joe Turner’s Greatest Hits, Atlantic Jazz 81752-2 (1989).
30

Ironically, the role of horn players such as Bowles and Walker at Motown was downplayed in
Standing in the Shadows of Motown, a film made for the express purpose of recognizing the studio
musicians who backed up Motown’s famous stars. See Standing in the Shadows of Motown.
31

Robert Palmer, “James Brown,” The Rolling Stone Illustrated History of Rock and Roll, ed. Jim
Miller (New York: Random House, 1980), 140.
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like effects, as well as responses or tag-lines that were extensively repeated. A good
example of the latter is Bobby Byrd’s repeated answer of “Get on up” to James Brown on
“Get Up (I Feel Like Being A) Sex Machine.”
While large horn sections were characteristic of virtually all funk bands (and funk
was a genre dominated by bands, rather than solo acts), there were artists such as Sly &
The Family Stone, Earth, Wind & Fire, and Marvin Gaye who retained more traditional
horn parts. Artists like Curtis Mayfield, Isaac Hayes, and Motown songwriter/producer
Norman Whitfield even developed a distinctly lush style of orchestration, which would
later become characteristic of disco, in their funk songs. Similarly, groups like Earth,
Wind & Fire and The Temptations retained elaborately interwoven vocal parts even in
their funkiest songs.
James Brown and Motown’s Funk Brothers simultaneously pushed the guitar in a
more explicitly rhythmic direction. Jimmy Nolen of Brown’s Famous Flames began
playing in a complex, percussive style, called “chanking,” that was an extension of the
clipped rhythm-guitar style developed by rhythm ‘n’ blues and soul guitarists such as Ike
Turner, Curtis Mayfield, and Steve Cropper.

Motown’s early funk songs also

prominently featured their three-guitar section of Robert White, Joe Messina, and Eddie
Willis, who worked out interwoven but registrally separate parts.
Funk guitar was generally played with a relatively bright tone, in a muted or
staccato style. This produced an envelope much like a percussion instrument: a sharp,
clear attack, followed by a rapid decay and very little sustain—if any. It was employed in
a manner very similar to a tambourine, high-hat, or ride cymbal to create flow by
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repeating a rapid, upper-register pulse with considerable rhythmic or dynamic variety
—not unlike the role of the banjo in earlier styles. Norman Whitfield and Dennis Coffey
further transformed the character of funk guitar by employing a wah-wah pedal in 1968.
Coffey used the pedal, which to that point had mostly been used as an expressive device
by rock guitarists, to vary the tone evenly and rapidly from bass to treble, typically at a
quarter-note pulse, while playing an even more rapid rate. This created a polymetric,
compound flow that also had an immediately identifiable and progressive sound quality.
This style of guitar playing quickly became widespread, particularly after the success of
Isaac Hayes’s “Theme from Shaft” in 1971.32 As we will see, Wonder incorporated a
variation of this effect directly into his clavinet parts on “Higher Ground.”
The expansion of the role of the bass was pioneered by Motown’s James
Jamerson and Sly & The Family Stone’s Larry Graham.

Jamerson employed a

melodically and rhythmically complex style, derived from his background as a jazz
musician. He incorporated a natural swing feel and characteristically preferred to
complement, rather than reinforce, the rhythmic and harmonic patterns provided by the
rest of the Funk Brothers. Jamerson’s free, highly individualistic sense of rhythm was
particularly influential. Graham’s bass was mixed much louder than was typical at the
time and he often used distortion to expand the tone and sustain of the bass. He also
developed a highly percussive style, slapping the strings with his thumb and popping
them with his fingers. The combined influence of both musicians led to the prominent,
virtuosic, and highly individualistic style of bass that dominated funk arrangements:
32

Isaac Hayes, “Theme from Shaft,” Shaft, Stax Records 88002 (1971).
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“Everybody Dance”… is basically [Bernard Edwards] overplaying, and
everybody else in the band holding down the foundation so we could show
off… the virtuosity of our… amazing bass player. And then when he
wasn’t doing his thing, he would hold down the fort and I would do my
thing. Everybody else was subordinate to our rhythm.33

Drum parts also became much more prominent and complex in funk music and
many bands began to use multiple drummers and percussionists. But as the music
became more rhythmically oriented the drums did not necessarily become more
individualistic, probably because they were the primary organizing device. The Motown
sound is again a likely influence in this case. The Funk Brothers featured as many as two
drummers and three percussionists, who created complex, interwoven patterns that locked
the tempo in a metronomic fashion. The drum sound was also very loud, particularly the
backbeat (i.e., the second and fourth beats), as John Lennon made clear in a famous
quote:

Suddenly John Lennon raised his voice above the din to shout to the
[Four] Tops’ Larry Payton. “Tell me something, man,” he yelled. ‘When
you cats go into the studio, what does the drummer beat on to get that
backbeat? You use a bloody tree or something?” [author’s italics]34

33

34

Nile Rodgers, EMP interview part 2, p. 6-7 (Accession No. 2002.179.1.1.2.2).

Gerri Hirshey, Nowhere to Run: The Story of Soul Music (New York: Times Books, 1984), 186.
Lennon was referring to the parts played by Motown’s primary 1960s drummer, Benny Benjamin. Hirshey
also includes an interesting comment by Isaac Hayes about the Motown backbeat on page 184: “Now it was
the standard joke with blacks, that whites could not, cannot clap on a backbeat. You know—ain’t got the
rhythm? What Motown did was very smart. They beat the kids over the head with it. That wasn’t soulful
to us down at Stax, but baby it sold.”
There is some confusion about the definition of the term “backbeat,” particularly across different
genres. The word sometimes refers instead to the third beat of a quadruple meter. At faster tempos, the
third beat can have a hypermetrical role identical to beat two and four of a slower tempo, which may be a
partial source of the confusion (as is the singular usage of “backbeat” to refer to two different beats). The
term “offbeat” has similar multiple meanings in different traditions or genres.
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The result of all these stylistic developments was an organized group of
individuals. As in African music, the complex of repeated, interlocking rhythms of funk
provided a background against which individual variation could be perceived—as well as
the means for that individual variation itself. This is the formula Samuel Floyd
describes—referring both to African society in general and musical practice in
particular—in The Power of Black Music.

…The coexistence of these apparently contradictory processes—
discouragement of exceptional achievement, on the one hand, and the
veneration of it, on the other—was possible because of the prevalence of
what Davidson has described as a sense of “controlled freedom” in which
“an inner tension and creativeness… emerged in artistic triumphs that
were morally inspired.” This controlled freedom took place within a
moral order in which daily interdependence was the normal state of
affairs. It was, in Davidson’s words, a “robustly collective” society.
Based on collective responsibility, it was a society in which exceptional
individual achievement was expected to serve the community. This was
its moral imperative…. Musical innovation did take place in these
nonindividualistic communities, and these innovations were easily
assimilated into the prevailing system. The reason for this easy absorption
was that innovations were not subversive; they were made on the verges of
existing performance practices…. In traditional African society we thus
find a complex, flexible, and dynamic religious and aesthetic system… It
was this system, with its moral and aesthetic supports, that would most
fundamentally determine the emergence and course of African-American
music.35

Because of the pervasive influence of African-American musical traditions, Floyd’s
statements are true to some extent of virtually all styles of American popular music of the
last fifty years. But funk is also to a large extent about creating motion.

35

Floyd, The Power of Black Music, 33-4. Within this passage he quotes from Basil Davidson,
The African Genius: An Introduction to African Cultural and Social History (Boston: Little, Brown, 1969),
66-67, 68.
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Persistent repetition of a rhythm implies motion, creating a sense of flow.
Repetition of multiple and/or multiply nested rhythms creates compound flow, a
patterned stream of impulses. The division of such combinations of repetitions among
members of a band implies coordinated motion of a group. Variation allows for
individual expression, spontaneity, and unpredictability—all of which create drama by
cutting against, interrupting, disrupting, subverting, or diverting flow. The result is a
musical drama of individuals moving together in a group, much like the generally
coordinated yet specifically individualized motion of a flock of birds in flight, an army
moving across varied terrain, or a large number of improvising dancers:

Funk, then, was in every sense a music of motion, with a lot of melodic,
harmonic and rhythmic cross-currents scuttling around, yet all somehow
locked into a common groove which variously drove or seduced fans onto
the dance floor.36
Funk… is, in essence, togetherness in motion.37

It is against the larger context of funk as a broadly defined style that Wonder’s
clavinet-funk songs are best understood. Wonder conquered a substantial challenge in
creating “Superstition,” “Higher Ground,” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”: recreating
in the studio, almost entirely by himself, a communal sense of “togetherness in
motion”—and doing so in a way that was both original and popular. In order to do this

36

37

Ward, Just My Soul Responding, 351.

Howard C. Harris, The Complete Book of Improvisation, Composition and Funk Techniques,
quoted in Vincent, p. 14.
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he relied upon his experience as a performer and student of music at Motown Records,
modifying the techniques used by the Funk Brothers in order to develop his own style.
Motown’s approach to musical production is well documented: They typically
used songwriting/production teams to create relatively simple yet memorable songs that
were well-suited to both Motown’s stable of headline performers and their target
audiences. These songs were fleshed out by a large ensemble of virtuosic studio
musicians, collectively known as the “Funk Brothers.” This ensemble created thick
instrumental textures and complex, heavily repeated, and tightly controlled rhythmic
patterns. From around 1968 on, they produced many funk or funk-tinged songs that all
featured:
•

A large group of drummers and percussionists who would lock the tempo
and create underlying beat patterns.

•

A multi-guitar section (typically Robert White, Joe Messina, and Eddie
Willis) divided into separate registers, which fleshed out the rhythm
patterns and harmonies while often also doubling or answering the melody
(this section was sometimes supplemented for a particular timbre or effect,
such as a wah-wah pedal).

•

One or more keyboardists (typically bandleader Earl Van Dyke and
Johnny Griffith) who provided primary harmonic support but also played a
role in the rhythm section (percussionist Jack Ashford often played vibes,
which functioned much like the keyboard instruments).
Within and underneath this complex, yet controlled and predictable matrix of

pulses roamed the complex, yet uncontrollable and unpredictable bass parts provided by
James Jamerson.38 Before Jamerson, rhythm ‘n’ blues bassists generally played a more
38

Motown used other bassists when necessary, particularly as the number of recording sessions
increased in the late 1960s. These included Bob Babbitt and Michael Henderson as well as outside studio
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supporting role. They reinforced the metric pulse and the roots of the primary chords,
occasionally adding variety through carefully chosen rhythmic anticipations and nonharmonic tones. Motown’s ensemble freed Jamerson of this obligation and allowed him
to roam extensively, both in a harmonic and a rhythmic sense:

…[Jamerson] was just expected to be himself and weave his magic in and
out of what everyone else was doing. It came to be expected that
somewhere in a given tune, Joe Messina would probably play a backbeat,
Jack Ashford would shake a tambourine, or Benny [Benjamin] would play
one of his patented drum pick-ups [sic], but no one ever knew what James
Jamerson would do—he was completely unpredictable.
The overwhelming solidity of Motown’s beat liberated James from
the necessity of constantly being a timekeeper. On a track like Stevie
Wonder’s ‘Uptight,’ in which Benny is pounding the snare drum into
oblivion on every beat, Jack Ashford is playing quarter note tambourine,
and Joe Messina is emphasizing beats two and four with his metronomic
guitar backbeats, keeping time on the bass would have just been
redundant. James was free to fly….39

Jamerson’s bass lines were highly syncopated and often very chromatic. They
energized the grooves by providing unpredictability and spontaneity within the complex,
tightly structured framework provided by the rest of the rhythm section:

Perhaps the key word that sums up… Jamerson’s style in general is
“unpredictability.” It was impossible to foresee what he would play.40

bassists. However, the ability to play in a Jamerson-like manner was a prerequisite for such work. For an
extensive discussion of Jamerson’s bass playing, see Dr. Licks, Standing in the Shadows of Motown: The
Life and Music of Legendary Bassist James Jamerson (Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard Publ. Corp., 1989).
For a more general discussion of the Funk Brothers see the film Standing in the Shadows of Motown, which
was co-produced by Dr. Licks (a pseudonym for Allen Slutsky).
39
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Ibid., 95.
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Wonder would later use the clavinet, more than the bass, in this key role of providing
unpredictability within a regular framework.
The elaborate and lively but very steady grooves provided by the Funk Brothers
created a compound sense of flow that drove the songs forward and provided an ideal
backdrop for Motown’s vocalists. The singers created vivid parts that displayed
charisma, polish, individuality, and expressive power while retaining the charms of the
song’s pop melodies.

Again, it was the paradoxical combinations of unity with

individuality and regularity with variability that made Motown’s highly repetitive music
so alive and dramatic.41
Stevie Wonder was groomed by Motown as just such a charismatic, polished, and
expressive vocalist—with considerable success. But his skills as an instrumentalist and
songwriter and his ambition as an artist led him to assume many more roles, beginning
with songs like “Uptight (Everything’s Alright),” which he co-wrote at the age of 15.42
His first important step toward a funk sound came quite early, on the landmark 1967

41

Not everyone is complimentary about the degree of rhythmic unity in Motown’s music. For
instance, longtime Atlantic Records producer Tom Dowd has frequently criticized Motown for a lack of
expressiveness: “The music coming out of Detroit was the product of the generation of people who had
moved from Memphis, Birmingham, areas like that, Mobile, to the North, working for the automobile
factories and whatever the industry was that they were employed in. Now they were living the big city
life…. Detroit, they had become completely columnized, and they were la-da-sing-around-the-rosie,
everything is in time, everything is to the beat, and there's a fad for this and a fad for that, and that's
reflected in their writing and their style of music. It comes from predominantly black people, but it is not
coming from the field, from the work song, from the factory. It's coming from the different transitional life
that they are adjusting to and thriving on.” Tom Dowd, interview transcript, WGBH Educational
Foundation and BBC TV, provided by Experience Music Project, Seattle, WA, p. 5. See also the
documentary film Tom Dowd & the Language of Music, produced by Scott Gordon, Mark Hunt, and Mark
Moorman, directed by Mark Moorman, 82 min. (2003).
42

Wonder, “Uptight (Everything’s Alright),” Uptight, Motown 37463-5183-2 (1965).
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single “I Was Made to Love Her.”43 Bootsy Collins has stressed the importance of
Jamerson’s bass line from this song on his development as a bassist:

…and what’s that one by Stevie, “I Was Made to Love Her” [sings] —
boy that was the baddest line, that’s the classic line, you know, it’s perfect.
And everybody, all bass players were trying to learn how to play that. It
was just something…44

Further, the song’s co-author and producer, Hank Cosby, has characterized it as “the
beginning of disco” in a way that also suggests the modular design of many funk songs:

It was a funny thing how I came to record that. All I had was the four
bars. I said to myself, “What can I do with four bars? That’s not a song.”
So what happened—and believe me, this was the beginning of disco—we
played those four bars over and over and over and over. That’s what the
whole song is about.45

Combining these two descriptions, “I Was Made to Love Her” is an early example
of a song in which a single short groove, featuring a heavily syncopated, improvised bass
part, is repeated extensively in a way that creates a moving but stable platform for
Wonder’s impassioned vocals. Cosby also states that “I Was Made to Love Her” is the
first song on which Wonder plays the clavinet, although it is thoroughly buried in the mix
and indistinguishable from the guitar: “That was the first time I think anybody had
recorded a clavinet. In fact, the company ended up giving him one.”46
43

Wonder, “I Was Made To Love Her,” I Was Made To Love Her, Motown 37463-5273-2 (1967).
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Bootsy Collins, from Worrell and Collins, WGBH interview, 4.
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Over the next three years, Wonder incorporated the clavinet into a number of funk
or heavily funk-influenced songs:
“Shoo-Be-Doo-Be-Doo-Da-Day” opens with a bluesy, solo clavinet.47
Throughout the main body of the song, Wonder plays a complex part that simultaneously
doubles, varies, and counters one of the highly regular rhythm guitar parts in an
unpredictable fashion. The combination of this part with a typically unpredictable
Jamerson bass line injects funk-style grooves into a fairly straightforward Motown soul
song, particularly in the verses.
In the bass-dominated “You Met Your Match,” Wonder’s clavinet once again
works with the guitars.48 Both instruments use the funk-associated dom ≥· chord, are
highly syncopated while still emphasizing the accented beats (especially the backbeats),
and are played in a percussive, “chanking” style. The complex polyrhythms, the vocal
style, a slower harmonic motion that suggests extended jamming (in this case, ten bars of
the 16-bar verse and all eight bars of the chorus are built on the same chord), and the
stop-time effect at the end of the chorus are all devices that Wonder would later employ
in his mid-70s clavinet-funk songs.
“I Don’t Know Why” is not really a funk song—it’s a slow ballad with less
emphasis on the rhythms of the groove and a stronger sense of unity than is characteristic
of funk.49 But it is built in increasing layers upon the pairing of a lower-register clavinet
47

Stevie Wonder, “Shoo-Be-Doo-Be-Doo-Da-Day,” For Once in My Life, Motown 37463-5234-2
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Wonder, “You Met Your Match,” ibid.
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and electric bass, which become increasingly energetic and funk-oriented as the song
progresses.
Finally, Wonder’s cover of the Beatles’ “We Can Work It Out” begins with an
unusual, distorted clavinet.50 Overall, it sounds something like a mid-tempo song from
the mid-60s work of the Temptations or the Four Tops (e.g., the way the backing vocal
answers “Hey!” on beat four). But the underlying polyrhythms in the clavinet and guitar
are strongly suggestive of funk. The way Wonder alters the Beatles’ original contrasting
bridge is particularly interesting: By changing it to fit almost seamlessly after the chorus,
he suggests the less formally delineated style of funk. “We Can Work It Out” becomes
more of an extended jam than a song with sharply contrasting sections. The vocals at the
end of the bridge (a restatement of the intro) also are suggestive of funk, particularly of
Earth, Wind & Fire’s later, distinctive hybrid of soul and funk.
After Wonder became fully independent from Motown in 1971, he began to
experiment with and liberally employ a wide variety of electronic keyboards, including
the clavinet. With assistance from co-producers and synthesizer programmers Robert
Margouleff and Malcolm Cecil, he also changed the timbre of the clavinet from the stock
sound that was commercially available.
Just as important, he began to perform all or most of the instruments on his songs.
Before the advent of sequencing this usually meant that the arrangements had to be
worked out carefully in advance, which could endanger the spontaneity of the individual
parts. However, Wonder managed to avoid this problem by using a funk-based approach:

50

Wonder, “We Can Work It Out,” Signed, Sealed and Delivered, Motown 37463-5176-2 (1970).
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improvisation within defined parameters between regular, clearly articulated points of
unison.
In 1971 Wonder heard an album called Zero Time, which Margouleff and Cecil
had recorded under the name “T.O.N.T.O.’s Expanding Head Band.”51 Wonder hired
them immediately and the trio began their fruitful partnership by spending enormous
amounts of time in the studio developing songs, sounds, and concepts. Wonder worked
exclusively with Margouleff and Cecil, virtually around the clock, from the time he
gained contractual independence from Motown in 1971 through the recording of
Fulfillingness’ First Finale in 1974.52
Margouleff and Cecil served as studio engineers, synthesizer programmers, coproducers, and artistic sounding boards for Wonder during this most crucial phase of his
career and educated him in the great possibilities of the synthesizer:

Margouleff and Cecil had nurtured Steve through his first
recordings outside Motown’s supervision, familiarized him with
synthesizer techniques, programmed instruments for him, and provided
invaluable critical distance and objective advice on Steve’s recordings.
They cataloged in meticulous detail song ideas as Steve put them down,
kept them handy for future use, and advised him how they could best be
developed. The collaboration had produced Steve’s finest records—Music
51

T.O.N.T.O.’s Expanding Head Band, Zero Time, Embryo 0732 (1971). The word “T.O.N.T.O.”
in the group’s name comes from the name of the synthesizer they invented. It is an acronym, which stands
for “The Original Neo-Timbral Orchestra.” T.O.N.T.O. is a monophonic, multi-timbral synthesizer, based
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Malcolm Cecil and the duo performed with it as recently as 1995 for WGBH. Malcolm Cecil and Robert
Margouleff, interview, 1995, Accession No. 1996.507.1.64, WGBH Educational Foundation and BBC TV,
provided by Experience Music Project, Seattle, WA.
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Wonder asked to be released from his contract with Motown and to receive all his withheld
earnings when he turned 21 in 1971. After many months of studying and writing and recording demos with
Margouleff and Cecil, he re-signed with Motown in 1972. However, he demanded and received complete
control over his music, which he has retained ever since. See Joel Selvin, “Power in the Darkness,” 38-46.
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of My Mind, Talking Book, Innervisions, and Fulfillingness’ First Finale.
Without them, Steve has failed to this day to match that string of
excellence with subsequent releases.53

It can be difficult to separate the contributions of Margouleff and Cecil to the music’s
overall sound quality from Wonder’s own, so it is perhaps best to consider their efforts to
be implicitly mingled with his under the name “Stevie Wonder,” for the music created
during this period.54 But the impact of this three-man team on the popular music
soundscape is difficult to overstate:

“A year after Zero Time came Music of My Mind, the album on which
Stevie Wonder came of age musically.… The classic Stevie Wonder
albums that followed… changed the perspectives of black pop music as
much as The Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper altered the concept of white rock.”55
53

John Swenson, Stevie Wonder (New York: Perennial Library/Harper & Row, 1986), 112.
Swenson’s claim that Wonder failed to “match that string of excellence” is, however, highly arguable.
Many fans and critics consider Songs in the Key of Life or even The Secret Life of Plants to be his finest
work. Both albums were recorded after his split from Margouleff and Cecil. Certainly, Songs in the Key of
Life is his most commercially successful album.
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As time passed, Wonder began to rely more and more on the clavinet as his
instrument of choice for his more energetic songs. The sound of the instrument itself
eventually became linked with his identity as a musician: “Mention the Clavinet today
and most people will automatically think of Stevie Wonder’s ‘Superstition…’”56
This identification has interesting ramifications beyond the question of personal
identity because the clavinet’s sound itself is sociologically suggestive of upward
mobility, European classical music, and opulence. Mitchell Morris has commented on the
similar implications of Barry White’s use of harpsichord and oboe and its conscious
evocation of the 60s’ easy-listening style of Paul Mauriat’s “Love is Blue (L’Amour est
Bleu):”

Furthermore, it [i.e., the combination of oboe and harpsichord] places
White’s song [“Bring Back My Yesterday”] within the hedonistic
imaginative world that was by this time associated with the image of the
bachelor, yet connects these comfortable circumstances to an
understanding of masculinity more focused on the particularities of a love
relationship than on homosocial solidarity.57

While the clavinet is (by design) suggestive of European classical music, it also
has several timbral characteristics (further emphasized by the engineering of Wonder,
Margouleff, and Cecil) that make it very useful for funk rhythms. Its attack is very sharp,

Bob Olhsson, in an e-mail posting to the Stevie Wonder Internet Discussion List (steviewonder@yahoogroups.com), November 3, 1997.
56

From “Classic Keyboards: The Hohner Clavinet,” Brad Coates, Australian Musician Magazine,
1997, reproduced at The Hohner Clavinet Resource Homepage: Clavinet.com, found at
http://www.gti.net/junebug/clavinet/clav.html.
57

Morris, The Persistence of Sentiment.
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with a bright tone and a rapid decay. However, it audibly sustains after the initial steep
decay, with a warmer tone. As a result it precisely announces its rhythms, while its pitch
content is audible but fleeting—much like funk-style rhythm guitar.58 However, the
clavinet can play more notes, has more independent voices, and plays over a much
broader range than an electric guitar.
On Music of My Mind and Syreeta, Wonder expanded his use of the clavinet and
began to employ the stronger clavinet sound engineered by Margouleff and Cecil.
However, Music of My Mind did not contain any major hit songs and did not feature a
true showcase for the instrument. It was not until the release of “Superstition” in late
1972 that Wonder and the clavinet would become so deeply intertwined.

58

In funk, the tone of rhythm guitar parts tends to be less distorted, brighter, and more percussive
than in most other styles, particularly rock. A good example is the pair of parts played by Sly Stone and his
brother Freddie Stewart on Sly & the Family Stone, “Thank You (Falettinme Be Mice Elf Agin),” Greatest
Hits, Epic EK-30325 (1970). While there are exceptions to this rule, such as the thickly distorted tone used
by Ernie Isley on “That Lady,” most funk guitarists have followed this tendency. See The Isley Brothers,
“That Lady, Pts. 1 & 2,” 3 + 3, T Neck ZK-32453 (1992)—which was engineered by Robert Margouleff
and Malcolm Cecil.
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CHAPTER 4
“Superstition”
The origin of “Superstition” is both humble and confusing. It was never intended
as the breakout single for Talking Book. Wonder’s original plan was for British guitarist
Jeff Beck to record and release it first. Wonder had already worked with Beck on a song
from Talking Book, “Looking for Another Pure Love.” From there, conflicting accounts
arise about Beck’s involvement in the creation of “Superstition.”

Martin Horn

summarizes the most commonly known version:

According to Stevie—and this tale remains a bit hazy since he has
altered his story more than a few times—he had originally given
“Superstition” to English guitarist Jeff Beck (ex-Yardbirds).
The story goes that, at first, Beck… wanted to record another song
Stevie was working on. But Stevie wanted that one, which turned out to
be “Maybe Your Baby,” for himself. So he offered “Superstition” instead.
However, Motown, who had heard that number, convinced Stevie
to keep it for his LP, as well as issue it as the first single. Consequently,
Stevie had to tell Beck he would also be releasing “Superstition.”
Stevie figured Beck and his current group, Beck, Bogert & Appice,
would release their version first, but that turned out not to be the case.
Thus, when Stevie’s “Superstition” came out it effectively stole Beck’s
thunder. Reportedly, this angered both Beck and Clive Davis, thenpresident of Columbia Records, Beck’s label.
Apparently everything ended happily-ever-after, as Beck included
his version of “Superstition” on the Beck, Bogert & Appice LP in 1973, in
addition to recording two other Stevie Wonder tunes on Blow By Blow…1

1

Horn, Innervisions, 121. Wonder later wrote “Thelonius” specifically for Jeff Beck. The second
song to which Horn refers is an instrumental version of “Cause We've Ended as Lovers,” a song Wonder
had written with his former wife, Syreeta Wright, for her second album. Beck’s recordings of both songs
appear on his solo album Blow By Blow, Epic EK-33409 (1975). For the Beck, Bogert & Appice recording
of “Superstition,” see Beck, Bogert & Appice.
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This account agrees with the account of Wonder’s co-producers Robert Margouleff and
Malcolm Cecil:

[Malcolm Cecil:] …and this was done when Jeff Beck wanted to have
“Maybe Your Baby” and Stevie kept saying, ‘No, you can’t use it, no, I’m
going to put it out, no, you can't have it.’ And Jeff kept on and on—we
were producing Jeff at the time. And, and then, Stevie said…
[Robert Margouleff:] “Okay, we’ll write a song, we’ll write a new song
for you. Jeff, I’ll write a new song for you.” And it was “Superstition.”2

Beck himself has a different account:

Somebody at Epic told Stevie that I love the shit out of him, and
asked if he could maybe write a song for me. Forget it—I was 20 feet tall
at that. So I did a couple of tracks on Talking Book, which went down
very well; he liked what I did. Then it was his job to write us a song. One
day I was sitting at the drum kit, which I love to play when nobody’s
around, doing this beat. Stevie came kinda boogying into the studio:
“Don’t stop.”
“Ah c’mon, Stevie, I can’t play the drums.” Then the lick came
out: “Superstition.” That was my song, in return for Talking Book. I
thought, “He’s given me the riff of the century.” We played a version that
he quickly put down. Stevie is a businessman; he said, “Hold the session,
I’m paying for it from right now.” He went out and jotted some lyrics
down; he knew he’d hit gold. So he took our quickie demo to Motown
and got his contract. My band had a great stage number with it, but we
didn’t get the hit.3

This is very similar to the account provided by Joel Selvin:

2

3

Cecil and Margouleff, WGBH interview.

Jeff Beck, quoted in Gene Santoro’s liner notes to Beckology, Epic E3K-48661 (1991), p. 41.
The suggestion that Berry Gordy signed Wonder to what was one of the richest contracts in the history of
the music industry on the basis of a “quickie demo” simply doesn’t agree with the facts. The first album
Wonder released under his new contract was not Talking Book, but Music of My Mind, which was released
in March of 1972, three months before the date Joel Selvin gives for the session with Beck in “Power in the
Darkness.”
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The record labels arranged this summit meeting and, in exchange
for his guitar playing, Wonder was supposed to write a song for the rock
guitarist. Beck and his band heard “Maybe Your Baby” at the studio, but
were told there were already plans for that song when they asked about it.
Later, Beck was sitting at a drum kit, pounding out a simple, mundane
tattoo, just goofing around, when out of nowhere came this monster riff
from Wonder behind the clavinet. Wonder scratched out some quick
lyrics and Beck left the studio with a dub copy of the track, called, at the
time, “Very Superstitious.” Although he tried to cut the song with his
musicians at Ladyland [i.e., Electric Lady Studios], Beck fired the entire
band as soon as they returned to England (the bass player took a swing at
Beck during the Wonder sessions). He didn’t get around to recording the
number for several months, by which time Wonder’s version was already
shooting up the charts….4

Comments by Stevie Wonder, however, seem to indicate that Wonder is the song’s sole
author and that Beck may not have created the drum part:

“It was a heavy thing that happened,” Steve sadly relates. “Some
very terrible things were said, unfortunately, by Jeff Beck….
“Anyway, he said ‘I want to do “Maybe Your Baby”.’ And I said
‘No, you can’t do that. Why do you want to do that?’ And he said ‘I want
a great song to do.’ So I said ‘No man, you can’t do that song. I’ll tell
you what, I’m going to write you one that’s even better than that.’ I wrote
‘Superstition’ for him. The same night I taped it—I put the drums on first,
then the clavinet, and the voice. That’s why some of his words are
different.
“Then I said to him ‘Listen, what I’m going to do is make you a
track so you can do it too, ‘cause I’m gonna do it for the album.’ I was
excited about it, especially when I put the bass on. Then I heard it with
the bass, clavinet, drums and horns. So later he told me he wanted to use
it for a single—so I said OK. He was recording some other things and had
also recorded another version of ‘Superstition’ with this new group. I had

4

Selvin, “Power in the Darkness,” 42. In private correspondence, Selvin has cited Margouleff and
Cecil as his primary sources for this account.
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recorded a version for them where I played clavinet but they didn’t use
it… The thing that bothered Beck was that I did write it.”5

Parts of the story are clear: Stevie Wonder wrote at least the bulk of
“Superstition”; he allowed Jeff Beck to use it instead of “Maybe Your Baby”; the original
intent by all parties was for Beck to record and release the song first; Beck never released
his original version because of his frequently-changing band membership; Wonder
decided to record his own version as part of Talking Book; delays related to the contract
status of Tim Bogert and Carmine Appice meant that a substantially different version by
Beck, Bogert & Appice was not recorded until well after the release of Talking Book;
Motown pushed Wonder to release “Superstition” as the lead single for Talking Book and
he complied; Wonder’s version was a huge hit; and the later Beck, Bogert & Appice
version, while popular, was not the hit single Beck desired.6 It is also clear that Wonder
intended his version as a showcase for the clavinet. What is unclear is the extent of
Beck’s participation as a songwriter and whether the original song as written was more
like Wonder’s recording, the Beck, Bogert & Appice recording, or something different
from both.7
5

Swenson, Stevie Wonder, 88.

6

Wonder himself has addressed the specific point of the single’s release: “I told Motown it was
going to cause a lot of static, but they said ‘No, man.’ They had control of releasing the singles.” Quoted
in Love and Brown, Blind Faith, 243.
7

The issue of the precise authorship of “Superstition” is a very interesting one that has some
disturbing implications regarding the locus of “the work” in popular music. It also produces the intriguing
paradox that the “original recording” of the song is actually a cover version by the author himself of an
original that does not exist, at least in a commercially released form. I discussed this issue and its
implications in “Will the ‘Real’ Song Please Stand Up? The Multiple Original Versions of Stevie
Wonder’s ‘Superstition’,” presented at Crafting Sounds, Creating Meaning: Making Popular Music in the
U.S., Experience Music Project, Seattle, Washington, April 12, 2002.
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However, such questions of authorship are not of primary concern here because
this analysis focuses on “Superstition” as a funk song and its relation to “Higher Ground”
and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’.” The Beck, Bogert & Appice recording has some
fascinating parallels and contrasts to Wonder’s version, but is emphatically not funk. No
recordings of the earlier Jeff Beck version, even in demo form, are available. As a result,
I will analyze only the version of “Superstition” recorded by Wonder and released on
Talking Book. Whether the particular details I analyze are a result of “songwriting,”
“arrangement,” or “production” is more of a legal or music-industry issue and is not as
important in this particular case as the audible results of those activities.
Margouleff and Cecil have described how the song was recorded:

[Malcolm Cecil:] Well, the sounds in “Superstition,” first of all, the way
the music was put down, Stevie would normally go in and play either
clavinet [or] piano and sing at the same time.
[Robert Margouleff:] No click track either.
[Malcolm Cecil:] Yeah, no click track. And he would—“Superstition”
was different however. He went into the studio and sat down… at the
drums. And started off, just—[drum noises]. And, and, and that was all
he played, was like the drum track for like five minutes, and that was it.
And he came back and he said, let's get a good bass sound, want a real
funky bass sound. So we went out and programmed up a bass sound. And
then he put on—[sings the bass part]. And then he says, ‘I want some
clavinet.’ And we haven't heard any melody, we haven't heard any sound.
We didn't know what this all was yet. And we put this clavinet down, and
this is where he did the thing, uh—
[Robert Margouleff:] He played the wah-wah pedal on the clavinet, which
again was I think a first.8
8

Margouleff and Cecil, 10-11. There is no clearly audible use of a wah-wah effect on the
commercially released version of “Superstition.” However, a wah-wah pedal is simply a tone control
operated by a foot pedal. Wonder may have used a wah-wah on the clavinet without changing the foot
position, essentially using it as an EQ device in order to get a particular sound. It is likely, however, that
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An important example of the contributions of Margouleff and Cecil is the sound
quality of the clavinet on this song. The parts they recorded have considerably more midrange punch and lower-range resonance than clavinet recordings by other artists. Yet
they retain the sharp, upper-range attack that gives the clavinet its guitar-like character.
Wonder was enamored of this sound quality and “Superstition” was designed to take
advantage of it:

Stevie wanted to use the clavinet on “Superstition” to full effect in
order to “show off.” “It's a funky, dirty, stinky, nasty instrument,” he said
at the time.9

In this case, two clavinet parts with similar timbres but different rhythms were placed in
different locations in the stereo mix. Because of the clavinet’s sharp attack, it attracts
attention from the middle of a full texture and is easy to follow with the ear. By
combining two parts, the result is a noticeable interlocking effect that seems to have a
single sound source but which greatly increases the kineticism of the part by bouncing
rapidly throughout the stereo mix.
“Superstition” begins at a tempo of about 98 beats per minute, but accelerates to
roughly 100 BPM as soon as the clavinet and bass enter. During the choruses the tempo
increases to 102-106 BPM. It has a relatively light ®√ drumbeat, consisting of a quarternote pulse alternating between the bass and snare drums and steady eighth notes and

they are referring instead either to Jeff Beck’s initial, unreleased version or to an early demo recording
made by Wonder.
9

Horn, 121 (his italics).
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swung, sixteenth-note decorations played on the high-hat.10 The instrumentation consists
of drums, two clavinet parts, synthesized bass, alto saxophone (played by Trevor
Laurence), trumpet (Steve Madaio), and solo vocals. The lack of guitar or other baritonerange instruments allows the clavinets and Wonder’s vocals to be clearly heard without
being overpowering. The instruments are predictably dispersed across the stereo mix
with vocals and bass in the center and none of the remaining instruments panned all the
way left or right. There is little echo or reverb and the equalization is relatively balanced
across bass, midrange, and treble. The resulting sense of space is intimate, as if the
listener were hearing the song in a smaller room or studio instead of a large concert hall.
The lyrics of “Superstition” are not ambitious, sentimental, or political, by
Wonder’s standards. They are critical of those who “believe in things that [they] don’t
understand” as a way of escaping problems, which aligns this song with others such as
“Too High,” “Jesus Children of America,” and “Pastime Paradise.”11 But because belief
in folk superstitions is a far more innocuous form of escapism than the forms depicted in
those three songs, these lyrics have little bite or controversy. They consists of three
stanzas, each of which has a two-part, sixteen-bar verse and an eight-bar chorus. The
verses consist of eight phrases of five or six syllables, grouped in pairs of pairs according
to the following plan:

10

There are many different types of “swing” rhythms in popular music and jazz practice. In this
case, I am using the term in a general sense to refer to the persistent subdivision of a pulse according to a
complex or irrational scheme—irrational in the mathematical sense of a pair of numbers whose relationship
cannot be expressed as a ratio of two integers.
11

Wonder, “Too High” and “Jesus Children of America,” Innervisions and “Pastime Paradise,”
Songs in the Key of Life.
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Phrase Pairs (two measures per phrase):
a

Very superstitious,

writings on the wall,

Very superstitious,

ladders ‘bout to fall,

Thirteen month old baby,

broke the looking glass,

Seven years of bad luck,

the good things in your past.

Verse
Stanza

b

Chorus

When you believe in things
that you don’t understand,
Then you suffer,
Superstition ain’t the way.

Figure 30: The Lyrics of the First Stanza of “Superstition”

The song opens with a four-and-a-half bar introduction only on the drums,
followed by eight more introductory bars on drums, clavinet, and bass. During this
passage the clavinet ostinato that dominates the entire song is clearly stated. Once the
vocal begins, Wonder sings two complete stanzas, followed by an eight-bar breakdown
that serves as a bridge. After a third stanza, there is a concluding vamp that fades out
after about twenty bars. Both the bridge and the vamp are based on the chorus. See
Figure 31, below, for a diagram of the form.
In general, the form is conventional (Intro–a–a–B–a–Vamp) and relatively
balanced, with three stanzas of three eight-bar sections. The bridge is quite short, only
eight bars, and the concluding vamp is roughly as long as one of the stanzas. The intro
begins quietly and builds in progressive four-bar sections up to the opening stanza. The
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Figure 31: The Form of “Superstition”
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intensity of the dynamics, articulation, and texture increases in each stanza from the first
eight bars of each verse (clavinets, bass, drums, and vocals), through the next eight bars
of the verse (added horns, a more active bass line, and intensified vocals), and the first
four bars of the chorus (more active drums and more prominent horns), before dropping
back down to begin the next stanza. The point of highest intensity is at the midpoint of
the bridge, with a secondary climax at the midpoint of the last chorus.
“Superstition” is much like the James Brown songs that Robert Palmer refers to as
having “no chord changes.”12 Harmonic change does occur, but infrequently: the only
chord changes in this song occur during the chorus and the chorus-derived bridge and
vamp. As Brackett points out in his discussion of “Superbad,” the infrequency of
harmonic motion makes the changes that do occur much more significant, simply because
of their infrequency, even as it also indicates that harmonic progression is not the primary
source of forward motion in “Superstition.” The three-part, a-a-B form, with cadential
figures only in the B sections, also means that “Superstition” is essentially a double-scale
blues form, although the only primary blues reference is the subject of the lyrics (perhaps
an answer to the long tradition of blues songs with mystical subjects).
The bulk of the song—the introduction and verses—is built on E≤ harmony of
ambiguous quality. The only fully voiced tonic chord is an E≤ dom ≥·, which includes
both major and minor thirds (enharmonically). This chord is used to support melodies
12

See Palmer, “James Brown,” 140. Brackett quotes this passage and applies a much-needed
correction of Palmer’s oversimplification: “Close inspection reveals very few songs with ‘no chord
changes’; it also reveals songs that possess a great deal of ‘melodic variety’ if the concept of ‘melody’ is
based on subtle nuances and variations of melodic figures rather than on the European ideal of a sustained
(preferably legato) melodic line.” He also continues to demonstrate the importance of harmonic motion in
Brown songs built on extended ostinati. See Brackett, Interpreting Popular Music, 144-48.
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derived primarily from the E≤ minor pentatonic scale (E≤, G≤, A≤, B≤, and D≤). The use
of the minor pentatonic over the E≤ dom ≥· (which includes GΩ) creates a three-note
chromatic passage within the minor pentatonic scale (G≤, GΩ, A≤). This produces the socalled “minor blues scale,” which is quite conventional in funk and many other styles
derived from African-American musical traditions. It is also conventional in funk to
sustain long passages over a single dom ≥· chord. This chord allows great melodic
flexibility by providing harmonic support for several E≤ scales: major, mixolydian, minor
pentatonic (and/or blues scale), and dorian. Chromatic passing tones and intertonal
inflections in the vocals, bass, and horns offer further flexibility, which Wonder uses to
full advantage.
The first four bars of the chorus feature a quickly shifting group of chords—in
essence a blues turnaround—culminating in a two-bar, IV ≤‡ - V ± cadence (see Example
12), emphasized by a brief, half-bar stop-time effect. The primary groove returns in E≤
after this cadence, supplemented by a descending melody in the horns that announces an
end to the stanza while simultaneously preparing its successor. The harmonic changes,
while infrequent, thus are clear indicators to the listener of the main sectional divisions.
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Example 12: The Cadential Progression in the Chorus of “Superstition”
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The Primary Groove of “Superstition”
The introduction of “Superstition” begins with a half-measure pickup consisting
of four notes on the snare. It builds progressively from there until it is fully voiced at the
beginning of the first verse. I will begin my analysis of the groove, however, by taking
the time to examine the first four-and-a-half bars in some detail. They provide a good
opportunity to hear the drum part that supports the groove—which in turn supports the
entire song—in full isolation from other, masking sounds.
After the sharply struck first note, there is a pause of 0.6 seconds before another
note is heard. This pause grabs the listeners’ ears in much the same way as the very
similar, opening snare-shot of Bob Dylan’s “Like A Rolling Stone.”13 This first note is a
quarter note, followed by an eighth, and then two sixteenths. The second of these two
sixteenth notes is only two-thirds the length of the first, so the effect of all four notes is
an acceleration into the downbeat of the first full measure. This acceleration is visible in
Example 13, a graph of the audio levels superimposed above the music of the pickup
and first bar of the introduction.
After the pickup, Wonder begins four measures of a

®√

shuffle-style part on the

high-hat, bass drum, and snare. This simple but variable pattern is the basic beat that
underlies the entire song (see Example 14, on pages 157-58 for a transcription). The bass
drum plays on beats 1 and 3, while the snare plays on 2 and 4. The use of a heavy snare
13

Bob Dylan, “Like A Rolling Stone,” Highway 61 Revisited, Sony International 506055 (1965).
Both songs announce their beginning with a sharp snare beat, followed by a pause that allows the listener to
orient their ears toward the song before it resumes. Larry Starr has discussed the opening of the Dylan
song: “The opening attack on the drum, likened by one prominent rock critic to a gunshot both in sound
and in cultural impact,… remains a startling opening, both for a song and for an album.” Larry Starr, “Bob
Dylan and the Blues, or Highway 61 Revisited Revisited,” presented at the 24th Annual Meeting of the
Society for American Music in Kansas City, KS, April, 1998.
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Acceleration into 1st bar
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Example 13: The Opening Drum Figure of “Superstition”

backbeat as a structural foundation for a complex groove, while fairly conventional, was
particularly characteristic of Benny Benjamin’s style at Motown.14
14

Benjamin’s influence on Wonder’s approach to music was substantial. At one point during
Wonder’s adolescence, Berry Gordy required each member of the Funk Brothers to spend time each week
teaching him music. While all the lessons undoubtedly had significant effects, the lessons of Benjamin and
pianist/bandleader Earl Van Dyke have frequently been described by Wonder and others as particularly
important. The idea of the precocious and energetic Wonder learning from the masters was attractive to the
media and played up by Motown’s publicists in the wake of “Fingertips (Part 2).” As a result, stories of
these lessons are both numerous and sketchy. However, Ted Hull, Wonder’s private instructor, manager,
and full-time chaperon, has specifically written that “Benny Benjamin taught Stevie the drums. He’d sit
Stevie on his lap and run the boy’s hands around the drums so he’d know where each was. When Stevie
mastered those, he insisted his drums always be set up exactly as Bennie’s were.” See Ted Hull, The
Wonder Years: My Life & Times with Stevie Wonder, with Paula L. Stahel, (Bangor, ME: Booklocker.com,
2002), 63. Pianist Joe Hunter also mentions Wonder’s drum lessons from Benjamin in the film Standing in
the Shadows of Motown.
Imitation of Benjamin’s heavy backbeats became standard practice for Motown’s other regular
drummers, Uriel Jones and Johnny “Pistol” Allen, as well as for anyone wanting to play in Motown’s style.
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The high-hat plays a steady stream of relatively even eighth notes, interspersed by
sixteenth notes in an organized but improvisational fashion. It is possible to hear the
high-hat part as alternating between a pair of two-beat motives, one of which is fixed and
the other variable. The first motive of each bar (indicated as A in Table 2) has three
eighth notes followed by a pair of sixteenth notes: qr qrt. It is used throughout the
introduction with little variation. The second motive (B) consists of an unbroken stream
of notes, but for each half-beat there is an option of either a single eighth note or a pair of
sixteenth notes. (The most common pattern is an eighth followed by two sixteenths,
qrt, which is why I have described the drum part as “shuffle-style.”) In the first full bar,
for example, the motive is played as a pair of sixteenths, an eighth, an eighth, and a pair
of sixteenths. This order is reversed in the next bar. The motivic pattern for the
introduction can be found in Table 2. I use “1” to indicate eighth notes and “2” for
sixteenth-note pairs. For instance, measure 1 reads “1112” for Motive A and “2112” for
Motive B. This indicates that the rhythm for A is qr qrt, while the rhythm for B is
qtr qrt.

Table 2: High-Hat Motive Patterns in the Introduction of “Superstition”
Meas:
Mtv:
8/16:

A
1112

1

Meas:
Mtv:
8/16:

A´
1212

2
B
2112

A
1112

B
1221

A´
1212

7

3
B
1221

A
1112

B´
1

A´´
C112

8

4
B
1222

A
1112

B
1211

A
1112

9

5
B
1122

A
1112

B´
1

A´´
C112

10

6
B
1122

A
1112

B
1211

A
1112

11

B
1222
12
B
1222

But it is important to note that heavy backbeats were merely characteristic of Benjamin’s style, not original
or exclusive to it. Many other drummers favored heavy backbeats and their use extends well back into the
history of gospel, blues, rhythm and blues, and rock ‘n’ roll—prompting Chuck Berry’s famous line “It’s
got a backbeat, you can’t lose it.” Chuck Berry, “Rock ‘n’ Roll Music,” Anthology, Chess 112304 (2000).
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There is slight variation from this motivic pattern: In bars 7-8, the A motive is
slightly modified from the usual 1112 to 1212 (indicated as A´). In measures 8 and 10,
Wonder switches to play a fill pattern on the snare drum, so he doesn’t play the high-hat
after the third downbeat (B´). He hits the crash cymbal (“C”) on beat one of the next
measure, before returning to the pattern (the whole group indicated as A´´).
It is perhaps a little unusual to characterize this pattern as a stream of eighth notes
with interspersed sixteenth note decorations or variations, but Wonder’s timing makes it
clear that the eighth notes play a different role than their subdivisions. All divisions of an
eighth note or longer are divided quite evenly; but the sixteenth notes are played with a
deliberately inconsistent swing feel. Figure 32 (below) provides the timing and duration
of all the events in the opening of the song. Notice the evenness of the eighth-note
durations, which range from 0.29 to 0.32 seconds (a 10.3% variation) and the contrasting
unevenness of the sixteenth notes. The longer first notes of each pair range from 0.17 to
0.22 seconds (29.4%) and the shorter, second notes range from 0.08 to 0.13 (62.5%).
Overall, from the shortest sixteenth note in the passage (0.08 seconds) to the longest
(0.22), the variation is a whopping 275.0%. Table 3 shows the proportional timing for all
the sixteenth-note pairs in this passage.15
While the durations of some of the sixteenth-note pairs produce simple ratios,
other pairs produce irrational subdivisions. More important, there is no clear pattern to
the swing feel (other than a general increase of disproportion through the last measure,

15

The variation among the eighth notes is even less pronounced than 10.3% if an allowance is
made for Wonder’s slight tempo increase leading into measure 5. However, this is not true for the
sixteenth notes: notice that the longest sixteenth note is found in measure 4, when the tempo is the quickest.
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Figure 32: Event Times and Durations in the Introduction of “Superstition”

anticipating the tempo increase in the next measure). The effect of this irregular pattern
of inconsistently swung sixteenth-notes, nested within even eighth notes, is consistent
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with funk style: The beat is smooth and predictable overall, but convoluted and highly
unpredictable in detail. In other words it is loosely organized, by design. This feeling of
loose organization, of “standing on shaky ground” (to paraphrase a Temptations song
with a similar groove) is clearly established in the opening drum part. It provides a
foundation for the entire song, which is built throughout to produce this same feeling.

Table 3: Timing of Sixteenth-Note Pairs in the Introduction of “Superstition”

Position
Durations (sec.)
Percentage of Duration
Ratio (or nearest
Measure Beat 1st note 2nd note Pair
1st note
2nd note rational approximate)
Pickup 4
0.18
0.12
0.30 60.00 %
40.00 %
3 to 2
1
2
0.20
0.12
0.32
62.50
37.50
5 to 3
1
3
0.18
0.13
0.31
58.06
41.94
(11 to 8)
1
4
0.19
0.12
0.31
61.29
38.71
(11 to 7)
2
2
0.20
0.11
0.31
64.52
35.48
(9 to 5)
2
3
0.20
0.10
0.30
66.67
33.33
2 to 1
2
4
0.20
0.12
0.32
62.50
37.50
5 to 3
3
2
0.21
0.11
0.32
65.63
34.38
(13 to 7)
3
3
0.19
0.11
0.30
63.33
36.67
19 to 11
3
4
0.19
0.12
0.31
61.29
38.71
(11 to 7)
3
4
0.21
0.09
0.30
70.00
30.00
7 to 3
4
2
0.17
0.12
0.29
58.62
41.38
(10 to 7)
4
3
0.20
0.11
0.31
64.52
35.48
(9 to 5)
4
4
0.22
0.09
0.31
70.97
29.03
(12 to 5)
4
4
0.21
0.08
0.29
72.41
27.59
(13 to 5)

The main clavinet part begins with a half-bar pickup before the ostinato figure
enters on the downbeat of measure five (Example 14). It works in a complementary
fashion with the two-motive drum pattern. On the first two beats it simply provides the
chord root, E≤, embellished by an octave leap and a lower-neighbor note. The notes fall

Motive B

B-Related

Example 14: The First Statement of the Primary Groove of “Superstition”

A-Related

Motive A
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Example 14 (cont.)

Delayed Anticipation
of Beat 4

Prolongation of G≤

158
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directly on the eighth notes, doubling the high-hat’s motive A. However, the accent on
the first note and the rapid octave leap combine to make a gesture that draws attention
directly to the clavinet part. There is another leap on beat three to an accented G≤,
followed by a leap down to D. The D≤ anticipates beat four by a sixteenth note but,
again, this is a swung sixteenth note so the anticipation is delayed from the full eighth
note (i.e., it occurs somewhere between the point where an evenly divided sixteenth note
would be expected and the subsequent downbeat). The final beat of the first measure
varies almost every time Wonder plays it (which aligns it with motive B) but it generally
consists of a syncopated figure around B≤ or D≤ that moves back to E≤ by the last
sixteenth note of the measure.
The second bar of the ostinato is again accented on the downbeat and has steady
eighth notes that work with motive A. It ascends through the pentatonic scale from A≤
through a repeat of the accented G≤ on beat three. Because the A≤ and D≤ occur on the
beats and G≤ is the highest note in the ostinato, the effect is less of lower-neighbor notes
decorating the B≤ and E≤ and more of an ascending prolongation of the G≤. Finally, as in
the first bar, the G≤ leaps down to the delayed anticipation of the fourth beat, followed
again by an improvised, syncopated figure ending on E≤. By repeating the same pitchclass, G≤, on the third beat of each measure in an exposed position in the melodic contour
(these G≤s are the highest notes in the clavinet part), Wonder produces a strong, recurring
metric accent. This serves as a steady reminder of the pulse even during the most active
and syncopated parts of the verse. (Wonder uses alternative methods to accent third beats
in the primary grooves of “Higher Ground” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” as well.)
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The bass part is very simple during the first eight bars of each verse. It consists of
quarter-note E≤s for six and-a-half beats, followed by a syncopated motion up to G≤ and
down to D≤ on the last beat-and-a-half. The muted tone-quality and glissando effect of
the synthesized bass make it difficult to transcribe this ending figure accurately. But the
bass part is clearly designed to establish a regular, quarter-note pulse with a brief “cut”
that injects spontaneity within clearly defined limits (using James Snead’s sense of the
cut as “an abrupt, seemingly unmotivated break… with a series already in progress and a
willed return to a prior series.”).15
The drums, clavinet, and bass all share an interesting feature: In each case, the
rhythm is very regular and predictably subdivided for the first two beats of each measure.
However, the last part of each measure (or every other measure in the bass part) is less
regular and is unpredictably subdivided. These parts have freedom and flexibility, but
only within clear boundaries. They possess the trait of circumscribed variability. This is
a particularly musical instance of Floyd and Davidson’s “controlled freedom.”
I have already commented on the sound quality of the clavinet, but the timbre of
the bass deserves comment as well. Wonder’s use of a synthesized bass was by choice
and not necessity. Even when working “alone” in the studio, he was always accompanied
by Margouleff and Cecil. Since Malcolm Cecil was a professional jazz and rock bassist

15

Snead, “On Repetition in Black Culture,” 150. A very clear example of the cut can be found in
Nathan Watts’s famous bass line from “I Wish.” In this case, the bass part generally consists of a steady,
cyclical procession of eighth notes that creates a very strong sense of flow. In the main body of the song,
the flow of eighth notes is only interrupted just before the choruses by a series of sliding flourishes that
“cut” against the sense of flow and during the bridge by a stop-time effect. The flourishes become a
regularly occuring interruption, a local cut that contributes to a compound flow, during the extended vamp
at the end of the song. See Wonder, “I Wish,” Songs in the Key of Life.
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(who contributed a memorable bass line to “Visions”), Wonder always had the option of
using a live bass. The bass sound on this song, as in many of Wonder’s songs of this
period, was synthesized. It has a rich timbre that also deemphasizes the treble, the result
being something like an electronic version of the “fat, round tone” and muted attack of
James Jamerson.16
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., David Brackett, and others have attached great
significance to the practice of anticipating the beat, which occurs in every instrumental
part in “Superstition.” These anticipations are heard as “signifyin(g) on the timeline,”
where “timeline” refers to the underlying square, steady, and above all else European
metric pulse.17 The late-arriving anticipations heard in “Superstition,” then, could be
interpreted as an expansion or emphasis upon this technique, or even as signifyin(g) on
this style of signifyin(g)—compound signifyin(g), in other words. While “signifyin(g) on
the timeline” is a compelling interpretation of the practice of swing rhythms in a largescale cultural/historical context, it seems less applicable to the specific case of
“Superstition” within the context of early-70s funk. By that time, such rhythmic figures
had moved from the periphery directly into the mainstream of American popular

16

The bass sounds on Wonder’s early 70s songs have been particularly influential on recent R&B
and hip-hop, which is why Margouleff and Cecil have often been asked to use T.O.N.T.O. for bass tracks:
“What amazes me, uh, is both Malcolm and I have gotten calls in the last year or so: ‘Uh,
can we come and work on T.O.N.T.O.and get some of your great bass sounds and your
soulistic sounds?’”
Margouleff and Cecil, 20. Regarding the tone quality and engineering of Jamerson’s influential bass
sound, see Slutsky, 83-6.
17

Brackett, 137-48, and Henry Louis Gates, Jr., The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of AfricanAmerican Literary Criticism, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 123.
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music—particularly dance music. In fact, the straightforward, “Four-on-the-Floor” drum
parts characteristic of disco, popularized by Philadelphia International studio drummer
Earl Young, were heard as a significant departure that communicated both simplification
and automation to funk and even rock audiences—simply because they were less
syncopated than what those audiences expected. So it is difficult to interpret Wonder’s
anticipations as signifyin(g) on a conventional timeline, when they were actually
following convention—at least within this context.
More to the point, the effect of the delayed anticipations is the same as the effect
of the sixteenth-note decorations in the high-hat and the ever-changing content of the last
beats of each measure: a specifically loose sense of organization.18 In this song, there is
no question of confusing the location of the beat, which is steadily sounded by the drums,
bass, and clavinet. Instead, Wonder is playing with the flow created by that beat, pushing
our ears forward by tantalizing, satisfying, or surprising us while simultaneously creating
the sense of metric informality usually associated with live recordings of musical groups.
The primary groove is still not complete until the arrival of a second clavinet part.
It is introduced very briefly at the end of measure four as a highly syncopated figure that
emphasizes the E≤ downbeat of bar five. While it is difficult even to notice this brief
entrance, it works as a preview of the rest of the part, which fully enters in measure nine.
This part is mixed at a lower level and is played in a higher register than the ostinato part.

18

This sense of loose organization can be interpreted as a form of signifyin(g), very closely related
to the sense described by Gates, but where the target is more the conventional sense of form and phrase
structure—of regular, metric organization in general. However, the idea of signifyin(g) is an extremely
blunt instrument for analytical purposes and in this case the underlying principle seems to be similar to
Snead’s idea of the cut, applied (as we shall see) across multiple levels of structure.
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It mostly consists of chords, the only primarily chordal part in this song. The
rhythm is highly syncopated and varies substantially in every bar. Its role in the groove
is to inject extra activity and unpredictability by playing in the spaces between the
rhythms of the ostinato, bass, and drums. Although it is extremely unpredictable, the fact
that the second clavinet part is quiet and consistently varied means that it disturbs the
flow of the groove without ever disrupting it. The variability of the song has been
increased but it is still circumscribed—in this case within the boundaries of a single, less
prominent part.
Wonder’s vocal arrives in the middle of measure twelve, anticipating the arrival
of the next four-measure phrase. It is divided into two contrasting phrases, which works
with the matching two-phrase structure of the lyrics (Example 15). The vocal arrives
early and remains a half-measure out of phase with the song’s overall form. The first
phrase begins on D≤ and works its way up to G≤. Each note is an eighth note that arrives
directly on time, except for the G≤, which is anticipated by a delayed, or swung, sixteenth
note (again, “delayed” in this case means that the sixteenth-note anticipation, which
would more normally occur about halfway between a pair of eighth notes, comes in
slightly late because of the swung rhythms). Much like the prominent G≤s in the main
clavinet part, it is followed by a leap down—in this case to an E≤ held a bit longer (one
and-a-half beats). The second phrase begins on the same D≤ but moves down through the
pentatonic scale. It seems to lead to an E≤ on the downbeat of the next measure, but
avoids it by instead moving back up to Ab before settling on a sustained G≤.
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Example 15: The Vocal Melody of Verse 1 of “Superstition”

Notice the melodic and rhythmic similarities between the two phrases of the vocal
melody and the repeated portions of the clavinet ostinato (Example 16). The first parts of
each pair move back and forth between E≤s and D≤s before a prominent leap up to G≤
(emphasized by accenting), followed by a leap in the opposite direction that arrives on an
anticipation. The second parts primarily consist of steady, pentatonic scalar motion (each
in a different direction) that leads to another G≤.

Example 16: Comparison of the Melody and Ostinato of “Superstition”

Because the vocal is out of phase by two beats, the passages of (relatively) steady
eighth notes occur over the varied portions of the ostinato, while the steady parts of the
ostinato support the longer notes at the end of each phrase of the vocal. However, the
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contrasting pairs of vocal phrases take twice as long as the contrasting pairs of ostinato
phrases, creating a four-measure phase pattern (see Table 4 below).

Table 4: Overlapping Phrase Structure of the Vocal and Clavinet Ostinato

Measure #:
Vocal:
Ostinato:

12

13
Phrase 1

Phrase 2

14
(pause)

Phrase 1

15
Phrase 2

Phrase 2

16
(pause)

Phrase 1

Phrase 2

The melody in Example 15 is a template or model that is conceptually present
during every verse, even though Wonder’s actual vocal often includes slight melodic or
rhythmic variation. (This is a standard convention in most American popular music
styles of the time.) During this phase of Wonder’s career, his variations tended to be less
florid than they have since become. Most of his variations during the verses in
“Superstition” occur during the sustained phrase-endings.
The addition of the vocal melody to the other parts makes the composite sense of
rhythm steadier: The eighth-note pulse in the melody forms a counterpoise to the varied
portions of the ostinato and, while Wonder does inject the vocal with his characteristic
variations, he never varies the melody so much that the underlying pulse is unclear. The
result is a groove and melody that produce a clear, easily perceptible flow, made
turbulent but never disrupted by the persistent, ever-present variation.
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Augmentation of the Primary Groove (the B Section of the Verse)
The primary groove of “Superstition” continues unabated through the second half,
or B section, of each verse. There is a significant change, however: a new, prominent
horn melody that is partly doubled in the bass. The new part is played on alto saxophone
and trumpet and serves three primary purposes: to increase timbral/dynamic intensity by
increasing the number of voices in the upper register, to increase textural and rhythmic
density in the form of rapid, evenly dividing sixteenth notes, and to add a third melody
that complements the phased relationship of the clavinet and vocal melodies and more
clearly fills out the harmonic content of the song.
The melody as played in the horns has a four-part structure (see Example 17).
The first half-measure consists of accented, E≤ upbeats that play off of the quarter notes
in the bass: an eighth rest, an eighth note, a sixteenth rest, and a dotted eighth note—an
anticipation that is not delayed. The next part consists of an ascending group of sixteenth
notes—that are not swung—starting at the G≤ a sixth below and moving up through the
pentatonic scale to D≤. This last note is held an extra sixteenth, then the melody skips
down to B≤ and back up to two E≤s. Although this part of the melody is very active and
regular, the metric effect of the anticipated beat is to divide the eight sixteenth-note
subdivisions into an ascending three/two/three grouping, the groups starting from G≤, D≤,
and B≤. The third part of the melody is a variation of the first, with D≤s decorating the
E≤s. The fourth part descends through an E≤ minor triad in even eighth notes that parallel
the vocal line, although the trumpet part is decorated. The overall quality of the horn
melody is fanfare-like, particularly because of the trumpet flourishes.

2

Example 17: The Augmented Primary Groove of “Superstition”

1

Sections:

3

4
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168

Ultimately, the change to the bass part is more significant than the addition of the
horn melody. While the horns increase the textural and rhythmic density, the effect of a
rapid melody in the bass register is much more profound. (Proof of this is provided by the
virtually identical effect of this bass line in the Beck, Bogert & Appice version of
“Superstition.”) During the first two beats of this figure, the bass still plays the quarternote E≤s, emphasizing the ®√ meter. But when it joins the horns and plays the ascending
line of sixteenth notes, it has the effect of briefly doubling the perceived tempo. The
illusion persists until the second measure, when the downbeat rest, the subsequent eighth
note, and the ascending line in the clavinet ostinato all combine to reinforce the original
pulse.
The addition of the horn/bass melody to the preceding material results in four
prominent, repeated patterns going on at the same time: the underlying shuffle-style drum
part, the clavinet ostinato, the combined vocal melody and lyric meter, and the new
horn/bass melody. As a result, it not only intensifies the song by increasing the number
of voices and the activity level of the arrangement, but also adds another repeated cycle
that generates a sense of forward motion, of flow.

The Chorus, Bridge, and Vamp
The chorus is brief, consisting only of two four-bar phrases. The first phrase
comes in directly on the heels of the augmented groove, and a change of character is
immediately apparent. First of all, the harmony changes from the stable but muddy E≤
dom ≥· to the rapidly shifting, chromatic, cadential progression described above (see
Example 13 for a harmonic reduction and see Example 18 for a transcription). As

Example 18: The Chorus of “Superstition”
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Example 18 (cont.)
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discussed above, this is the only real harmonic motion in the entire song, so its arrival has
a strong effect. At the same time, the horns, bass, and clavinet interrupt their repeated
figures and begin playing together in a much more homophonic fashion. This is a
simultaneous exchange: the previously stable harmony begins to change, while the
previously moving melodic cycles become more stable and less independent. At the
same time, the activity level of the drums increases and the other instruments build
toward a climax.
The climax arrives on the V ± chord in the first half of the fourth measure of the
chorus. The trumpet and saxophone in particular make this a point of emphasis by
suddenly playing rapid sixteenth-note sextuplets and stopping. In fact, all the instruments
stop after the second beat of measure four, except for the drums and vocal. The vocal has
been building toward a climax here, but the climax is deflected by a rest on the first beat.
The vocal resumes with the primary line of the lyric, “superstition ain’t the way.”
Wonder starts this line on the second beat with a syncopated, descending melody, above a
series of fill patterns in the drums. Despite the lyrics, the descending line is decidedly
anti-climactic, as if Wonder wrote a climax but then removed it from the chorus. The
effect of the descending, syncopated melody, the drum fills, and the pause in all the other
instruments is to suspend any sense of meter for the second half of this measure. As a
result, the climax of each stanza—in a song that is emphatically built upon continual,
cyclical motion—is a cessation of motion, a simultaneous break in all the repeated
cycles.
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The pause is a brief one. The primary groove immediately resumes on the
downbeat of the fifth measure, accompanied by a descending melody in the horns (along
with some extra decorations in the drums). This melody doesn’t answer the vocal as
much as it reduces tension by bringing the range and dynamic level of the horns down,
before stopping entirely by the beginning of the next stanza. The second phrase of the
chorus, then, is designed to restart the sequence of cyclical motion. It serves as a
transition from the climax of the chorus back to the beginning of the stanza, so at this
larger, stanza-level of form its function is autotelic. The stop-time and retransition
effects in the chorus produce a feeling much like the brief moment of weightlessness felt
just after hitting a bump in the road at high speed: The relentless forward propulsion of
the wheels is interrupted—although too briefly to lose forward momentum—before the
car lands and the wheels once again grip the asphalt.
The bridge is clearly a variation on the chorus with a much stronger stop-time
effect (see Example 19). The horn parts are essentially the same for the first three bars,
except their sustained notes are more foregrounded because they are not accompanying a
vocalist. The drum part is quite different, consisting mostly of heavily decorated fill
patterns on the ride cymbal, snare drum, and tom-tom, which further foregrounds the
horns. As before, all the parts build toward a climax in measure four. This time,
however, the climax does arrive in the vocals. Wonder doesn’t sing lyrics; instead he
unleashes a long howl, beginning on an E≤ in measure two. From there it moves up to G≤
in a short but powerful, glissading crescendo before it is released with a downward
glissando. This isn’t a melody, it is a shout of unabashed joy that is the climax of the

Example 19: The Bridge of “Superstition”
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entire song. After Wonder’s howl, the clavinet and drums fill out measure four, while the
other instruments pause. This is the funkiest moment in the song because utter rhythmic
chaos reigns within this brief but intense half-measure. Combined with the vocal howl,
the last bar of the bridge is a moment of supreme individualism within this organized
plan. It is a brief breakdown of the entire rhythmic and metric structure of the song. The
last four measures of the bridge are essentially the same as the last four measures of the
introduction: the full primary groove, without any horns or vocal melody. As the brief
pause was for the chorus, the bridge is the climax for the entire song. It is a complete
disruption of the multiple recurring cycles followed by a resumption of the primary
groove before the final stanza arrives. It has the same effect as all successful pop
bridges: a disruption of the flow of the song, with the accompanying slingshot-like effect
when the flow resumes at a higher energy level, supplemented by a recognition of the
return to form. This type of figure, often known as a “breakdown,” or simply “break,” is
often the instrumental climax of funk songs, the point at which the individual can no
longer be fully contained within the group context.20
The vamp that concludes the song is also derived from the chorus. Here, the
primary groove returns after the last chorus and continues into the fadeout. The horns
progress through each of their distinctive melodies in succession: the “answer” to the
vocal (from the second phrase of the chorus), the slow chromatic figure (from the

20

This is the origin of the terms “break-beat” and “break-dancing” in hip-hop culture. In the early
days of Hip-hop, DJs would use break-beats from songs of almost any source (but most frequently from
funk, rock, and harder-edged soul and R&B records, because of the higher tempos and intensity levels) to
construct new songs. These new songs served as the backing tracks to which MCs would rap and breakdancers would dance. See Rose, Black Noise for an extended discussion of this practice and terminology.
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beginning of the chorus), a return of the answer, two statements of the up-tempo melody
(from the augmented groove), and the chromatic figure once again. Each of these
melodies is two measures long and they are separated by two measures. Into these twomeasure spaces is inserted another overdubbed pair of horns that echo the melody just
heard. The new horns are mixed more generally to the right side to complement the
original left-side horns. (Note that when the phrase from the augmented groove plays, it
arrives in the original horns. Then both pairs play it three times before the left-right
alternation resumes with the chromatic melody.) The bass synthesizer also plays both the
quarter-note part from the primary groove and the faster part of the augmented groove:

Table 5: Horn and Bass Melodies in the Concluding Vamp of “Superstition”
Msr. #
Melody
L/R
Bass

Chorus
5
7
Ans
Ans
L
R
Prim Prim

1
Chr
L
Prim

3
Chr
R
Prim

5
Ans
L
Aug

Concluding Vamp (into fadeout)
7
9
11
13
15
Ans
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
R
L
LR
LR
LR
Prim Aug Prim Aug Prim

17
Chr
L
Aug

19
Chr
R
Aug

[“Ans” refers to the melodic phrase that answers the vocals in measures 5-6 of the choruses, “Chr” to the
chromatic phrase that opens the choruses, “Prim” to the simple bass pattern from the primary groove
(mostly quarter-note E≤s), and “Aug” refers to the rapid horn and bass figures from the augmented groove.]

This analysis leads to three different large-scale interpretations of “Superstition,”
each of which is worthwhile on its own and which work well in combination: an
accumulation of voices, an organized group of individual voices, and a patterned stream
of sound. “Superstition” is much like a stem-song because it is built around a single,
fairly simple element that gradually accretes material. It begins with the simple shuffle-
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style drum part, to which a clavinet ostinato and bass part are added, followed by a
second clavinet part. The vocals are laid on top of this groove, joined by the horns after
eight bars (the bass part changes to work with the horns). After this accretion reaches its
peak in the chorus with four bars of new material, there is a break, followed by a resetting
back to the introduction. This happens two more times with an intervening, more intense
break, and then more horns are added as the song fades out. This model has the benefit
of corresponding with the way the song was recorded (drums first, then bass, clavinets,
vocals, and horns) and it successfully depicts the overall form and dramatic arc of the
song.
“Superstition” is also like a one-man simulation of a funk jam. The song’s
structure is fairly simple, a version of the common Intro–a–a–B–a–Fade song form. It is
held together by many repetitions of a simple drum part and an ostinato figure, with some
room for variation. A number of instruments and a vocalist perform along with this
repeated groove, freely interacting with each other and improvising embellishments
within simple constraints determined by the song’s overall shape. Key events such as
chord changes and breaks occur at predetermined points, and there is a general attempt to
build intensity and create a coherent dramatic shape, while keeping the groove in
perpetual motion. Each instrument represents a distinct voice and the different voices
work at times together, at times in opposition, and at times independently, but always
towards a common goal and within a flexible, common structure.
“Superstition” is also a patterned stream of sound, a complex collage of pulses
spooling out over time. Most of the individual elements are fairly simple—or, rather, are
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built from a simple template. The only real exceptions to this are the clavinet parts and
the drum fills. However, because the actual parts themselves are variations of these
simple templates that are closely interwoven, they combine into a whole that seems
simple from a distance (or on the large scale), but on close inspection is so variegated that
it seems almost chaotic.
Combining these three conceptions of “Superstition” into a single one results in a
picture that begins to suggest some of the reasons for the song’s paradoxical combination
of simplicity and complexity, chaos and order, individuality and the collective. It
consists of a highly individualized version of a simple, underlying groove that is
organized into a relatively simple form. This form, however, has considerable flexibility
to allow for occasional bursts of expression. A number of highly personalized individual
parts are combined with the underlying groove, each one sensitive to its effect on the
whole. The instruments join and build together in waves, shaped by the lyrics and led by
the vocals, toward a series of climaxes. After each climax, the underlying groove returns,
resetting to prepare for the next wave. After the second climax, the series is interrupted
by an ecstatic howl and chaotic breakdown before the third wave begins. After the last
climax, all the instruments join together (with a couple of new ones) and play variations
on what has come before, extending the song indefinitely. The song is simple and
familiar as a whole but complex and spontaneous in detail, organized and vibrant, a
continually turning pattern of patterns.
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CHAPTER 5
“Higher Ground”
“Higher Ground” is both like and unlike “Superstition,” with enough substantial
differences that it is clearly a separate song and not simply a well-made follow-up. Like
“Superstition,” it is a clavinet-dominated, moderate-tempo funk song. It, too, has lyrics
that depart from the usual funk subjects and delve into more metaphysical matters. More
particularly, the two songs share similar drum parts, use interlocking clavinets as the
basis of their rhythm sections, employ a synthesized bass, and have generally similar
timbral, dynamic, and spatial characteristics.
However, the rolling, œ ≤ ∑ groove of “Higher Ground” has a very different feel than
the bouncy, percussive, ®√ groove of “Superstition.” Further, “Higher Ground” is much
more directly connected to an older style of music: It is an updated, funk version of the
previously mentioned

œ≤∑

blues-boogie style. This style provides a sense of immediate

familiarity to listeners and connects “Higher Ground” to numerous other “roadhouse”type songs. In fact, with its prominent electronic effects, keyboards, and synthesizers,
and layering of funk-based rhythms above the familiar roadhouse blues style, “Higher
Ground” comes across as a Northern, urban, funk rendition of an older song such as
Booker T. & the M.G.s’ “Green Onions.”1
1

See Booker T. & the M.G.s, “Green Onions.” As mentioned previously, songs derived from the
blues-boogie style were very much in vogue with rock musicians in the late 60s and early 70s. The i-i-≤IIIIV motion in particular was heavily borrowed. One popular blues-boogie song from that era that has a
surprisingly large number of striking parallels with “Higher Ground” is Norman Greenbaum’s “Spirit in the
Sky,” Spirit in the Sky, Reprise RS-6365 (1969).
The close relation of “Higher Ground” to this tradition makes its labeling as a funk song more of a
problem: How can “Higher Ground” qualify as both blues and funk when funk is a style that is
distinguished from soul and rock partly through avoidance of the explicit blues references prevalent in
those styles—particularly when the clearest reference in the song is its primary groove? Of course, as with
other stylistic “paradoxes” such as the country-tinged soul of Ray Charles or the rock-infused hip-hop of
Run-DMC, such labels are generally external to the music and more deeply rooted in dogma than in the
music itself. Ultimately, “Higher Ground” is definable as a funk song simply because it shares the primary
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Not only is the metric underpinning of the œ ≤ ∑ groove of “Higher Ground” different
from that of the

®√

groove of “Superstition,” the accompanying bass line is also less

active, more predictable, and more conventional (although it still has a similarly unusual
timbre). “Higher Ground” has no horns, no use of stop-time effects, and no sections that
strongly contrast with the primary groove. As a result, while “Higher Ground” is as
energetic as “Superstition,” its large-scale sense of flow is much smoother.

The lyrics are structured in a compound fashion. They consist of two stanzas,
each of which contains two four-line verses and a four-line chorus:

a - Verse 1

a Line 1
a Line 2
A'
Refrain
B

People, keep on learnin’,
Soldiers, keep on warrin’,
World, keep on turnin’
‘cause it won’t be too long.

a - Verse 2

a Line 3
a Line 4
A'
Refrain
B

Powers, keep on lyin’,
While your people keep on dyin’
World, keep on turnin’
‘cause it won’t be too long.

Stanza 1

a

Stmt 1

B

Answer

a

Stmt 2

C

Resolution

B - Chorus

I’m so (darn) glad (that) he let me
try it again,
‘Cause my last time on earth I
lived a whole world of sin.
I’m so glad that I know more than
I knew then.
Gonna keep on tryin’, ‘til I reach
the (my) highest ground.

Figure 33: The Lyric Structure of “Higher Ground”
criteria of that style and has no important characteristics that would exclude it. Whether it can also be
classified as soul, rock, blues-rock, or blues does not necessarily exclude it from funk.
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Each verse has a parallel pair of lines, consisting of an address to a group of
people to keep on doing their particular defining activity. This address takes the form of
“[Noun], keep on [verb]-in’” (e.g., “Lovers, keep on lovin’, Believers keep on believin’,”
etc.). These two exhortations are followed by a two-line refrain. The first line uses the
form of the previous lines but addresses the world instead (“World, keep on turnin’,…”).
The second line is a reminder of life’s brevity—or perhaps impending judgment (“‘cause
it won’t be too long.”). The repeated references to the ever-turning world and to a series
of universally human activities effectively imply the endlessly recurring cycles of life, in
a manner suggestive of the song “Turn, Turn, Turn (To Everything There Is A Season),”
the lyrics of which were derived by Pete Seeger from Ecclesiastes 3:1-8:

To everything, turn, turn, turn,
There is a season, turn, turn, turn,
And a time to every purpose under the heaven:
A time to be born, a time to die,
A time to plant, a time to reap,
A time to kill, a time to heal,
A time to laugh, a time to weep.…2

Each pair of verses in “Higher Ground” is followed by a four-line chorus
consisting of a statement of joy over gaining another opportunity at life (“I’m so darn
glad he let me try it again,”), followed by an answer or explanation (“‘cause my last time
on earth I lived a whole world of sin”), followed by a parallel statement (“I’m so glad that
I know more than I knew then”), and then a final resolution (“Gonna keep on tryin’ ‘til I

2

There are numerous recordings of this song. Seeger himself did not record it until 1962, already
several years after it was published. Probably the most popular and influential version is by The Byrds,
“Turn, Turn, Turn (To Everything There Is A Season),” Turn, Turn, Turn, Columbia/Legacy 64846 (1965).
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reach the/my highest ground”). The two stanzas constitute the entire lyric, other than the
improvised words sung during the concluding vamp and fadeout.
On first hearing, the subject of “Higher Ground” seems to be karmic reincarnation
or rebirth, although it is not specifically discussed in a Buddhist or Hinduist fashion. The
basic concept of karmic reincarnation is one in which a person’s life is only one in a
series of lives, with each life progressing from imperfection toward a higher state of
being or consciousness—Moksha or Nirvana. Although the references to “my last time
on earth” and to the goal state (“higher ground”) invoke these concepts, they can also
invoke other ideas of rebirth. It is Wonder’s frequent use of the words “keep on”—
particularly in the chorus—that most strongly implies multiple rebirths and therefore the
Eastern idea of reincarnation. Yet even here, there is not an explicit connection because
although the events mentioned (the world turning, people dying, etc.) happen continually,
they are still things that a person can witness many times within a single lifetime.
The strongest suggestions of karmic reincarnation are musical ones: “Higher
Ground” itself is highly cyclical, even for a Top Ten funk song. This cyclical character
connects quite naturally to the idea of recurrent life. But “Higher Ground” also
immediately follows “Golden Lady” on the album Innervisions. As detailed in Chapter
Three, “Golden Lady” ends with a continually repeated, yet continually rising conclusion
that extends into a fadeout. This ending strongly implies repeated motion toward a
higher goal.

Following such a song with a lyric that suggests upward spiritual

motion—and which is titled “Higher Ground”—creates an obvious reference.
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However, Wonder also implies another kind of rebirth, another kind of motion
toward a higher ground: the Christian concept of a second, spiritual birth within a single
physical lifespan. This concept is indicated by the opening lines of the chorus, “I’m so
darn glad he let me try it again,” [my italics] and by the last audible words before the
fadeout: “God is gonna show you higher ground.”
Christian rebirth is not often described in such a fashion (i.e., using the analogy of
a second physical lifespan), but Wonder’s artistic intent was strongly shaped by events in
his own life. When he was writing and recording Innervisions, he was seized by a
disturbing sense of impending doom:

As Stevie recorded Innervisions in 1973, a pervasive sense of
dread enveloped him. It was a vague foreboding that he tried to ignore at
first, attempted to dismiss as some sort of anxiety that would pass. But it
would not pass, and soon the feeling began to take shape as an omen of
some dark event or tragedy….3

Wonder has indicated that this premonition was the inspiration for the lyrics of “Higher
Ground”:

Questions did arise prior to the release of the album and Stevie
responded [that] the song is not about the literal meaning of reincarnation,
rather, something was about to happen to change his life and this song
thanks God for seeing him through. This was further emphasized at the
listening for the music critics—who heard the album while blindfolded
and riding on a bus through New York City.
After the release, the question did come up and received the same
answer.4
3

4

Love and Brown, Blind Faith, 248.

Wonder historian Kenny Gould in an e-mail posting to the Stevie Wonder Internet Discussion
List (stevie-wonder@yahoogroups.com), April 1, 2003.
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This explanation helps account for the sense of joy that pervades the song (“I’m so darn
glad…”). It also helps to explain how the concept of reincarnation can fit into Wonder’s
openly Christian ideology.
“Higher Ground” was released on July 31, 1973, just before the August 3rd
release of Innervisions. On August 6th, Wonder was a passenger in a car that collided
with a logging truck in North Carolina. He was struck in the forehead by a dislodged log
and suffered severe head trauma. He survived, but was in a coma for three days and a
partial coma for another week. During the time when his survival was in doubt, radio
stations frequently played “Higher Ground” and it eventually reached the top of
Billboard’s R&B chart by September 29th. Wonder actually awoke from his coma as
road manager Ira Tucker was singing “Higher Ground” to him:

…nobody could get through to him. I knew that he likes to listen
to music really loud and I thought maybe if I shouted in his ear it might
reach him…. The first time I didn’t get any response, but the next day I
went back and I got right down in his ear and sang “Higher Ground.” His
hand was resting on my arm and after a while his fingers started going in
time with the song. I said “Yeah! Yeeaah! This dude is gonna make it!”5

The fact that the song’s subject is rebirth, that Wonder was on the verge of death
immediately after its release, and that he did essentially gain a second period of life after
surviving the accident influenced many listeners at the time to identify its message with
his life and to interpret the song in a Christian fashion. However, Wonder’s intent is
difficult to gauge and his meaning is not necessarily or exclusively literal. Even if he

5

Swenson, p. 95. Gould relates the same story, as do Love and Brown (249-53), Horn (142), and
Selvin (44).
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specifically intended to write about either Christian rebirth or karmic reincarnation, he
did so in a general enough fashion to allow individual listeners to construct their own
meanings with relative freedom from an overbearing authorial voice. Wonder himself
has spoken of the song in a fashion that allows for multiple interpretations:

I would like to believe in reincarnation. I would like to believe
that there is another life. I think that sometimes your consciousness can
happen on this earth a second time around. I wrote “Higher Ground’”
before the accident, but something must have been telling me that
something was going to happen to make me aware of a lot of things, and
to get myself together. This is like my second chance for life, to do
something or to do more, and to face the fact that I am alive.
The only thing I know, is that I was unconscious, and that for a few
days I was definitely in a much better spiritual place, that made me aware
of a lot of things that concern my life and my future, and what I have to do
to reach another higher ground.6

When Wonder wrote the music to “Higher Ground,” he did not include a
conventional, contrasting middle section such as a bridge, variation, instrumental solo, or
“middle eight”—not even a very short one, as in “Superstition.” He did, however, extend
the final chorus to create a closing vamp that continues into a fadeout. The vamp
produces an overall a-a-B form, although since the “B” section is derived from the chorus
there is not a strong contrast. The resulting form of “Higher Ground” is compound across
three levels of structure, in a manner similar to “Living for the City” (see Figure 34).
Again, the relation of this form to the twelve-bar blues is clear, although it is not as
precise a match as “Superstition.”

6

Swenson, p. 95.
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Figure 34: The Form of “Higher Ground”

[“Ln#”refers to “Line Number,” “Rfn” refers to “Refrain,” and “Inst” Refers to an instrumental version of the primary groove used either as a
transitional figure at the end of a verse or chorus or as the basis for the ending vamp/fadeout.]
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The form demonstrates a consistent application of the single most efficient
strategy for creating a flow-based dramatic structure using repetition and variation:

a
Statement

|
|
|

a
Repetition
(1 or more)

|
|
|

B
Variation
(or Departure)

Wonder uses this type of form over the song as a whole (Stanza 1 – Stanza 2 – Vamp)
and within each stanza (Verse 1 – Verse 2 – Chorus). He uses a modified version, with a
transitional instrumental reprise, within each verse (Line 1 – Line 2 – Refrain –
Transition). This produces the even more common, and closely related, a-a-B-a' form
(which is the most efficient strategy for creating a flow-based dramatic structure using
repetition, variation, and recapitulation).
The chorus also follows a variant of the a-a-B form. It consists of three identical,
two-measure phrases, followed by a concluding phrase that has a different melody and
harmonic progression. This produces an a-a-a-B form. Since the a-a-a-B form supports a
lyric with an a-B-a-C form, there is a somewhat complex, eight-measure phase
relationship between the lyrics and music of the chorus (see Table 6 below).
It is also quite possible to perceive the large-scale form as a two-part form: a-a'.
In this case the primary differences between the two sections, other than the different
lyrics, are the introduction and the extension of the last chorus into a vamp. Interestingly,
this interpretation of form works as an analogy for life according to the Christian model
of spiritual rebirth: There is an introductory period (childhood), followed by one life, and
then a second life after rebirth. This second life does not really end but extends
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indefinitely beyond its physical boundaries, just as the repeated vamp never ends but only
fades from our hearing.

Table 6: Correspondence of the Lyrics and Music of the “Higher Ground” Chorus
Measures:

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

a
a

B
a

a
a

C
B

Contrasting Lyrics and Contrasting Music
Contrasting Lyrics and Parallel Music
Parallel Lyrics and Parallel Music
Lyric Form
Musical Form

“Higher Ground” was written and recorded in just three hours. Three hours is
a remarkably short amount of time—particularly considering the number of instruments
and the relatively high level of rhythmic complexity, as well as the fact that Wonder
performed all the instruments and vocals himself:

“‘Higher Ground’ was a very special song,” he says. “I wrote it on May
11. I remember the date. I did the whole thing—the words, the music and
recorded the track—in three hours. That’s the first time I ever finished a
song so fast. It was almost as if I had to get it done. I felt something was
going to happen. I didn’t know what or when, but I felt something.”7

7

Swenson, 94.
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For this session, Margouleff and Cecil arranged all the instruments in a circle and
prepared them for recording in order to allow Wonder the maximum amount of
flexibility. This was a technique they developed at Electric Lady Studios when Wonder
was writing and recording material for his vast “library” of song demos:

[Robert Margouleff:] What we would do with Steve, we would cut for a
library. And by that I mean, we would cut a song not with a view to
putting it on an album but with a view towards just creating a large
database of songs, essentially. And they would be in various states of
being finished. Steve would work on one song for two hours, then write a
song for three hours and so forth. And what we did in the studio originally
at Electric Ladyland in New York, when we were start[ing]—had just
really had gotten into the saddle so to speak—was we'd have all of the
instruments out in a large circle in the studio, all plugged into the console.
The synthesizer, the piano, the clavinet, the Rhodes—
[Malcolm Cecil:] Drums.
[Robert Margouleff:] The drums. Everything all miked, everything all
ready to go….
…and he would go from one instrument to the other, and we were able to
like sort of help him around in that sense, in creating that kind of an
environment so he could… have instant gratification in the matter of
which instrument he wanted to go [to]. He could get [it], sit down and
start playing immediately. And we would mix the electronic sounds, the
sounds of T.O.N.T.O. with live instruments. So you never knew where
the reality of a live instrument and the beginning of an electronic
instrument was.8

The instrumentation on “Higher Ground” consists of a drum kit (bass drum, snare
drum, and cymbals), either a tambourine or more likely a high-hat with a loose pedal,
synthesized bass, three clavinet tracks, and vocals. The vocals sound as if they are
double-tracked, although it is difficult to tell. With Wonder’s vocal ability and the
8

Cecil and Margouleff, WGBH interview, pp. 13-14.
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engineering skills of Margouleff and Cecil, double-tracking was probably not necessary.
However, there is a brief but audible split into two vocal parts at 1’34” of the first chorus,
so there is at least some overdubbing of additional vocals.
The drums, bass, and vocals sound much the same as they do on “Superstition,”
but the clavinet sound is quite different: First of all, there appear to be three different
parts. Each seems to have been recorded similarly (perhaps in consecutive passes with a
single setup, as on “I Wish”) but they are dispersed in the stereo mix: one to the left, one
to the right, and one in the center. 9 As with the vocals at the end of “Living for the
City,” this dispersal seems to surrounds the listener, creating the effect of immersion in a
polyrhythmic swirl of clavinet parts.
Second, the clavinets are driven through an effect known as an “envelope filter.”
An envelope filter is often used as an electronically triggered, essentially automatic
means of generating a wah-wah-like sound effect. The dynamic level of the inputted
sound controls the amount of the wah-wah effect, which means that accented notes have
a very different timbre than unaccented notes.10 Wonder used an envelope filter known
as the Mu-Tron III (or “Auto-Wah”), and even commercially endorsed it afterwards:

9

Although “I Wish” is superficially very different from “Superstition,” “Higher Ground,” and
“You Haven’t Done Nothin’,” it is also based on a multi-keyboard complex. Wonder recreated his
recording methods on this song for the Classic Albums video series. See Stevie Wonder: Songs in the Key
of Life, produced by Nick de Grunwald and Bous de Jong, directed by David Heffernan, 75 min., Rhino
Home Video (1998).
10

There are numerous examples, but few that are particularly famous. Some easily recognizable
ones can be found in the guitar solos on The Who’s “Going Mobile,” Who’s Next, MCAD-37217 (1971),
The Grateful Dead’s “Touch of Grey,” In The Dark, Arista ARCD-8452 (1987), and Edie Brickell & New
Bohemians’ “What I Am,” Shooting Rubberbands At The Stars, Geffen Records 2-24192 (1989).
Interestingly, Robert Margouleff refers to Wonder’s use of a wah-wah pedal on “Superstition” in
the quote on pages 144, above. As mentioned in the footnote on that page, no clear use of wah-wah is
audible on this song, although it is possible that he is referring to a different recording. The use of a
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In ‘72 Aaron Newman and I decided to extract some sections from the
synthesizer and see if we could make a new product out of it. First we
hooked up an opto-electronic-based envelope-controlled filter; tweaked it
and turned it into a little product…. We first called it the Auto Wah and
then marketed it as the Mu-Tron III. Synthesizer inventor Bob Moog’s
affidavit helped us get the patent. The Mu-Tron III became quite popular
thanks in part to Stevie Wonder, who helped immensely by giving us free
publicity and letting us use his name.11

Margouleff and Cecil did not merely use the direct output of the Hohner Clavinet
through a Mu-Tron III, as many frustrated keyboardists have discovered over the years
and as Margouleff’s description of his recording technique indicates:

Yep that Clav sound kicks. Try a stereo coupled 1176 limiter, add some
bottom and crank the limiters on the output of a Mutron BiPhaser, which
will take the mono output of the clav signal and make it stereo (sort
of!)....12

The resulting timbre is less resonant than the timbre of the clavinets on “Superstition”
and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’.” However, it is also much more variable because of
the sensitivity of the envelope filter to levels of touch. Each note of each clavinet part
has a subtly different quality of sound from all the others. Therefore, the resulting
timbre, dynamics, and spatial characteristics of the clavinets as an ensemble are
extremely complex.

clavinet/wah-wah combination on an earlier demo recording of “Superstition” and a clavinet/envelope filter
combination on “Higher Ground” would indicate an even stronger timbral link between these two songs.
11

Mike Beigel, quoted in Art Thompson, “Mu-Tron Musitronics,” from Stompbox—A History of
Guitar Fuzzes, Flangers, Phasers, Echoes, & Wahs (Backbeat Books, 1997). The section in which it is
quoted appears on the website for co-inventor Mike Beigel’s Beigel Technology Corporation
(www.beitec.com/stomp.htm).
12

Robert Margouleff, from an e-mail correspondence with keyboardist Mark Quigley, dated
December 30, 2002.
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As with “Superstition,” the instrumental arrangement of “Higher Ground”
provides a full texture that nonetheless leaves room in the upper baritone range for
Wonder’s voice. The synthesized bass sound is full and the drums emphasize the bass
drum and high-hat. Although the clavinets do play in the baritone register, they don’t
mask other sounds because of their swift decay. Once again, the overall impression is of
a large, active ensemble that does not overpower the vocals.
The harmonies of “Higher Ground” shift more frequently than in “Superstition,” a
result of its blues-based style. The melodies, however, are simpler and more repetitive.
As a result, harmonic progression is the primary pitch-based supplement to the overall
rhythmic/metric flow. There are three places where the harmonies characteristically
change:
During the second half of each measure of the primary groove, the bass moves
away from ^1 (E≤) and toward ^4 (A≤), and the accompanying harmony shifts with it:

Example 20: The Harmony and Bass Line of the Primary Groove of “Higher Ground”

The harmonic motion is stronger in the second measure because there is no intervening
scale-degree ^1 on the third and fourth upbeats, as is found in the first measure. Both
shifts, however, create a persistent harmonic oscillation (very similar to the oscillation of
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“Living for the City,” described in Chapter 1) that feels neutral because of both its rapid
motion (every two measures) and its reinforcement of ^1 on every downbeat:

a≤

a≤

g≤
e≤

e≤

g≤
e≤

1

a≤

e≤

a≤

g≤
e≤

e≤

2

g≤
e≤

3

a≤

e≤

g≤
e≤

e≤

4

(etc.)
5

Figure 35: Harmonic Oscillation in the Primary Groove of “Higher Ground”

A stronger harmonic progression occurs during the four-measure refrain. This
progression is stronger because the change to ii (f min) fills the space of an entire twomeasure phrase—even to the extent of mimicking the i-i-≤III-IV progression at this new
pitch level (as ii-ii-IV-V). While not a “tonicization” of F minor—if such a term would
even be appropriate—it is nonetheless a clear harmonic shift. The phrase structure also
reinforces the importance of this motion.

Example 21: The Harmony and Bass Line of the Refrain of “Higher Ground”
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However, when just enough of the bass line has been heard at this new pitch level for it to
be recognized, there is an abrupt chromatic shift to GΩ. This leads into a two-measure,
IV-≤VII cadence, with ≤VII substituting for V (a familiar convention in blues-related
styles). This harmonic motion in the refrain also creates a regular harmonic oscillation,
only on a larger time-scale:

a≤

a≤

g
f

g

f

f

e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤

f

e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤ e≤

e≤ e≤ e≤

d≤
Ln 1

Ln 2

Refrain

d≤
Inst.

Ln 1

Ln 2

Refrain

Inst.

Figure 36: Harmonic Oscillation in the Refrain of “Higher Ground”

Finally, the strongest harmonic motion occurs during the eight-measure
progression of the chorus (see Example 22). This is an even stronger harmonic motion
that is also cadential and cyclical. For six measures the harmony oscillates between A≤
and E≤. It is significant to the sense of stronger motion that this section begins with the
A≤, which creates the sensation that A≤ is the primary chord (at least for the time being).
Then for the final two bars of the chorus there is a ii – V7 – i cadential figure, noticeably
stronger than the previous IV – ≤VII – i cadence, followed by a re-establishment of the
verse (and the primary groove).
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Example 22: The Harmony and Bass Line of the Chorus of “Higher Ground”

These three types of harmonic motion, then, create three nested cycles: Every two
measures, the primary groove moves through the progression: i – ≤III – IV – i – IV –
≤III. After four such cycles (eight measures) this motion is interrupted by a refrain that
moves through ii – IV – V – ii – (ΩIII) – IV – ≤VII, before returning to the shorter cycle
of the primary groove and completing the verse. That compound oscillation is in turn
interrupted after two verses by the chorus, which moves through IV – i – IV – i – IV – i –
ii – V ‡ over eight measures, followed by a return of the primary groove:
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Sections

Osc. Pattern
Length
Cadence:
Primary
Chord

Verse
Ln 1
Ln 2
Refrain
Inst.
1
1
2
1
4
4
4
4
[IV ≤VII
I]
e≤
f A≤ D≤
e≤

Stanza
Verse
Ln 1
Ln 2
Refrain
Inst.
1
1
2
1
4
4
4
4
[IV ≤VII
I]
e≤
f A≤ D≤
e≤

Chorus
New Key Area
Cad.
3
3
3
none
2
2
2
2
[ii V7
A≤
f B≤7

Inst.
1
4
I]
e≤

Figure 37: Harmonic Oscillation Patterns in “Higher Ground”

As with many of Wonder’s dance-oriented songs, including “Superstition,”
“Higher Ground” doesn’t follow Western tonal conventions of major/minor harmony.
The E≤ harmony itself is characteristically ambiguous: it is primarily generated by the
bass line instead of a given key scheme or sense of real tonality. In this case, chords are
generally created by adding parallel thirds and fifths above the bass. It also features a
thorough intermingling of major and minor thirds and melodic material derived from the
major, minor, and pentatonic scales. The only exception to this seems to occur at
cadences, when Wonder is specifically using tonal tendencies to drive the listener’s ears
forward in anticipation of a cadence.13
Despite a strong vocal performance by Wonder, the melodies derived from this
pitch material are highly fragmented—almost entirely consisting of short, separate, threeto four-note segments. The only exception to this is in the chorus, where phrase directly
follows phrase until its conclusion. But even here the melody doesn’t soar, in Wonder’s
accustomed fashion. This is because it consists of three repetitions of the same phrase, it
13

As a result, I have chosen to follow the general practice of the musicians who play in this and
related styles by basing my descriptions on major-key terminology, indicating minor only where it seems
particularly clear or appropriate.
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essentially doubles the bass line, and it climaxes on a single note repeated three times (on
the words “‘til I reach…”). The vocal melody of the verses of “Higher Ground” has been
rhythmicized in the manner of James Brown, although not to the same degree as, for
example, on “Get Up (I Feel Like Being A) Sex Machine.”14

The Primary Groove of “Higher Ground”
“Higher Ground” is built upon a lively,

œ≤∑

pulse that is both very steady and

extremely varied. The basis of this pulse is the interlocking group of three clavinet parts
heard from the very beginning of the song. It is quite apparent right away that each part
has a rhythm that is very distinct from the other two, and that when all three are
combined the result is a nearly seamless pulse of eighth notes. However, because
different parts of the pulse come from different parts of the stereo mix, are played in
different registers, and have different timbres (due to the unpredictable results of the
envelope filter), the rhythmically steady pulse is extremely un-steady in terms of location,
range, dynamic level, and timbre. Listened to on any pair of stereo speakers, the pulse is
not static at all but quite literally kinetic—moving unpredictably from side to side with a
variety of different timbres and dynamic levels.
The primary groove is two measures long, with each measure divided into four
beats and each beat into three eighth-note subdivisions. Unlike “Superstition,” the
subdivisions of the beat in “Higher Ground” are relatively even. This evenness is crucial,
because amidst the swirling chaos of register, space, and timbre, it keeps the groove from
becoming too irregular. Steadiness in some dimension is a necessary component in
generating flow through repetition, because it provides predictability. Predictability

14

Brown, Sex Machine.
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focuses the attention of the listener on what is to come, rather than on what has just
passed. Creating this forward focus allows Wonder to string together effectively the
chains of expectation, fulfillment, and/or denial into a coherent, dramatic whole.

œ≤∑

and

®√

are both quadruple meters, and the drum parts of “Superstition” and

“Higher Ground” are much alike (although the drums on “Higher Ground” are more
smooth). One might expect, then, that the primary grooves of the two songs would be
very similar. But Wonder’s use of disproportionate swing subdivisions in “Superstition”
highlights the differences between their meters. A ®√ meter that is consistently subdivided
into triplets, grouped in a two-to-one ratio, is theoretically indistinguishable from a

œ≤∑

beat with a consistent two-to-one grouping:

®√

ŒÇ‰ ŒÇ‰ ŒÇ‰ ŒÇ‰

œ≤∑

Œ ‰

Œ ‰

Œ ‰

Œ ‰

However, the fact that Wonder swings the sixteenth-note subdivisions in
“Superstition,” rather than the eighth-note subdivisions, and that he never uses a
consistent 2-to-1 ratio but instead varies the ratio of his subdivisions consistently, means
that the overall sense of meter is entirely different (see Figure 38 below). “Superstition”
has eight pairs of notes per measure in an approximate 2-to-1 ratio, while “Higher
Ground” has four pairs of notes per measure in a consistent 2-to-1 ratio.
Wonder’s use of a group of clavinets—or clavinet section, really—is remarkably
similar to the parts developed by the three-guitar section of Motown’s house band, the
Funk Brothers: Robert White, Joe Messina, and Eddie Willis. When all three guitarists
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Figure 38: Subdivision Patterns in “Superstition” and “Higher Ground”

played together, they would typically work out their portion of the arrangement by
dividing it into different parts of the guitar neck (different registers, in other words) and
different parts of the beat:

You know, when they would pass the music out to the musicians,
every group would get their little stuff together…. And they’d pass the
music over to the guitar players. And they would get together over there,
y’know, like a group of little magpies working on it. They’d be trying
their little parts and laughing up their sleeves: “Heh-heh. We got it.” And
so Earl [Van Dyke] would just look at them, and he named them “Hekyl &
Jeckyl and Son.” Then they’d jump up and say, “Yeah, we got! We’re
ready, we’re ready!” And they’d really tear it up, too, because they really
did have it together.15

For example, Joe Messina often played higher chords on the backbeat while Eddie Willis
would play syncopated, blues-style lines or lead fills down low, and Robert White would
play a steady, recurring, melodic riff somewhere in between. This is exactly the kind of

15

Percussionist Jack Ashford, from the film Standing in the Shadows of Motown.
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strategy that Wonder employs with his three-clavinet section on “Higher Ground”
(Example 23 is a transcription of the first eight measures).
The lowest clavinet part is mixed in the center. It has the steadiest and most fluid
rhythm of the three, so it fills a role similar to a Robert White guitar part. In the first
measure it consists of a complete stream of eighth notes, except for a single eighth rest
that falls directly on the fourth beat. In the second measure, the first two beats are once
again very steady. But after those two beats there is a hole on the third beat, which is
shared by the other clavinet parts and the bass (by “hole” I am referring to a unison or
mostly unison rest).

The hole is a curiously effective way of emphasizing a

beat—accenting by omission, almost like a photographic negative of Benny Benjamin’s
sledgehammer backbeats—and it is the most prominent feature of the primary groove.
The other variation from the stream of eighth notes is during the fourth beat, which
typically has a quarter-eighth combination.
I use the word “typically” here because this center clavinet part, like the other
two, is not always precisely the same. Example 23 is a generalized transcription of a
composite rhythm of the primary groove. The first six beats of each repetition of the
groove are generally the same. This is a clear instance of “The One”: a recurring
statement of the pulse that reorients performers, dancers, and listeners alike. The last two
beats, however, are rhythmically and melodically varied. This groove is another example
of the sort of loose organization heard in “Superstition”: Despite the very steady metric
pulse, Wonder injects controlled amounts of chaos/freedom/unpredictability on the back
end of the groove.

Example 23: The First Eight Measures of the Introduction to “Higher Ground”
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Example 23 (cont.)
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Example 24: A Generalized, Composite Rhythm of the Primary Groove of “Higher Ground”

3rd-beat
Hole

2 – 1 Pickup
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A similar, very famous example of this technique is found in Bernard Edwards’s
four-measure bass line for the Chic song “Good Times” (see Example 25). In the first
and third measures he plays quarter notes on beats 1, 2, and 3. He then leaves a
conspicuous hole on beat 4, anticipates the next downbeat, and plays more syncopated
and active rhythms throughout the second and fourth measures. In other words, twice per
groove he provides a clear, three-beat signal of the underlying pulse, followed by five
beats that alter or cut against the grain of this pulse.16 Wonder is employing the same
strategy on “Higher Ground,” although in a much less conspicuous fashion: For the first
two beats of each measure the pulse is explicit, but the last two beats are relatively free
and tend to cut against the flow.

Steady Pulse

Cutting against the Flow

Fourth-beat Hole

Example 25: The Bass Groove from Chic’s “Good Times”

16

Chic, “Good Times,” Risqué, Atlantic Records 80406-2 (1979). One could also characterize
this line as moving back-and-forth between disco and funk every two measures, or more specifically as
disco for three beats and funk for the remaining five. But such an interpretation relies upon stereotypes—in
this case, of funk as unregimented chaos and of disco as mechanical order—that musicians like Stevie
Wonder and Bernard Edwards have made careers of defying.
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By immediately following the “hole” on beat three with relative rhythmic and
melodic freedom for the remainder of the groove, Wonder creates a miniature version of
the stop-time effect of “Superstition.” The steady pulsation of eighth-note rhythms is
broken by silence that the listener knows is going to be brief, primarily because of the
song’s phrase structure. This feeling is enhanced because, although there is a certain
amount of rhythmic variability for the last two beats, that variation is further constrained
in order to complement a brief hocket-like effect in the higher right clavinet part.
Of the three voices, the right clavinet part is the one that fills the role played by
Joe Messina in Motown’s guitar section. It is played in the highest register, generally
consists of chords, and plays counter to the rhythms of the other two parts. By
consistently avoiding the downbeats that are played in the other parts, it makes the
groove rock back-and-forth in three different, complementary ways: from left/center to
right, from low/middle to high, and from on-beat rhythm to off-beat counter rhythm.
The left clavinet part is more chordal than the center part, but more fluid than the
right one. As a result, it is much like the guitar parts played by Eddie Willis. For the first
six beats it maintains a steady rhythm, reinforcing the pulse. It also provides a hole on
beat three of measure two, but then returns strongly on beat four. Just as beat three is
emphasized by silence in all three clavinet parts and the bass, beat four is emphasized by
a strong, unison accent and a clear, Œ ‰ composite rhythm. The accent, rhythm, and
falling melody that occur on the last beat of the passage all help make it function like a
recurring pickup to each repetition of the primary groove—almost like an alert that The
One is about to return. In other words, the end of this groove is a rhythmic/metric
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autotelic mechanism. Wonder uses predictable rhythm and accent patterns to lead the
listener to expect the beginning of the groove to follow its end, in much the same way
that he uses registral, harmonic, and metric tendencies in “Living for the City” and
cadential, harmonic and voice-leading tendencies in “Golden Lady.”
The bass line of “Higher Ground” is generally very simple, with only a few wellplaced eccentricities, much like “Superstition” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’.” It is
also highly idiomatic to the keyboard, falling quite naturally under the left hand with
minimal shifting of hand positions. During the primary groove it mostly rocks back and
forth in a Œ ‰ rhythm between two registers. (This motion is familiar to anyone who has
ever played boogie-woogie, rock ‘n’ roll, or rhythm and blues on the piano.)
It is instructive to separate the two registers of the bass line:

a

a

a

b

a

b

a

c

Example 26: Separate Bass Voices in the Primary Groove of “Higher Ground”

Both voices only play E≤s during the first two beats of each measure. While the lower
voice moves away on beats 3-4 of the first measure, the upper voice remains on E≤. The
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steady, two-one pulse is emphasized throughout the first six beats of the figure, which is
also how long the E≤ is prolonged in the upper voice. The last two beats, however, are
quite different. The upper voice drops out entirely. Meanwhile, the lower voice usually
has a rest that supplements the emphatic hole on beat three, and usually ends with both a
Œ ‰ rhythm and a descent back to E≤. In this way, the bass line functions very similarly to
the clavinet section:
•

There is a higher, complementary part that plays off of each beat in order
to add activity without sacrificing the steady pulse in the lower register.

•

It is most harmonically and metrically uniform on beats 1-2 of each bar.

•

Beats 3-4 of measure 1 represent a partial departure from the pulse.

•

There is (usually) a prominent rest directly on the third beat of the last
measure.

•

The final beat varies throughout the song, but typically signals a return to
the familiar ground of E≤ and Œ ‰.

Note the similarity in variation technique between this groove and the lyric/music
combination of the chorus (as depicted in Table 6 on page 187 above). Each combination
follows this pattern (see Table 7). This is the result of a similar combination of an a-a-a-b
pattern in the upper voice and an a-b-a-c pattern in the lower voice. Notice also the
similarity between the two voices of the bass part and the two voices of the keyboard part
in “Living for the City” (with the roles reversed; see Example 1 on page 29 and Figure 6
on page 31 in Chapter 1).
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Table 7: Variation Pattern in the Bass of “Higher Ground”
Beats:

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

a
a

a
b

a
a

b
c

Complete Change
Partial Change
Statement or ReStatement
Upper Voice
Lower Voice

The drums of “Higher Ground” also combine an upper-voice a-a-a-b pattern with
a lower-voice a-b-a-c pattern (see Example 27): For the first six beats Wonder plays a
steady Œ ‰ pulse on the high-hat, with a cymbal splash accenting the opening of the
groove on the downbeat; underneath this the bass drum plays steady dotted-quarter notes
and the snare plays on the upbeats. This is all very straightforward. On beats 3-4 of the
second measure, however, Wonder shifts from the high-hat to play fill patterns on the
snare and/or tom-tom. These fills vary a great deal, but they always lead into the
following downbeat (in this part of the groove Wonder conspicuously avoids metric
devices, such as anticipations, that would obscure the approaching downbeat). He
sometimes plays the high-hat in the hole on beat three and always plays the bass drum
there, but consistently leaves it open on the snare and tom-tom. Once again, the familiar
larger pattern is one of relative conformity for six beats, followed by an accent by
omission and then variability for the remaining two beats but with the variable elements
strongly leading back to the beginning of the groove.

Example 27: The Drum and Bass Parts of Measures 5-12 of “Higher Ground”
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The net effect of all these instrumental parts combined together is a melodic,
harmonic, rhythmic, and metric pattern that works as a four-step alternating motion from
unity toward individuality. This meshes well with Wonder’s vocals, which consist of
three fragments placed over two statements of this groove (see Example 28). The type of
person Wonder describes in his lyric is named at the point where the groove
coalesces—The One. The activity he then describes is similarly situated in the second
statement of the groove (measure three). But his exhortation to “Keep on…” begins
precisely where the third-beat hole is. In other words, the groups of people and their
activities are named at the points of greatest conformity with the organizing pulse and
harmony, while Wonder’s powerful “Keep on…” and the silence after each pair of lines
are both heard at the points of greatest departure from conformity (Figure 39).

Œ‰
Œ‰
Steady

ŒÂÂ
Œ‰
a bit less steady;

Œ‰
Œ‰
steady,

Unity

Ò ŒÂ Œ ‰
[hole]variation
Individuality

Music:

Unity

Individuality

Unity

Lyrics:

People,

keep on

learnin’,

Individuality

Figure 39: Interaction between Unity and Individuality in “Higher Ground”

[silence]

Groove Statement

Example 28: Phrase Structure in the Melody and Bass Line of the Verses of “Higher Ground”

Melodic
Fragments

Groove Statement

Melodic Phrase
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“Keep on…” is also heard at the highest point in the melodic contour of the vocal.
There is an interesting parallel occurring at different rates between the melody and bass
line. The first and third melodic segments reinforce E≤, but the second moves to G≤ and
then A≤ on the words “Keep on…”. This is the same pattern found in the bass line,
except that the vocals are silent during the fourth segment, while there is motion from A≤
to G≤ in the corresponding fourth segment of the bass part. However, the two parts move
at different rates: the vocal pattern is spread over twice the duration of the bass pattern.
As a result, the ^3 to ^4 motion in the vocal part occurs when the bass is moving the
opposite way, creating an interesting directional clash (see Example 29).

After two such four-measure passages the music shifts to the refrain. The first
half of the refrain is the same as the primary groove, only shifted up to F minor. This
shift maintains the rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic contour of the primary groove, while
also intensifying it. Since Wonder now addresses the “World” in a parallel fashion to the
way he just addressed groups of its occupants, this type of intensification seems very
appropriate. But at the point where Wonder sings “Keep on…” to the world, the
intensification increases as the bass chromatically moves up to a GΩ (note that only G≤s
are heard in the bass during the primary groove). Additionally, the G≤ in Wonder’s
vocals clashes with the rising GΩ in the bass, although both figures are moving toward A≤.
As Wonder completes the lines with the word “turnin’,” the music shifts into the IV (≤)VII cadence, with the bass becoming much more fluid and directed towards the
climactic D≤. This is the point of greatest departure in the verse from the underlying

Example 29: Correspondences between the Vocal and Bass Melodies in the Verse and Refrain of “Higher Ground”

Chromatic
Clash

212

213
rhythmic/metric and harmonic/melodic organizing principles. After this climax, Wonder
completes the verse with “‘cause it won’t be too long,” returning both in the text and the
music to the previous point of departure. The final vocal phrase also mimics the bass
from the previous measure, although in this case without the chromatic descent to D≤.
The chorus does not represent a complete departure from the music of the verses,
although it is quite different. Instead, for the three “a” parts of its a-a-a-b form it
alternates between a departure from the primary groove and a return to it—in several
different aspects of the music.
Example 30 is a transcription of the vocals, clavinet section, and bass during the
eight-measure chorus. In measures one, three, and five the harmony shifts to a new area
(A≤, or IV), the left and center clavinets become rhythmically and melodically linked to
the bass (the right clavinet continues to play its characteristic counter-rhythms), the
bass—and its associated clavinet parts—becomes broader ranging and more versatile,
and the vocal becomes, if anything, more restricted. In the second, fourth, and sixth
measures, however, the harmony returns to E≤, the left and center clavinets resume their
relatively differentiated roles, the bass returns to a simplified version of its part from the
primary groove, and the vocal part becomes more melodically active.
The drum part is not drastically different through the first six measures of the
chorus from what it has been throughout the song (see Example 31 for a transcription).
The snare continues to play only on beat three and during fills in the last two beats of
each two-measure phrase. The high-hat is also similar, maintaining its characteristic Œ ‰
rhythm. There is no high-hat during the last beat of each measure: it is replaced on beat

Return
More Independence
Simpler Bass
More Active Vocal

Departure

Increased Doubling
More Active Bass
Simpler Vocal

Increased Doubling
More Active Bass
Simpler Vocal

Departure

A≤

Example 30: The Vocals, Clavinet Section, and Bass Line of the Chorus of “Higher Ground”

E≤

A≤

More Independence
Simpler Bass
More Active Vocal

Return

E≤
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Return
More Independence
Simpler Bass
More Active Vocal

Departure

Increased Doubling
More Active Bass
Simpler Vocal

Example 30 (cont.)

E≤

A≤

Strongest Harmonic Motion
Highest Dynamic Levels
Simplest Melodies
Most Uniform Rhythms Between Voices

Climax

ii – V ‡ Cadence
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Example 31: The Bass Line and Drums of the Chorus of “Higher Ground”
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four of the first bar by the cymbal. But this merely works as an intensification of the
existing part. The bass drum, however, has changed considerably. It now plays a steady
stream of quarter-eighth pairs. Because of the impact of activity in the bass register, this
serves to greatly accelerate the overall feel of the chorus.
The overall effect of these six measures is a hesitant, alternating way of building
intensity toward a climax. This strategy is reminiscent of a group of people trying to toss
a very heavy object. They overcome its inertia in steps by moving forward, then back,
then forward, then back, and so on until they can move it as desired: “One!… Two!…
Three!… Heave!” Wonder builds up to his big, cadential climax by swinging the chorus
to higher intensity levels three times in a row, before finally heaving the chorus up to its
most intense level.
During the climactic final measures of the chorus, the strongest harmonic motion
(a ii – V ‡ – i cadence), the highest dynamic levels, the simplest, most emphatic melodies
and rhythms, and the most uniform use of the instruments (excepting the bass) are all
reached simultaneously as Wonder sings the words “…‘Til I reach my highest ground.”
This much coordination of so many elements could come across as a particularly obvious
or unnatural way of driving home a point. However, by relying upon a cyclical approach
in which the climax is gradually brought nearer through repeated, concentric patterns, the
climax of the chorus seems more like a convergence of cycles—as when the hour hand,
minute hand, and second hand of a clock all arrive at 12 simultaneously, or when several
planets briefly align themselves in a straight line. In fact, the buildup to this climax is
itself cyclical because it happens twice in precisely the same way (once per stanza).
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The beauty of this structure is its resonance with the subject of the text of “Higher
Ground”: cycles of birth, life, and death. In this sense, the use of repetition—already
advantageous because of its ability to generate a complex sense of flow—works as a
metaphor for the compound, cyclical nature of our very lives: breathe in/breathe out,
sunrise/sunset, winter/spring/summer/fall, birth/life/death, and so on. At the same time,
Wonder is able to find enough room for spontaneity, unpredictability, and individual
expression within this tight, complex structure to create once again the feeling of loose
organization, the paradoxical combination of order and chaos that is so suggestive of a
group of individuals.
The fadeout ending reinforces this two-pronged interpretation of “Higher
Ground” as a tightly organized, complex set of concentric cycles and at the same time as
a loose, funk jam. In the first case, it meshes well with the lyrics by implying infinity.
Just as lines converging on a single point symbolize parallel direction over an infinite or
indefinite distance in art, fading the volume of a persistently repeated figure into
imperceptibility symbolizes infinite or indefinite duration in popular music. As a result,
Wonder implies that his efforts to reach a higher ground will extend indefinitely or
perhaps infinitely. In the second case, the fadeout suggests that the closing vamp can
extend as long as the group performing the song wishes to extend it. This is a common
use of the fadeout in funk and other highly improvisational musical styles in which a
song has to serve double duty as a single or album cut of defined length and as a live
song that can be adjusted to whatever length suits the particular performance.
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It is Wonder’s ability to fuse these two seeming opposites that makes “Higher
Ground” such a compelling song. On the one hand it is an ambitious, complex, and
highly spiritual song that closely unites content and form. On the other hand it is a
spontaneous romp, tossed off in a mere three hours, that reminds us that funk always
begins with fun.

It can be bewildering to try and decipher the multiple clavinet parts of “Higher
Ground” (as well as “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”). While I am confident that there are
generally three clavinet parts, it is also wise to bear in mind Robert Margouleff’s
comment above that “…you never knew where the reality of a live instrument and the
beginning of an electronic instrument was.” Wonder has also been known to use punchin/punch-out overdubbing to correct problems or embellish particular moments, as is
discussed at one point in the Songs in the Key of Life video.17 Combined with the
problem of sounds masking each other and the lack of access to an accurate, authorized
transcription or the individual tracks themselves, I have occasionally had to make
approximations or judgement calls. While this is sometimes true of other parts, it is
particularly so for the clavinet parts on “Higher Ground” because of the use of envelope
filters and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” because of considerable masking by other parts.
However, this is partly offset by the fact that the grooves are repeated so
extensively that the parts that are difficult to describe or transcribe with certainty are the
very parts that are the most variable and, therefore, the parts for which accuracy is the

17

Stevie Wonder: Songs in the Key of Life.
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least important. As a result, I have tried to indicate in the text the stability or variability
of the traits I am discussing and what the constraints of any variability might be.
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CHAPTER 6
“You Haven’t Done Nothin’”
“You Haven’t Done Nothin’” is in many ways a cross between “Superstition” and
“Higher Ground.” It combines several traits of both songs, along with some new ones, in
ways that make it resonate with its clavinet-funk predecessors and yet give it its own
distinctive identity. It is also the first of Stevie Wonder’s clavinet-funk songs to employ
an explicitly critical political message:

[‘You Haven’t Done Nothin’’] may be the most explicit statement of black
anger ever to reach number one….”1

This potent message contrasts sharply with the festive accompaniment, granting it a level
of irony, anger, and even cynicism that is entirely absent from “Superstition” and “Higher
Ground,” but which would become a prominent element in Wonder’s next album, Songs
in the Key of Life.
“You Haven’t Done Nothin’” was released on Fulfillingness’ First Finale in July,
1974 and was very successful commercially, reaching the #1 position on both the
Billboard Black Singles and Pop Singles charts on November 2nd. Despite such a high
level of popularity and industry success, it seems to have had a more fleeting impact than
“Superstition” and “Higher Ground.” Tangible corroboration of this impression is almost
impossible, yet there are some clear indications of its accuracy. For example, the All
Music Guide website lists cover versions of Stevie Wonder’s “Superstition” by 48
1

Craig Werner, A Change Is Gonna Come: Music, Race & the Soul of America (New York:
Penguin Books, 1998), 195.
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different artists, including recordings by Stevie Ray Vaughan, Quincy Jones, and of
course Beck, Bogert & Appice that were all highly successful. It also lists nineteen
recordings of “Higher Ground,” including a version by the Red Hot Chili Peppers that
reached #11 in 1989. But there are only three covers of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”
listed, none of which charted—this despite the fact that it reached #1 on the pop charts,
while “Higher Ground” only reached #4. Further, Wonder’s recording of “Superstition”
is listed as appearing on twelve different compilation or sound-track albums (excluding
Wonder’s own greatest hits collections) while “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” is listed on
none—a remarkable fact for a #1 single.2
Despite its curiously muted long-range impact, “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”
nonetheless cemented Wonder’s status as a creator of outspoken and widely popular
political songs by directly following and even exceeding the popularity of “Living for the
City.” Wonder has maintained that status ever since with successful, politically charged
songs like “Pastime Paradise,” “Happy Birthday,” and “Skeletons.” He has also taken
advantage of this status for charitable purposes with “We Are the World,” “That’s What
Friends Are For,” and “Don’t Drive Drunk.”3 As for tangible influence, I know of only

2

See The All Music Guide entries for “Superstition,” “Higher Ground,” and “You Haven’t Done
Nothin’,” http://www.allmusic.com (information current as of May 31, 2003). Also see Beck, Bogert &
Appice, “Superstition” (discussed in Chapter 5), Quincy Jones, “Superstition,” You’ve Got It Bad, Girl,
A&M Records 63041 (1973), Stevie Ray Vaughan, “Superstition,” Pride and Joy, Epic Records 49069
(1990), and The Red Hot Chili Peppers, “Higher Ground,” Mother’s Milk, E2-92152 (1989). Relative chart
position is not necessarily a good measure of popularity, particularly when comparing songs released in
different years. Yet it is nonetheless clear from their respective positions that “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”
was at least at the same general level of popularity as “Higher Ground,” if not higher.
3

Stevie Wonder, “Pastime Paradise,” Songs in the Key of Life, “Happy Birthday,” Hotter than
July, Motown 37463-6205-2 (1980), “Skeletons,” Characters, Motown 37463-6248-2 (1987), and “Don’t
Drive Drunk,” The Woman in Red; USA for Africa, “We Are the World,” We Are the World, Polygram
Records 824822 (1985); and Dionne Warwick, “That’s What Friends Are For,” Friends, Arista Records
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one hit song that clearly makes reference to “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”: Curtis
Mayfield’s “Do Do Wap Is Strong In Here.”4
It seems likely that the inability of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” to sustain its
popularity and influence is due to the highly topical nature of its lyrics. While the music
is, if anything, less firmly rooted in its day and age than that of the two other songs, the
text—although deliberately generalized and non-specific—is nonetheless closely tied to
the cynical atmosphere prevalent in America at the height of the Watergate crisis.
“You Haven’t Done Nothin’” is a monologue, expressing the point of view of an
unspecified “we” about the failings of the unspecified person or group being addressed.
It has long been assumed that the song was written to express the point of view of all
black Americans, and that it was addressed to Richard Nixon, at least in part because of
the timing of its release:

The album’s strongest political message is the sharp-edged,
rocking “You Haven’t Done Nothin’…. The song, which was written
with Richard Nixon in mind, was released as a single around the time
Nixon was forced to resign from the Presidency in 1974 because of the
Watergate scandal.5
“You Haven’t Done Nothin’” could be called Stevie Wonder’s
most stinging political statement. The singer/songwriter/producer/multiinstrumentalist was commercially savvy enough to know that he had to
couple his message with a catchy melody so that it would be radiofriendly. The idea for the song came from Wonder’s indignation about
ARCD-8398 (1985). Note that “Pastime Paradise” had a much greater impact after 1995, when it became
the basis for Coolio’s hugely successful hip-hop anthem, “Gangsta’s Paradise” (and eventually even a
parody by “Weird” Al Yankovic, called “Amish Paradise”).
4

Curtis Mayfield, “Do Do Wap Is Strong In Here,” Short Eyes, Curtom 5017 (1977).

5

Swenson, 105.
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politicians who “speak out of both sides of their mouth,” promising one
thing and doing another. Remember this was the era of “benign neglect.”
The gist of the song was obviously directed to President Nixon, who two
weeks later resigned and left the White House….6

However, it is important to note that Wonder himself never specifically refers to Nixon in
the passage quoted above. He only refers to “politicians who ‘speak out of both sides of
their mouth’.” While Nixon certainly holds a prominent place in any list of such
politicians, he was hardly the only one guilty of that offense in 1974.7
When combined with some of Wonder’s other politically directed songs, it seems
more likely that he is voicing a much more general frustration with all of the many
politicians who made extravagant promises to improve civil rights and then failed to
deliver—only to make further promises at election time. In the mid-1970s, many black
Americans were similarly frustrated by the lack of progress in redressing racial and social
inequities, by the post-1968 leadership vacuum in the civil rights movement, by the
advent of “urban renewal” programs that threatened to eliminate many black urban
neighborhoods, by the erosion of the newly emerging black middle class, and by the
systematic dismantling of Lyndon Johnson’s “Great Society” that was already underway.
These more general sentiments are echoed throughout Wonder’s songs of this period,

6

Ed Hogan, review of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’,” All Music Guide website,
http://www.allmusic.com/cg/amg, May 31, 2003. The Wonder quote is of unspecified origin.
7

Nixon’s resignation came two weeks after “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” was released, which
means that the song was actually written and recorded well before the resignation itself. The song’s
longtime association with Nixon’s resignation, then, is at least partly a matter of coincidence.
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particularly including “Evil,” “Big Brother,” “He’s Misstra Know It All,” “Village
Ghettoland,” and “Pastime Paradise.”8
As he did on “Higher Ground,” Wonder is employing a conscious strategy here of
deliberate vagueness. Whatever the specific catalyst for this song may have been, by
omitting any clear references he allows the listener to interpret freely the situation to
which the song refers. This strategy is employed to similar effect on “Evil” and “Big
Brother.” In the case of “Higher Ground,” this strategy extends the song’s reach beyond
the specific confines of a single spiritual conception. But with “You Haven’t Done
Nothin’,” by contrast, the lack of specificity robs it of the teeth found in other highly
political songs of its era that do name their targets, such as Curtis Mayfield’s “(Don’t
Worry) If There’s a Hell Below, We’re All Going to Go” or Neil Young’s “Ohio”—both
of which specifically mention Nixon.9 Admittedly, “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” was a
much bigger hit than those songs and because the lyrics are more general, its sentiment is
not confined to its era. Further, if Wonder had mentioned Nixon by name (if he even had
Nixon in mind) the resulting controversy might have deprived the song of some of its
great success.

8

See Wonder, “Evil,” Music of My Mind, “Big Brother,” Talking Book, “He’s Misstra Know It
All,” Innervisions, and “Village Ghettoland” and “Pastime Paradise,” Songs in the Key of Life. Tricia Rose
demonstrates the link between urban renewal programs in New York City and the rise of hip-hop culture in
Black Noise, 21-61. See also Brian Ward, Just My Soul Responding and Craig Werner, A Change Is Gonna
Come for further examination of links between popular music and the civil rights movement.
9

Curtis Mayfield, “(Don’t Worry) If There’s a Hell Below, We’re All Going to Go,” Curtis, and
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, “Ohio,” Atlantic Records single SD-2740 (1970).
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The verses of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” are quite short, consisting of four
lines grouped in pairs. Each pair is sung over a single statement of the two-measure
primary groove and is followed by a repeat of the groove without vocals, making an eight
measure verse. After each verse is a four-line chorus. Each line of the chorus spans one
measure and there is a one-measure pause after each of the first two lines, resulting in a
six measure-long chorus (see Figure 40 below).
The verses describe the situation that arouses Wonder’s anger:

We are amazed but not amused,
By all the things you say that you’ll do.
Though much concerned but not involved
With decisions that are made by you.

while the chorus provides the actual complaint:

But we are sick and tired of hearing your song,
Telling how you are gonna change right from wrong.
But if you really want to hear our views,
“You haven’t done nothing.”

The remainder of the lyric consists of an improvised give-and-take between Wonder’s
three-syllable vamping and the repeated “Doo doo wop” sung by Wonder and the
Jackson 5:

[Wonder:] Jackson 5 join along with me, say
[All:] Doo doo wop
[Wonder:] Hey-hey-hey
[All:] Doo doo wop
[Wonder:] Whoa-ho-ho (etc.)
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The vamping on “Doo doo wop” occurs twice: during a short passage that fills the
role of a bridge after the second stanza, and in an extended one that fades out at the end
of the song. This use is very similar to “Superstition,” which also featured a single vamp,
used in a truncated form for a bridge and then in a longer form during a fadeout ending
(not an uncommon device in popular music). The resulting form is compound in a
manner similar to “Superstition,” based on the familiar strategy of Intro–a–a–B–a–Vamp:
There is a twelve-measure introduction, most of which is based on the song’s primary
groove, followed by two eighteen-measure stanzas, a six-measure bridge that is also
based on the primary groove, a final stanza, and the concluding, bridge-derived vamp
(roughly sixteen measures before the next song on the album overlaps the fadeout). The
music of the stanzas can also be interpreted as an a–a–B–a' form. In this case each “a”
section consists of a pair of lines and a pause, over two statements of the primary groove
(two of these “a” sections make up each verse.) These are followed by the six-measure
chorus, which itself has a melodic phrase structure that suggests an a–a'–B form, and then
two further statements of the primary groove, without vocals but supplemented by
Wonder’s recurring “horn” riffs. As with “Superstition” and “Higher Ground,” the form
is a variant of the twelve-bar blues form, in this case with a slightly extended refrain and
a retransition at the end of each verse.
The instrumentation is essentially the same as on “Superstition.” There is
Wonder’s lead vocal, a pair of clavinet parts (this time without the envelope filter and
sounding very much as they did on “Superstition”), bass, drums (cymbal, high-hat, snare
drum, tom-tom, and bass drum), and horns. However, there are some important
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differences: the bass part is played on electric bass by Reggie McBride, the horns are
synthesized, there is a highly processed or artificial high-hat-like sound in the right
channel, and the Jackson Five provide backup vocals.
The horn lines of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” are not credited to other
musicians as they are on “Superstition.” While they sound fairly real, particularly on
lower-fidelity stereo systems or broadcasts, they are actually synthesized. Throughout
both Fulfillingness’ First Finale and Songs in the Key of Life, Wonder uses synthesizers
specifically as substitutes for instrumental parts. Interestingly, this is typically done for
parts written in an authentically classical style, even though the sounds themselves are
very clearly inauthentic. For example, on “They Won’t Go When I Go,” he effectively
duplicates the reedy sound and style of a church organ accompanying a quiet part of a
service (such as an offering collection). On both “Village Ghettoland” and “Pastime
Paradise” he conspicuously uses an analog synthesizer instead of a string ensemble to
play parts written in an almost exaggeratedly “classical” style.10
The use of synthesizers undoubtedly simplified the recording process for
Wonder—if for no other reason than it meant he didn’t have to rely on anyone besides
himself, Margouleff, and Cecil.

But their use was certainly never due to any

unfamiliarity with other instruments or large ensembles, nor was it done to cut financial
corners. Before Wonder gained his independence from Motown in 1971 his producers
frequently wrote elaborate arrangements for the Funk Brothers, additional horn sections,

10

Wonder, “They Won’t Go When I Go,” Fulfillingness’ First Finale, “Village Ghettoland” and
“Pastime Paradise,” Songs in the Key of Life.
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and/or orchestras, particularly on more adult-oriented ballads like “For Once in My Life”
or “My Cherie Amour.”11 And in 1974 Wonder himself used a string ensemble (arranged
by Paul Riser) for his ex-wife Syreeta’s second album, Stevie Wonder Presents Syreeta
(which was produced by Wonder).12 Further, by the time of Fulfillingness’ First Finale,
Wonder had long been established as enough of a bankable asset to Motown that
additional instrumentalists would have been hired for him without question. But while
contemporaries like Barry White, Isaac Hayes, Curtis Mayfield, and Marvin Gaye were
invoking upper-class ideas of sophistication by using real oboes, harpsichords,
woodwinds, or orchestras, Wonder chose instead to invoke the artificial and the futuristic
by using T.O.N.T.O., the clavinet, or the Yamaha GX-1 “Dream Machine.”13
However, the synthesized horns of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” stand apart from
Wonder’s other examples of simulated instruments, primarily because their use—or
rather, their artificiality—is so inconspicuous. Many listeners undoubtedly were or still
are unaware that the parts are synthesized. Further, the parts are not particularly
evocative of the European classical tradition. They are more directly evocative of big
band-era lines, much like the “real” horn lines on “Superstition.” Of course, the jazz age
represents a type of classicism in music, too, but it is an American classicism that was

11

Wonder, “For Once in My Life,” For Once in My Life, Motown 37463-5234-2 (1968), and “My
Cherie Amour,” My Cherie Amour, Motown 37463-5179-2 (1969).
12
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Syreeta, Stevie Wonder Presents Syreeta, Motown 530401 (1974).

See Mitchell Morris, The Persistence of Sentiment, pp. 55-92, for a discussion of Barry White’s
use of conspicuously “classical” instrumentation. For discussions of Wonder’s use of the Yamaha GX-1 on
“Village Ghettoland” and “Pastime Paradise,” see Stevie Wonder: Songs in the Key of Life, and Brian
Kehew, “The Keyboards of Led Zeppelin and John Paul Jones,” an on-line article that is available from the
following URL: http://www.geocities.com/jpjkeys/yamahagx1.html.
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primarily developed by black musicians, the result of hundreds of years of combining and
recombining European and African musics.
Wonder does conspicuously evoke the combination of (European) classical music
and modern technology throughout “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” (and “Superstition” and
“Higher Ground” as well) by using the clavinet. This instrument sounds very much like a
harpsichord—an instrument that probably constitutes as clear a signifier of European art
music as there is—but also very clearly is not one, almost like an artificial harpsichord
substitute. Wonder’s use of the clavinet as a dual signifier is supplemented by a very
interesting device, utterly unlike anything on “Superstition” or “Higher Ground”: a
heavily processed sound that plays the role of a high-hat. This sound is heard in the right
channel—and only in the right channel—for the entire length of the song. It plays a
simple quarter/two-eighths rhythm throughout the song (q

q r q q r. ).

It is not immediately apparent how this sound was produced. It could be a heavily
processed high hat, mechanically reproduced throughout the song, but it could just as
easily have been generated by a synthesizer. Within just a few seconds, it is apparent that
it is too precisely repeated to have been played by a person. Instead, it is almost certainly
either mechanically generated, repeated through some sort of tape-delay device, or
spliced and looped in some fashion, locking the tempo of the song at just over 100 bpm.
The use of this particular rhythm on the high-hat was already a big-band era cliché by
1974, so Wonder is clearly using this combination of rhythm and timbre as a signifier of
jazz. However, because it is so obviously processed, so mechanically played (i.e., not
swung), so mechanically repeated, and is panned all the way to one side (as unnatural a
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spatial effect as possible), it also generates Wonder’s characteristic dual sign of the
classical and the artificial together—although again the classicism being evoked is jazz.
“You Haven’t Done Nothin’” also features a prominent cameo appearance by the
Jackson 5 as backup vocalists during the bridge and the ending. In 1974, the Jackson 5
were at the height of their success as a family act, so their appearance on this song was a
newsworthy event.14 More to the point of this analysis, however, their vocals appreciably
smooth many of the harder edges of the primary groove, provide a counterpoise for
Wonder’s call-and-response-style vocal improvisation, expand the song’s already full
instrumental texture, and make it very clear that Wonder is not alone in his anger toward
the political establishment.
As we have seen specifically for “Superstition” and “Higher Ground” and more
generally for both funk and Wonder’s music overall, the harmonic language of “You
Haven’t Done Nothin’” is the result of a mixture of major and minor modes. The “key”
of this song is E≤ once again, for several interrelated reasons: First, it draws upon a
longstanding tradition of E≤ songs in black popular music traditions.15 Second, although
Wonder used synthesizers on the studio recording, he toured with a horn section at that
time. Writing in E≤ makes horn arrangements much simpler to write and easier to play
because alto saxophone is an E≤ instrument and trumpet and tenor saxophone are B≤
14

As label-mates at Motown and more significantly as child-stars of successive generations,
Wonder and the Jackson 5 were frequently linked and compared to each other by the media. Wonder has
worked with members of the Jackson family on a number of other occasions, most notably performing
duets with Michael on the songs “All I Do,” from Hotter than July and “Get It,” from Characters, and as
members of USA for Africa on “ We Are The World.”
15

Examples of a preference for flat keys in African-American popular music traditions are
numerous. It is particularly noteworthy in guitar-based music because the guitar is so idiomatically suited
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instruments, so they would be written in C (no ≤s or #s) and F (one ≤), respectively.
Finally, the choice of E≤ makes it much easier to play keyboard passages. This is
particularly true because Wonder generally uses the “minor pentatonic” scale for his
keyboard parts on this song. In E≤, the minor pentatonic consists solely of the raised
black keys E≤, G≤, A≤, B≤, and D≤, which provide the root, minor third, perfect
fourth/eleventh, perfect fifth, and minor seventh, respectively. In general, the easiest
passages to play on keyboard instruments are those that use either exclusively white keys
(A minor/C major) or black keys (E≤ minor pentatonic/G≤ major pentatonic).
The clavinet, bass, and backup vocal parts during E≤ sections generally consist of
variations of E≤ min ‡ chords. However the horn parts typically include GΩ, providing a
major third that clashes somewhat with the other voices. Wonder also frequently moves
between or glissandos through G≤ and GΩ in his vocals, further blurring the distinction
between major and minor.
During the primary groove and its related passages, “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”
essentially hovers in one key with a periodic harmonic motion within each measure, just
as in “Higher Ground.” But here the oscillation is simpler, merely consisting of regular
motion from E≤ to B≤, then A≤, and then back to E≤. The only complication in this
oscillation is rhythmic: in the second bar of each statement of the primary groove the B≤
generally anticipates the third beat by an eighth note (see Figure 41).

to EΩ. But many rhythm and blues, soul, blues, and funk guitarists, including Curtis Mayfield, Jimi
Hendrix, and Albert King, regularly tuned their guitars down a half-step in order to play more easily in E≤.
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Figure 41: Harmonic Oscillation in “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”

Two other harmonic/melodic aspects of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” deserve
comment here, both occurring in the chorus: the use of a secondary dominant and the use
of chromatic planing. The chorus begins with a one-measure A≤ major chord (IV) and
then moves to an F major for a measure. (F major includes an AΩ, which is not diatonic
to either E≤ major or minor.) This is followed by an F major in first inversion, or
V ﬂ/V—a chord with a much stronger tendency to move—and then a B≤ dom ‡:

Measure:
Harmony:
Function:

1
A≤ maj
IV

2
F maj
V/V

3
F maj ﬂ
V ﬂ/V

4
B≤ dom ‡
V‡

5
Chrom.
Planing

6
B≤ dom ‡
V‡

Horns
E≤
I

Figure 42: Harmonic Progression in the Chorus of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”

Several factors in this progression serve to intensify motion towards a cadence:
the large-scale IV- V progression, the use of a supertonic triad as a substitute for the
subdominant chord (creating a descending-fifth series), the use of the AΩ to change the ii
chord to a V/V, and the use of first inversion for the secondary dominant (putting an
applied leading tone in the bass, where its tendency to resolve up by step is even more
conspicuous). Since the phrase structure of the song is built on four-measure groups, it
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works with this harmonic intensification to lead us to expect a resolution to E≤ at the
beginning of measure five of the chorus.
At the end of the first measure of the chorus, the “horns” and bass all move in
parallel chromatic motion from A≤ to F (see Example 32 for a transcription). This is
echoed by a similar but more significant chromatic motion in the fifth measure of the
chorus: The V ﬂ/V – V ‡ cadential progression in measures 3-4 does in fact resolve to I on
the downbeat of measure 5, as expected. However, there is no clear sense of arrival
because the bass and horn parts immediately slide back down to a B≤ in measure six
through an accelerating series of half-steps. The true arrival of the expected E≤ chord and
the resumption of the primary groove occur in the next measure after this, finally
resolving the V ﬂ/V – V ‡ – I cadence. In a sense, then, the chromatic planing prolongs
the B≤ harmony in a way that works much like a brief diversion or delay: We are led to
expect the resolution of the cadence at a particular time, and we actually do receive a
resolution—but not in the conclusive way that we expect. When the passage moves back
to B≤ and then finally delivers the expected tonic chord in measure seven—two measures
later than originally anticipated—the sense of arrival and closure is much stronger.
The use of secondary dominants and chromatic planing both mark a significant
change in a more traditional direction from the other two clavinet-funk songs. These
harmonic devices indicate more of a jazz influence—particularly big-band jazz—and are

Example 32: The Chorus of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”
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less typical of funk. The chromatic planing also strongly foreshadows the extended
planing in “Sir Duke,” a major hit from Songs in the Key of Life that is a tribute to black
jazz musicians from the big-band era.
The use of black-key harmony is most evident during the swirling, four-measure
passage that opens the song. Here Wonder uses the clavinet like a harp, in a series of
overlapping, pentatonic scalar passages. The clavinets gradually move lower and louder
as they approach the first statement of the primary groove on the downbeat of the fifth
measure. The effect is not unlike hearing the beginning of a rainstorm, with the notes
steadily increasing in number and volume until another clavinet enters—much louder and
with a more dynamic timbre—as a pickup to measure five. The only other sound
accompanying this introduction is the processed, right-channel high-hat, which
immediately provides an orienting pulse.

As is the case for the song as a whole, the primary groove of “You Haven’t Done
Nothin’” is much like a cross between those of “Superstition” and “Higher Ground.” It
combines the strong, less-processed clavinet sound, active horn part, and simpler ®√ meter
of “Superstition” with the more complex clavinet arrangement and the use of accentingby-omission from “Higher Ground.”
Overall, the groove’s most distinguishing characteristic is its remarkable amount
of energy. Like the other two songs, “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” fits into a mid-70s
trend of energetic, hard-edged funk songs at moderate or even slow tempos—in this case
about 100 bpm. Other prominent examples with relatively similar grooves, from around
the same time, include The Ohio Players’ “Fire,” Rufus & Chaka Khan’s slower “Tell Me
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Something Good” (written specifically for them by Stevie Wonder), Johnny Taylor’s
“Disco Lady,” and Wild Cherry’s “Play that Funky Music,” as well as numerous songs
by Parliament/Funkadelic and their related groups:

So our music was a little slower than most people’s music. It sounds fast
but it's a little slower.16

In the case of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’,” the high energy level of the grooves comes
not from a fast tempo, overdriven dynamics, powerful vocals, heavy percussion, or large
numbers of instruments, voices, or even notes, but instead from a high level of activity.
By this I specifically mean a large number and variety of events that attract the listener’s
attention.
As we have seen above, the simple, traditional

œ≤∑

pulse of “Higher Ground” is

particularly distinctive because it is divided into three interlocking, distinctly accented
parts in different stereo locations. The pulse is dynamic and spatially active, constantly
and irregularly moving back-and-forth between right, left, and center. This activity is the
key difference between the groove of “Higher Ground” and countless other, steadier,

œ≤∑

blues-boogie grooves. The same approach is used on “You Haven’t Done Nothin’,”

only in a more conventional funk meter.
It is not the number of notes being played that makes these grooves more active,
but rather the number of events to which the ear must attend. For example, compare the
two-measure patterns in Figure 43. The first is a steady stream of uninterrupted sixteenth
notes, while the second is a repeated pattern of seven eighth notes followed by an eighth
16

Clinton, WGBH interview, p. 9. See also The Ohio Players, “Fire,” Fire, Mercury Records
848346-2 (1974), Rufus featuring Chaka Khan, “Tell Me Something Good,” Rags to Rufus, MCA Records
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rest. Although the first pattern has more notes, the second pattern has more changes, so it
is more active. The sixteenth notes merely establish a single pattern that continues for
two full measures, which is a single event. The second pattern has five events; the eighth
notes establish a pattern, which is then disrupted by a rest, reestablished by the next
group of eighth notes, and disrupted again. Our recognition that there are two identical
pairs of events constitutes the fifth event: the establishment of a pattern of events (pattern
established/pattern disrupted/pattern established/pattern disrupted).

One Event:

qttt qttt qttt qttt | qttt qttt qttt qttt
—————————————————}————————————————————}
Pattern established…

Five Events:

qr
qr
qr
e E
——————————————} ⊗
Pattern established,

(and continues uninterrupted).

| qr
qr
qr
e E
——————————————} ⊗

disrupted,

reestablished,

disrupted.

Larger-scale pattern established.

Figure 43: Contrast Between Number of Notes and Number of Events

MCAD-31365 (1974), Johnny Taylor, “Disco Lady,” Eargasm, Columbia Records PCT-33951 (1976), and
Wild Cherry, “Play That Funky Music.”
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At the same time, too much activity—too many disruptions of the
predictable—can interfere with the ability to generate flow. Indeed, this is the process by
which flow is disrupted, diverted, or altered: flow is first established through repetition
and then some type of event happens, some change occurs that interferes with the steadily
predictable flow. These two characteristics, flow and activity, are at the very core of funk
as a musical style. Funk songs are group statements of individuality, designed for the
dance-floor. As a result they must combine a dance-oriented groove, which mandates a
strong sense of flow, with a large number of expressive, individualistic elements, which
mandates a high level of activity. In “You Haven’t Done Nothin’,” Wonder demonstrates
his mastery of funk by maintaining an uncanny balance between flow and activity.
From the very beginning, the processed high-hat sound in the right channel keeps
the song moving at a mechanically steady pace. This artificial sound is an unusual sonic
device that tends to command attention, particularly in the context of the mid-1970s. But
it is repeated so simply, so precisely, and so extensively that it quickly drops from
conscious attention. As a result it functions something like an activity-level baseline:
whenever there is nothing else to notice, it reemerges as an unusual, artificial version of a
familiar timekeeping device. However, even when it does drop from conscious attention,
its steady pulsations continue to maintain a flow at a less conscious level.
The drums layered upon this guide-rhythm are generally quite simple. When
combined with the processed high-hat sound, they establish a steady rocking motion: bass
drum and the long notes of the processed high-hat on beats one and three, conventional
high-hat and the clipped notes of the processed high-hat on beats two and four. The most
frequently recurring variables are the occasional, eighth-note bass-drum pickups to the
strong beats in the even measures, and the cymbal splashes that typically occur on the
downbeats of the odd measures.
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Reggie McBride’s bass part fits well within this steady two-measure cycle. The
first measure is essentially always the same: a half note on E≤ followed by quarter notes
on B≤ and A≤. The half-note E≤ is sometimes divided into a dotted quarter and eighth
note. The second measure is much more variable, as can be seen in Example 33. The
first two beats generally return to E≤ and generally have a
are instances where the bass adopts the 3/3/2,

q;.uTq; r

Œ. ‰

rhythm. However, there

rhythm from the clavinet, and

sometimes plays other notes from the E≤ minor seventh chord. The last two beats are
frequently varied. There is still motion from B≤ down to A≤ (except immediately before
the chorus) but the rhythm generally consists of a group of eighth notes, sometimes with
rests on beat three. As a result, the bass interacts with the rocking motion of the drums
with two similar types of back-and-forth motion of its own. First, it oscillates between
longer notes mostly on E≤ during the first half of each measure and shorter notes
descending from B≤ to A≤ on beats 3-4; second, it oscillates between relatively regular,
odd-numbered measures and more varied, even-numbered measures (moving in sync
with the oscillation in the drums).
The clavinet parts, as with those of the other two songs, are highly variable and
extremely difficult to transcribe with precision. However, they do follow a clear general
pattern. In the first measure of each statement of the groove, the lower parts tend to
mimic the bass and emphasize E≤ while the upper parts tend to play very rapid chords as
counter-rhythms. For example, in the first full measure of Example 33, the upper part of
“Clavinet 1” rests on the downbeat, but just for an eighth rest. It then plays four sixteenth
notes and rests until the last beat, when it plays a fragment of the horn melody. The
lower part, meanwhile, plays an E≤ on the downbeat and on the second half of beat two.

Example 33: The First Eight Measures of the Introduction of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”
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Example 33 (cont.)
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For the last half of the measure, it plays rapidly with a fairly light touch—enough that
pitches are not clearly sounded in some cases—before ending with a very clear, accented
pair of sixteenth notes on D≤ and E≤. This last figure is plainly audible in almost every
measure of the song, serving as a distinctive pickup to the very organized downbeats
(another instance of “The One”).
The second measure is more syncopated, beginning with a

q;.uTq; r

rhythm in

the lower register of both parts. Again the right hand of “Clavinet 1” plays rapid counter
rhythms. These two beats are followed by a conspicuous hole on beat three in all the
clavinet parts (and in the bass, in this specific example). This third-beat hole is not as
consistent a feature as it was in “Higher Ground,” but it usually does recur in the clavinet
parts. It is also reinforced by the horn melody, making it in some ways more conspicuous
than its counterpart in “Higher Ground.” Functionally, however, it serves the same
purpose: accenting the third beat in alternate measures through omission.
The lead vocal of the verse is substantially rhythmicized (see Example 34).
During the pickup and the first one-and-a-half measures of each phrase, it merely
alternates between D≤ and E≤. The rhythms are variable and often syncopated, but
overall sound as if they are variations on a more basic rhythm like the one found in the
second phrase in Example 32. Beginning with the third beat of the second measure—the
same beat where the hole occurs in the clavinets—the melody changes character. The
underlying model seems to be a three-note phrase: E≤ up to A≤ and down to G≤ with the
same, characteristic rhythm of q;.uTq; r, only this time the last note is sustained into the
following measure. This rhythm occurs in the first half of the bar in the clavinet, so the
clavinet and vocal seem to be answering or imitating each other here.
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Example 34: The Vocal Melody of the Verse of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”

It is also important to note that variations of rhythm, pitch, timbre, and dynamics
are very frequent and prevalent in this vocal part, and that they are all done in a way that
is more like speech than Wonder’s characteristic, legato vocal style. The last note of
each vocal phrase deserves particular comment. It is delivered in a characteristically funk
style, a combination of a strained mannerism like a growl or squeal with a slow glissando
that often changes pitch more rapidly at the very end. This vocal mannerism is
reminiscent of James Brown’s signature style, but very unusual for Wonderalthough by
1974 it was widely used in funk. It lends his voice a much greater urgency and
something of a tortured quality, both of which work well with the text.
The cumulative effect of the primary groove is to combine very steady, regular
motion with very unsteady, highly unpredictable events that disturb that motion. The
drums and bass set up a pair of slow cycles that move back and forth in the lower register
with comfortable regularity but just enough variation to keep things from settling.
Meanwhile the clavinets and vocals set up rapid, highly percussive polyrhythms that
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sometimes reinforce, sometimes disrupt, and sometimes engage in dialogue with the
lower parts. The combined result is not unlike a well-designed drum part. The lower the
register, the slower and more predictably cyclical the part is—but also the more
disturbing any variations to the cycles are.
The primary groove returns for four measures after each of the three choruses
(and, therefore, immediately before the second verse, the bridge, and the closing vamp).
In these instances it serves as a retransition, preparing the next section. When it occurs in
this role there are no vocals, but it is supplemented by the horn melody shown in
Example 35.
As described above, this part creates a timbral reference to big-band era jazz. It
also serves three other important functions: Most obviously, the horn sound creates an

Example 35: The Horn Melody of the Transition of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”
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aural place-marker, signaling that the chorus is over and the primary groove is about to
return. Second, the horn melody at once both clarifies and clouds the harmony. In each
measure it arpeggiates a root-position, E≤ dom ‡ chord (E≤, GΩ, B≤, and D≤), then moves
back down through C. By doing so it reinforces the E≤ triad in a prominent way while
also emphasizing the point at which the major and minor modes are most thoroughly and
clearly intermingled. While the keyboards are playing G≤s on beats 1-2, the synthesized
horns play a GΩ. By simultaneously playing a dom ‡ and the minor third, Wonder creates
a much more complex harmony, the dom ‡/≥9. However, as described above, this chord is
not just any complex harmony. It is particularly characteristic of funk music of the late
1960s and early 1970s, enough that its very presence constitutes something of a funk
signifier—particularly when an extended passage is built essentially on this chord alone
(as in this case). To a certain extent, the arpeggiation to the D≤ on beat 3 can also be
heard as indicative of a I - V motion. But if so, its effect is generally more contrapuntal
than truly harmonic, both because of its brevity and because it forms a minor third
interval with the bass. Finally, this part reinforces the overall rhythm of the groove very
effectively and cleanly. Although the melodic contour of each bar is generally the same,
the rhythm is different in odd and even measures, following the tendencies of the bass
and drums. The first measure has a very conventional rhythm (qrt
the second measure’s rhythm is more complex (E qtTqtr

qr q q), while

E qt q).

Notice in

particular how the second measure prominently emphasizes the third-beat hole.
The final use of the primary groove in “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” occurs
during the bridge and closing vamp. This form is the final stage in an overall accretion of
voices layered on top of the groove (see Table 8). Note that this is not a simple accretion,
but one that ebbs and flows with the song’s overall form, reaching its climax twice: very
briefly during the bridge and more finally during the closing vamp. At these two climax
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Table 8: Accretion of Instrumental Texture in “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”

Intro

Verse/Ch.

Trans.

Verse/Ch.

Trans.

Clavinet
Bass
Drums

Wonder
Clavinet
Bass
Drums

Horn
Clavinet
Bass
Drums

Wonder
Clavinet
Bass
Drums

Horn
Clavinet
Bass
Drums

Bridge
Wonder
Jackson 5
Horn
Clavinet
Bass
Drums

Verse/Ch.

Trans.

Wonder
Clavinet
Bass
Drums

Horn
Clavinet
Bass
Drums

Vamp
Wonder
Jackson 5
Horn
Clavinet
Bass
Drums

points, all the parts associated with the primary groove are performed together: the
clavinets, bass, drums, horns, the Jackson 5’s backup vocals, and Wonder’s lead vocal.
What is most interesting about the music of this section is the way it clarifies the
underlying rhythmic/metric basis of the groove (see Example 36). It is essentially a

Example 36: Lead Parts during the Bridge and Closing Vamp
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double oscillation: There is a one-measure cycle in the vocals consisting of a halfmeasure chant by all the vocalists (“Doo-doo wop”), followed by a half-measure
embellishment by the leader (Wonder). This complements the one-measure cycles in the
bass, clavinets, and overall harmony that are described above. At the same time there is
also a two-measure cycle in the horn and rhythm sections, alternating between a straightup accompaniment with an emphasis on beat three and a syncopated version of the same
part with a de-emphasis on beat three.
The chorus departs significantly from the verse in a number of ways, but the most
important is that, in a nutshell, it doesn’t sound as much like funk. There are several
reasons for this:
First, as described above, the harmonic motion is more rapid, more traditional,
and more directed. Funk is usually built upon a single, root-position, modally mixed
chord, often prolonged with some sort of oscillating motion to and from a dominant or
subdominant. But this chorus has a fairly rapid harmonic rhythm of one chord per
measure, a series of unambiguously major triads or dominant sevenths, and a prominently
featured secondary dominantin first inversion. Most of all this is clearly a harmonic
progression, a passage driven by voice-leading and tonal harmonic tendencies toward a
cadential goal.
Second, aside from the clavinet parts, the rhythms are more conventional and less
syncopated. The vocal part is generally subdivided into relatively even eighth notes. The
only complications occur at phrase endings, where the articulation of the concluding
word anticipates the arrival of the downbeat by an eighth, and in the final phrase, where
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there is a brief hemiola effect. The rhythm of the horn part is even simpler. Its only
complications are a couple of eighth-note anticipations of the downbeat at the end of the
two chromatic passages. It is interesting that the bass has two passages of rapid, discolike octave changes in measures two and four, both of which omit the downbeat. Along
with an anticipation of the downbeat of measure six, echoing the vocal and horn lines, the
result is that the downbeats of the odd measures are clearly articulated and those of the
even measures are avoided (see Example 37). The combined effect of these three voices
(by far the most prominent ones in the chorus), is a rhythmic/metric interaction that is
much more coordinated, much more traditional, and decidedly less funky.
Third, Wonder’s vocal returns to a more traditionally melodic style, contrasting
with the more rhythmicized style of the verse. It ranges over larger expanses, both
overall and within each phrase. It is still mostly stepwise, but there is a sense of scalar
motion between contrapuntally determined anchors (e.g., the first phrase is anchored by
A≤ and C and the second by AΩ and DΩ). There is also a use of melodic sequence in the
parallel contour of the first and second phrases and the somewhat similar contour of the
final one.
Finally, there is a high degree of coordination between the melodies of the
synthesized horn and bass and, to a lesser extent, the vocal. All three parts move in
parallel octaves during the first chromatic passage and the bass and horn parts move in
parallel octaves during the second. The clavinets also move in parallel motion during
both of the chromatic passages, but in a planing series of major triads in the first

Example 37: Downbeat Articulation in the Chorus of “You Haven’t Done Nothin’”

Avoided Downbeats

Parallel Chromatic
Motion

Articulated Downbeats
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passage and dominant seventh chords in the second. In measures 2-4, the bass and horn
are moving separately (eighth notes in the bass and quarter notes in the horn), but are
clearly prolonging different parts of the same harmony in a way that creates an active
texture.
As a whole, the chorus is like a harmonically and texturally driven spring that
winds up more and more tightly through each measure. The spring is further tightened by
an extra, unexpected pair of twists in measures five and six, as Wonder diverts away from
the expected arrival of a cadence in measure five, before the tension is released on the
word “nothing” at the end of the chorus. It also works as something of an inversion of
the primary groove: The harmonies and melodies become much more active even as the
rhythms become simpler and the different voices more coordinated. In other words,
when the verse moves into the chorus the activity levels are exchanged between different
elements of the music, although in both sections they are designed to propel the music
forward. As a result, the chorus is well designed to contrast sharply with the primary
groove, articulating the structure and content of the lyrics and providing variety and
dramatic change without sacrificing the overall sense of flow.
“You Haven’t Done Nothin’” is an interesting combination of extremes: It is
perhaps Wonder’s most clearly political lyric, yet it is written in such a generalized style
that the target of his criticisms is still unclear and it is set to a highly festive, danceoriented accompaniment that sharply contrasts with its angry subject matter. It also
combines the most effective traits of the primary grooves of “Superstition” and “Higher
Ground” to make arguably Stevie Wonder’s strongest funk groove. But by contrast its
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choruses are surprisingly traditional and much more like horn-driven jazz or soul music
and much less funk-oriented than in either of those other two songs. Most important of
all, Wonder is able to balance with unusual effectiveness a very strong sense of forward
motion with a large number of striking events to create a highly combustible mixture of
flow and activity.
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Summary
As a group, Stevie Wonder’s three clavinet-funk songs are an interesting and
highly successful one-man excursion into a stylistic world based upon group interaction.
His success is a result of not only his skills as a musician, but also a particular
understanding of the cooperative musical relationships upon which funk is based.
Wonder’s stylistic approach to funk is essentially the same as that used by the
Motown house band under the direction of Norman Whitfield, particularly beginning
with the Tempations’ “Cloud Nine” (recorded in 1968).17 The songs as a whole do not
have the thoroughly modular construction of a “stem” mix, where the entire song consists
of layers built around a single recurring figure. But in each case the primary groove
courses throughout all of the song except for a sharply contrasting chorus, and those
primary grooves are constructed in an essentially modular fashion. The grooves are
extensively repeated, highly complex, and tightly organized, but only to a certain level of
scale. At the local level, considerable variation takes place.
Despite the impressive depth and complexity of the grooves, these songs still
feature the lyrics and vocal melody to a large degreeas was conventional even for
Motown’s most strongly funk-oriented material of this era. Wonder has changed the
instrumental arrangements very substantially from those typical of Whitfield’s funk
songs, but the instrumental functions are very much the same. There is little in the way
of ostentatious virtuosity; everything is done to serve the basic song and the grooves that

17

The Temptations, Cloud Nine.
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carry it. In general, the clavinet sections have taken on many of the functions of the
guitar and percussion sections, and James Jamerson’s role as the rhythmic and harmonic
wild card has been divided among the bass and clavinets.
The arrangement of “Higher Ground” varies from the other two in its lack of
horn sounds and especially in its use of envelope filters on the clavinets. “You Haven’t
Done Nothin’” varies even more through its electric bass, synthesized horns, processed
high-hat sound, and additional backup vocals. But all three are essentially based on the
same percolating, spatially and dynamically active rhythm section of clavinets, bass, and
drums. Wonder’s use of multiple electronic keyboards would have been distinctive in
any genre of the time, but was especially so for dance music. It continues to be
significantly influential today and was a clear precursor of later trends in many types of
dance music, particularly in disco and funk.
The primary grooves of “Superstition” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” are very
similar, although the latter clearly employs the more complex use of the clavinet section
found on “Higher Ground.” The

œ≤∑

meter of “Higher Ground” gives it a different feel

than the other two, drawing from the very different stylistic tradition of the roadhouse
and blues-boogie. But all three follow the same basic approach of a mid-tempo groove
that balances a strong flow with a high energy level, generated primarily through
rhythmic, timbral, dynamic, and spatial activity.
In terms of form, “Superstition” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” are very
similar, both following a fairly conventional Intro-a-a-B-a'-Vamp model. The form of
“Higher Ground” is the somewhat less common model of Intro-a-a-B-a-a-B-Vamp. In
each case, there is a compound structure of multiply nested forms within each of the
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larger-scale sections, a feature that is mildly atypical for funk.

All three songs

demonstrate a close relation to the twelve-bar blues as a form, particularly “Superstition.”
The three sets of lyrics are quite distinct, both from each other and especially
from other mainstream dance music of their time. None of them are celebratory or
romantic, and the first two are highly idiosyncratic. Yet the three very different subjects
(the foolishness of superstition, the need to continue striving through multiple lives or
stages of life, and the hypocrisy of political leaders) all work very well when set to
similar accompaniments. All three lyrics are written in a very relaxed, familiar, even
casual style, which results in striking contrasts with the metaphysical and political
subjects of “Higher Ground” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’.” “Superstition,” “Higher
Ground,” and “You Haven’t Done Nothin’” are united as a group by their overall sound
quality, interaction of rhythm and meter, approach to form, and the arrangement of their
rhythm sections. But their differences of text and subtler differences of arrangement and
feel (particularly in the case of “Higher Ground”) make them sufficiently distinct that
each stands on its own.
Wonder’s approach to funk in these three songs does not fully meet all the
primary criteria I described in Chapter 3. But the more functionally important the
criterion, the more closely he follows it. His bass and drum parts are prominent but not
to the great degree that is so typical of early-70s funk bands. Similarly, both the
rhythmicizing of instruments traditionally associated with melody and harmony and the
modular approach to songwriting are followed, but not to the same extent of funk
mainstays such as Parliament/Funkadelic. However, the elevation of rhythm, meter, and
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groove above all other musical characteristics is followed, despite the richness of those
other characteristics. Even in the closing vamps of “Superstition” and “You Haven’t
Done Nothin’,” when there are large numbers of vocals and melodic instruments
interweaving melodies, there is no question that they are still subsumed by the
overpowering grooves.

Most important is Wonder’s fusion of two fundamental

characteristics of funk: the concepts of “staying on the one” and of “togetherness in
motion.” Of course, these two concepts are not truly separate; the first is the mechanism
that enables the second. But in the context of an individual replicating what is inherently
group-based music, Wonder’s combination of them is particularly interesting.
When a single person is successively overdubbing all the parts in a song there is
no need to devote as much of the groove to organizing factors, because communication
between musicians is not an issue. Wonder nonetheless organizes his clavinet-funk
grooves in a similar way to the grooves of large funk bands. Within each groove
statement are a number of clearly audible moments or sections of coordination among all
the voicesrendezvous points, in a sensearound which there is freedom (particularly
of rhythm). This is a functional device for funk bands that Wonder is employing here as
a stylistic feature. But it also works to contrast coordinated motion with individualized
motion, thus creating the paradox of “controlled freedom” described by Basil Davidson
and Samuel Floyd. To map Floyd’s description of African musical and societal
principles onto Wonder’s songs (with my changes in brackets):

Musical [expression] did take place in these nonindividualistic [grooves],
and these [expressions] were easily assimilated into the prevailing [song].
The reason for this easy absorption was that [the expressions] were not
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subversive; they were made on the verges of [recurring musical
figures]…. In [Stevie Wonder’s clavinet-funk songs] we thus find a
complex, flexible, and dynamic [musical] system…18

The result is a trio of “robustly collective” songs even though each of them was
essentially the creation of an individual. This mapping of sociological concepts onto
music has an interesting possible interpretation: Wonder’s clavinet-funk songs are
musical communities. By this, I am not referring to a community of people who play
music, but rather a group of sounds that behaves according to the principles of a
community.
A community is not just a collection of individuals, but an organized group of
individuals. Each individual is, by definition, distinct. Simply putting individuals
together tends to produce chaotic combinations of their activities. But a community is
not chaotic.

It is organized, but in a way that ultimately cannot eliminate the

distinctiveness of its constituent individuals. This paradoxical style of organization is
achievable through the use of roles, obligations, and guidelines. Each individual has
certain roles to play, certain obligations that must be met, and certain guidelines that
constrain their actions. Within those guidelines and as long as those roles are performed
and those obligations are met, there can be freedom. When many individuals follow
these behavioral constraints together, they constitute a community.
What is interesting here is that the individual parts in Wonder’s songs follow
these same principles, a trait that is often true of funk music in general. A groove is not

18

Paraphrased from Floyd, 33-4. See page 128 for the text of the passage being paraphrased.
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just a collection of individual instrumental parts, but an organized group of individual
parts. The parts follow certain guidelines and at times are carefully coordinated (coming
together “on the one”), but are otherwise highly individualized. By creating a community
of sounds, and not just mimicking funk as a style, Stevie Wonder was able to conquer the
substantial challenge he posed for himself in “Superstition,” “Higher Ground,” and “You
Haven’t Done Nothin’”: recreating in the studio, almost entirely by himself, the
communal sense of “togetherness in motion” essential to funk—and doing so in a way
that not only showed originality but also proved to have broad popular appeal.
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CONCLUSION
When I began this project several years ago, I knew that I wanted to investigate
the music that Stevie Wonder created in his classic period of 1972-76. I knew that this
would mean covering large amounts of new ground; not only had Wonder’s music never
been the subject of musicological analysis, but there were only a few, brief published
analyses of the work of any musicians or groups of musicians even playing in a closely
related style.1 This is not surprising: musicological study of popular music is still a new
enterprise and there are vast repertoires of music that have not yet even been approached.
Additionally, rhythm and blues, soul, and funk are quite remote from the European
musical tradition out of which the modern practice of music theory and analysis
developed, so it is perhaps to be expected that they would not be among the first to
receive close attention.2
From the beginning it was clear to me that in covering such unexplored material it
is vital to allow the music itself to dictate both the direction and the methodology of any
analyses undertaken. It has gradually become more apparent with each song analyzed
that repetition is a central force in this music, a force that has largely been unexplored by

1

Until more recently, there were only two prominent analyses that focused on individual songs in
closely related styles: Brackett’s chapter on James Brown’s “Superbad” in Interpreting Popular Music and
Stan Hawkins, “Prince: Harmonic Analysis of ‘Anna Stesia’,” Popular Music 11/3 (1992), 325-35.
Brackett’s chapter was based upon material he had previously published, in “James Brown’s ‘Superbad’
and the Double-Voiced Utterance,” Popular Music 11/3 (1992), 309-24. In addition, there were two very
useful articles of a more general nature: Jon Fitzgerald, “Motown Crossover Hits 1963-1966 and the
Creative Process,” Popular Music 14/1 (1995): 1-11, and Rob Bowman, “The Stax Sound: A Musicological
Analysis,” Popular Music 14/3 (1995), 285-320.
2

The political implications of this omission are profound and worthy of much study, primarily
because of the clear racial divide between the music studied and the music overlooked. For a discussion of
this issue, see my review of Understanding Rock.
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music theorists. It also gradually became more clear that the one aspect of repetition that
had drawn commentary, the effects of repeated, surface-level rhythms in African,
African-American, and Afro-Diasporic music, was indicative of larger and deeper
processes. The interwreathed elements of groove and flow presented themselves as a key
to understanding Wonder’s music.
In this dissertation I have presented detailed analyses of the five chosen songs,
focusing on Wonder’s use of repeated grooves to generate flow and his manipulation of
flow to create drama and meaning.

These analyses are far from complete, if

completeness is even an attainable or desirable goal. But they do account for some of the
unusual power, resonance, and life that can be heard in this music. They do not explain
what the songs mean, but do suggest a number of new meanings or make contributions to
that meaning. And they also demonstrate vital musical processes, touching on at least
some of what is most essential to the songs. It is also just as important that these
understandings are arrived at from within the music and from within the political, social,
economic, personal, and commercial context that they inhabit.
However, these analyses are only a small, first step. There are many further ways
in which Wonder uses repetition, grooves, and flow that bear further, much more
extensive analysis. Some of these ways are suggested or implied in the preceding
chapters, while others are less obvious or intuitive. Here are a few possible, fruitful
examples.
Melody: While I have folded discussions of repeated melodies into the analyses in
this dissertation, a fuller examination of them is clearly in order. “I Wish” in particular
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would be an interesting subject because it includes multiple, interrelated, melodically
based grooves.3 These grooves work together in various ways above a rhythm track that
is quite similar in all respects except timbre to the three clavinet-funk songs analyzed
above.
Extended Improvisation: Again, improvisation is an important part of my analyses
of the clavinet-funk songs but it is not the focus. Like many pop musicians in the
1970s—particularly those with a background in jazz—Wonder sometimes incorporated
jazz not just in a stylistic fashion, but in an idiomatic fashion by using relatively simple
songs as the basis for extended improvisations. Perhaps the best example of this is “As,”
one of the high points of Wonder’s career. 4 “As” is remarkable both for the simplicity of
its repeated framework and for its nearly five minutes of highly virtuosic, improvised
vocals—particularly because, while the vocal melody is improvised, composed lyrics
extend throughout most of the improvised material.
Timbre, Texture, and Arrangement: “They Won’t Go When I Go” is an interesting
analytical subject for a number of reasons, including the way in which racial dialogue
takes place within the song, purely through musical means.5 But also of interest is the
way in which the number, quality, and arrangement of the instruments is employed in a
manner parallel to the use of improvisation in “As”: it is a means of providing variation,
depth, and interest above a relatively simple, repeated bed of music.

3

Stevie Wonder, “I Wish,” Songs in the Key of Life.

4

Stevie Wonder, “As,” Songs in the Key of Life.

5

Stevie Wonder, “They Won’t Go When I Go,” Fulfillingness’ First Finale.
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Recontextualization: I briefly addressed in Chapter 1 the way in which the
recontextualization of a song at a later date can expand its meaning, specifically in the
case of Spike Lee’s use of “Living for the City” in the 1990 film Jungle Fever. 6 But the
musicological usefulness of recontextualization can be much greater than that passage
suggests. An especially famous and interesting example is Coolio’s 1995 hit “Gangsta’s
Paradise,” based upon Wonder’s “Pastime Paradise.”7 Coolio’s song not only alters the
meaning of the earlier one by expanding its context, it also provides the analyst an
opportunity to examine how the grooves of a song work when lifted intact and placed
within a very different musical context. Another comparable example is Will Smith’s
“Wild Wild West,” which is based on “I Wish.”8 In this case, “Wild Wild West” works
more like a re-arranged cover version of “I Wish” because Smith uses a new performance
of the music instead of sampling the original. In the new arrangement, Smith at times
disrupts, alters, and interrupts the groove in a variety of interesting ways. A comparison
with the earlier version is very revealing of how the original ostinato functions, almost as
if it had been designed as a laboratory experiment.9

6

See pages 57-59 above.

7

Stevie Wonder, “Pastime Paradise,” Songs in the Key of Life and Coolio, “Gangsta’s Paradise,”
Gangsta’s Paradise.
8

Wonder, “I Wish,” Songs in the Key of Life and Will Smith, “Wild Wild West,” Music Inspired
by the Motion Picture Wild Wild West, Interscope Records 90344 (1999).
9

I previously discussed these two pairs of hip-hop versions in the presentation “‘Now
Sandwiches’.” This presentation also addresses a third pair: The Police, “Every Breath You Take,”
Synchronicity, A&M Records 75021-3735-2 (1983) and Puff Daddy & the Family, “I’ll Be Missing You,”
No Way Out, Bad Boy 73012 (1997).
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While Wonder’s music flourished in 1972-76 to a spectacular degree, it is really
just a brief climax in a long and varied career, full of rich and interesting music. Even
without the music of this period, Stevie Wonder would still be counted as one of the most
successful and important pop musicians of his generation.10 I have already discussed a
number of his songs from before 1972, in the context of how his style of funk developed
out of Motown’s general style (see pages 132-35 above). Just a few examples of
interesting analytical subjects among Wonder’s more recent music would include:


His use of grooves in his up-tempo and high energy but non-funk
songs like “Master Blaster (Jammin’)” and “Go Home.” Both of these
songs in particular would be very useful to compare with their
functionally similar, but stylistically different predecessors “Boogie
On Reggae Woman” and “Superstition,” respectively.11



His subtle, delicate, and interesting use of groove and flow in the
ballads “Send One Your Love” and “Overjoyed.”12



The ways in which his music changes when he works with other artists
on songs such as the Babyface collaboration “How Come, How
Long.”13

10

As some indication of relative levels of success, Wonder had 17 top ten and six number one
singles (on either the pop or R&B charts) before 1972, and 21 top ten and nine number one singles released
after his peak years. By comparison, nine of the 13 singles he released from Music of My Mind through
Songs in the Key of Life reached the top ten, including eight that reached number one, a remarkably
consistent level of success. He released 18 albums of new material before Music of My Mind, seven of
which reached the top ten and one of which reached number one. Since Songs in the Key of Life, he has
released eleven new albums (including the partially new Original Musiquarium). Eight of these reached
the top ten and six reached number one. By comparison, all five of his albums from 1972-76 reached the
top ten and only Music of My Mind failed to reach number one. (The apex of Wonder’s popularity was
reached in 1976, when Songs in the Key of Life, a double album with a bonus EP, actually debuted at the
top of the charts.) Chart information from Whitburn, The Billboard Book of Top 40 Hits.
11

Wonder, “Master Blaster (Jammin’),” Hotter than July; “Go Home,” In Square Circle, Motown
37463-6134-2 (1986); “Boogie On Reggae Woman,” Fulfillingness’ First Finale; and “Superstition,”
Talking Book.
12

Wonder, “Send One Your Love,” The Secret Life of Plants and “Overjoyed,” In Square Circle.

13

Babyface featuring Stevie Wonder, “How Come, How Long,” The Day, Epic 66089 (1996).
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Wonder’s classic period can also be examined in three other interesting ways:
through songs he created for others (e.g., Rufus’ “Tell Me Something Good,” Jeff Beck’s
“Thelonius,” and the two albums he co-wrote and produced with Syreeta Wright),
through the countless later remakes of his songs by other artists, and through songs he
wrote in the early 1970s but did not record until later (e.g., “Ribbon in the Sky, which
was not recorded until 1982, and “Free,” which was recorded in 1987).14
Finally, many of Wonder’s albums are not simply chronologically related
collections of otherwise separate songs, but are designed as coherent larger works.
Wonder’s typical strategy—a surprisingly uncommon one for other artists—is literally to
create albums of music. In other words, he selects songs from his “library” not just for
their value as individual songs but also for their potential to work in the context of a
larger album idea. As my discussions of “Living for the City,” “Golden Lady,” and
“Higher Ground” suggest, Wonder sequences songs in a way that interleaves their
meanings, much like a radio DJ who has mastered the art of the segue. This process is
particularly clear on Innervisions, Fulfillingness’ First Finale, Songs in the Key of Life,
and In Square Circle. In one case, Wonder created a truly interrelated “concept album,”
the film soundtrack The Secret Life of Plants. Investigation of any of these albums would
reveal much about Wonder’s approach to large-scale design issues.
The analytical approach I have used is broadly applicable beyond Stevie
Wonder’s music. This is clearly the case with music that is closely related to his in a

14

Rufus, “Tell Me Something Good,” Rags to Rufus; Jeff Beck, “Thelonius,” Blow by Blow;
Syreeta, Syreeta, Motown 808 (1972) and Stevie Wonder Presents Syreeta; and Stevie Wonder, “Ribbon in
the Sky,” Original Musiquarium I and “Free,” Characters.
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stylistic sense: It would be very instructive to examine the use of groove and flow by
other rhythm and blues, soul, or funk figures such as Ray Charles, James Brown, Curtis
Mayfield and The Impressions, Aretha Franklin, Sly and the Family Stone, Jimi Hendrix,
The Staples Singers, Earth, Wind & Fire, Parliament/Funkadelic, Chic, Michael Jackson,
and Prince, as well as the music put out under various names by the house bands for the
Motown, Stax, Philadelphia International, and Fame studios. All these artists share a
close musical relationship to Stevie Wonder and therefore their music is highly likely to
demonstrate a great deal of similarity in the overall approach to design, including the use
of groove and flow.
However, I have also demonstrated that groove and flow are not restricted to
repeated surface rhythms, but can operate in virtually any musical element at any
structural level. Since essentially every style of American and British popular music over
the last century is built around extensive repetition of musical figures and a strophic text,
it would be much more instructive to consider how repetition works in styles of music
other than rhythm and blues, soul, funk, or disco. For instance, groove and flow are
every bit as vital in Appalachian folk music, bluegrass, honky-tonk, rockabilly, western
swing, and every other one of the family of musical styles represented under the
extraordinarily general term “country and western music” as they are in rhythm and
blues, soul, and funk. Other large families of styles built around groove and flow include
those known collectively as folk, rock ‘n’ roll, rock, punk, metal, hip-hop, jazz, techno,
and Tin Pan Alley. Analysis of repetition can also be profitably extended to other Afro-
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European hybrids, particularly reggae, latin jazz, and many of the so-called “world
music” styles.
It is perhaps much more interesting that analysis of groove and flow can reveal
important insights into the nature of “classical,” or European art music. A good starting
point for such an investigation would be any successful, highly repetitive music, such as
Vivaldi’s concerti, Mozart sonatas that feature Alberti bass figures, Beethoven’s
“Hammerklavier,” Schubert’s “Erlkönig,” Chopin’s “Raindrop” prelude, Stravinsky’s
Rite of Spring, Ligeti’s Piano Etudes, or, most obviously, Steve Reich’s phase pieces.
From there, an exploration of the role of flow in larger-scale forms such as the Sonata
Allegro or Rondo, dance-based styles like the Baroque dance suite, or smaller-scale
phrase structure would reveal even deeper insights.
The result of this first step and of further extended studies such as I have
suggested would be a clearer picture of what is most essential to the music of individual
songs or pieces, artists’ bodies of work, and even entire styles of music. It could also
lead to a deeper understanding of how music is made, how it functions, and how we
understand it, particularly with respect to its temporal, truly linear, and eternally
ungraspable nature. Music will be revealed not just as a structure built of sound, but as a
shifting, patterned stream of sound that is:

Free,
Like a river,
Flowing freely through infinity15

15

Wonder, “Free,” Characters.
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